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ABSTRACT 
Harvesting solar energy can potentially be a promising solution to the energy crisis now and in the 
future. However, material and processing costs continue to be the most important limitations for the 
commercial devices. A key solution to these problems might lie within the development of bio-hybrid solar 
cells that seeks to mimic photosynthesis to harvest solar energy and to take advantage of the low material 
costs, negative carbon footprint, and material abundance. The bio-photoelectrochemical cell technologies 
exploit biomimetic means of energy conversion by utilizing plant-derived photosystems which can be 
inexpensive and ultimately the most sustainable alternative. Plants and photosynthetic bacteria harvest light, 
through special proteins called reaction centers (RCs), with high efficiency and convert it into 
electrochemical energy. In theory, photosynthetic RCs can be used in a device to harvest solar energy and 
generate 1.1 V open circuit voltage and ~1 mA cm-2 short circuit photocurrent. Considering the nearly 
perfect quantum yield of photo-induced charge separation, efficiency of a protein-based solar cell might 
exceed 20%. In practice, the efficiency of fabricated devices has been limited mainly due to the challenges 
in the electron transfer between the protein complex and the device electrodes as well as limited light 
absorption. The overarching goal of this work is to increase the power conversion efficiency in protein-
based solar cells by addressing those issues (i.e. electron transfer and light absorption). This work presents 
several approaches to increase the charge transfer rate between the photosynthetic RC and underlying 
electrode as well as increasing the light absorption to eventually enhance the external quantum efficiency 
(EQE) of bio-hybrid solar cells. The first approach is to decrease the electron transfer distance between one 
of the redox active sites in the RC and the underlying electrode by direct attachment of the of protein 
complex onto Au electrodes via surface exposed cysteine residues. This resulted in photocurrent densities 
as large as ~600 nA cm-2 while still the incident photon to generated electron quantum efficiency was as 
low as %3 × 10-4. 2- The second approach is to immobilize wild type RCs of Rhodobacter sphaeroides on 
xii 
 
the surface of a Au underlying electrode using self-assembled monolayers of carboxylic acid terminated 
oligomers and cytochrome c charge mediating layers, with a preferential orientation from the primary 
electron donor site. This approach resulted in EQE of up to 0.06%, which showed 200 times efficiency 
improvement comparing to the first approach. In the third approach, instead of isolated protein complexes, 
RCs plus light harvesting (LH) complexes were employed for a better photon absorption. Direct attachment 
of RC-LH1 complexes on Au working electrodes, resulted in 0.21% EQE which showed 3.5 times   
efficiency improvement over the second approach (700 times higher than the first approach). The main 
impact of this work is the harnessing of biological RCs for efficient energy harvesting in man-made 
structures. Specifically, the results in this work will advance the application of RCs in devices for energy 
harvesting and will enable a better understanding of bio and nanomaterial interfaces, thereby advancing the 
application of biological materials in electronic devices. At the end, this work offers general guidelines that 
can serve to improve the performance of bio-hybrid solar cells.
1 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Visionary Scenario of Electricity Generation in Future 
Humankind has burnt a wide variety of energy sources so far, mainly carbon fossil fuels, which has 
led to environmental catastrophes due to greenhouse gas emissions. CO2 is the major greenhouse gas 
emitted through humankind activities. Coal-fired power plants remain the major source of electricity 
generation in 2014 and the goal of restraining climate warming to 2 °C is becoming increasingly onerous 
with every passing year. The amount of CO2 which is being produced annually creates chronic diseases 
over time, inflames lung tissue (asthma), reduces lung function, increases the risk of blood clots, reduces 
oxygen saturation, increases the risk of brain stroke, alters cardiac autonomic function, and reduces the 
ability of cardiac cells to repair themselves.1 This should be added to CO2 environmental adverse effects 
such as air pollution, global climate change due to the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the earth’s 
atmosphere, and creation of acidic gases and rain, which kills plant life, pollutes rivers and streams, and 
erodes stonework. The following diagram demonstrates how coal power plants emission in 27 European 
countries, impacts annual health of people. The following diagram illustrates that the coal power generation 
in these countries in 2009 caused €15.5-€42.8 billion total health costs per year. 
 
Figure 1.1 Annual health impacts caused by coal power plants in the EU, 27 countries (used with 
permission1). 
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Currently 40% of world electricity comes from combustion.2 In the meantime, it is well known now 
that the earth’s oil reserves could run out during this century. We should add the above facts to the public 
concern such as environmental pollution arising from frequent oil spills such as the British Petroleum (BP) 
oil spill incident in 2010. In the meantime, the energy need would be almost doubled over the next 50 years. 
Hence, evidently new systems and strategies are crucial for generation of electricity. 
The increasing demand for the production of energy without a direct link to combustion of fossil 
fuels and the accompanying production of CO2 has brought attention to the clean renewable energies.3 
Figure 1.2 shows the US electricity generation by energy source in 2013.  
 
Figure 1.2 The US electricity generation by energy source in 2013. Reproduced from the data presented 
by US Energy Information Administration. 
Revolution in the future sources of electricity simply means that the share of renewables should be 
increased significantly for the future sources of electricity. It seems harvesting of solar energy as a carbon 
free source can potentially be a promising solution to the energy crises and environmental pollution. Almost 
1.2 × 105 TW of energy strikes at the earth surface from the sun out of which 600 TW is useable, when 
subtracting the amount that is being absorbed by ocean, mountains, etc. Hence, there is this vast excess of 
energy reaching the earth from the sun to our already vast global electricity demand. Additionally, this 
source is free and clean. However, the solar production of electricity compares to the utilization of all energy 
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sources is unfortunately tiny. One of the main problems on the road of utilizing solar energy is cost. The 
associated cost of electricity generation using solar energy is more than what we currently pay for electricity 
using coal. The US Department of Energy (DOE) has set an ambitious target of reaching the cost of 5 cents 
per kWh (or 1$/Wp). This means that to achieve this goal, various types of solar cell technologies should 
be developed, so each can play a role in providing the electricity need for the global future demand. To 
address both the sustainability in energy production from renewable sources and the increasing demand for 
photovoltaic devices, a potential approach is to use natural materials from photosynthetic cells to fabricate 
solar cells. This dissertation mainly focuses on a few challenges in employing photosynthetic reaction 
center (RC) proteins for solar energy harvesting in photovoltaic devices.  
 In this chapter, the principles of photoelectrochemical cell technologies with a brief summary of 
dye sensitized solar cells are reviewed. Also, in a greater detail, some basics of photosynthesis are explained 
with a comprehensive review of different strategies implemented to date for fabrication of solar energy 
harvesting electrochemical cells using photosynthetic proteins. The second chapter is about the materials 
and methods used in this work. Chapter 3 is about a new method of attaching the protein complexes on an 
underlying electrode without any use of linker which showed potential application in solar energy 
harvesting. Chapter 4 shows a new layer-by-layer assembly technique to preferentially orient 
photosynthetic reaction center complexes on an electrode using hybrids of oligomers and a protein charge 
mediating layer, which resulted in higher electron transfer (ET) rate between photosynthetic protein and 
underlying substrate. Chapter 5 shows how to directly adsorb photosynthetic plus light harvesting 
complexes on a surface of a Au electrode which showed an improved external quantum efficiency. Chapter 
6 presents conclusion of this dissertation and suggests several approaches for future works. 
1.2. Solar Cell Technologies  
1.2.1. Photoelectrochemical Cells 
Until 2001, photovoltaic industry was dominated by solid-state devices that were often made of 
silicon or thin-film semiconductors. As Michael Gratzel denoted, “this dominance was challenged by a new 
generation of solar cells”, the third one, which utilizes nanocrystalline materials and conducting polymer 
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films.4 The following section talks about photoelectrochemical solar cells using nanocrystalline materials. 
Since the science of photoelectrochemial cells is likely similar to the bio-photoelectrochemical cells 
incorporating reaction centers and reaction center plus light harvesting complexes, we briefly review them 
in the following section which is the subject of the current dissertation. 
1.2.2. Photoelectrochemical Dye Sensitized Solar Cells 
The advantages of devices using nanocrystalline material as well as the fabrication processes that 
are not involved in the expensive and energy-intensive high-temperature and high-vacuum processes, 
inspired various research groups to extensively put effort on developing efficient photoelectrochemical cells 
for utilizing solar energy.4 The first semiconductor-electrolyte interface study in electrochemical and 
photoelectrochemical cells was performed by Brattain and Garret,5 and later by Gerischer.6 As represented 
in a review article by Gratzel,4 the emphasis was on two types of cells: 1- regenerative cells and 2- 
photosynthetic cells. The operation mechanism of regenerative cells is shown in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3 Principle of operation of regenerative photoelectrochemical cells based on n-type 
semiconductors producing electric current from sunlight (used with permission4). 
In regenerative cells, upon exposure to sunlight, the light would be converted into electrical energy 
without leaving any net chemical changes behind. Any photon with an energy larger than the bandgap of 
the semiconductor, forms an unbound electron-hole pair. The separation happens through the presented 
electric field in the space-charge layer. The electrons will be collected by the semiconductor electrode. The 
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created holes will move through the bulk of semiconductor to its surface where they can be scavenged with 
the reduced form of the redox molecules in the electrolyte (h+ + R→O). The electrons that re-enter the cell 
from the external circuit can consequently reduce O which is the oxidized form of the redox to R which is 
the reduced form. This process can be repeated many times. The operation mechanism of photosynthetic 
cell is similar to the regenerative cells except the fact that instead of one redox system, this structure deals 
with two redox systems: one interacting with the holes at the surface of the semiconductor and the other 
with the electrons re-entering the cell from the external circuit.4  
The motivation for absorbing photons in a wide range led to utilization of ET sensitizers that can 
absorb light in the visible range and inject charge carriers across the semiconductor-electrolyte junction 
into a substrate with a wide bandgap semiconductor.4 This was the beginning of photoelectrochemical cells 
knows as dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) or Gratzel cells. Figure 1.4 shows the operation mechanism of 
and charge transfer path in such cells. 
 
Figure 1.4 Operation mechanism of a DSSCs (used with permission4). 
The TiO2 photoanode is sensitized with a dye material that is capable of absorbing lower energy 
photons. The dye has two energy levels: lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Typically a ruthenium metalorganic dye (Ru-centered) is used as a 
monolayer of light-absorbing material. Upon exposure of the electrochemical cell to sun light, photons are 
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absorbed by the dye material. Accordingly, the generated electrons in the dye’s excited state (S*) can be 
injected into the EC of TiO2. In return, dye can oxidize the redox mediator in the electrolyte. The redox 
mediator can be regenerated at the cathode by receiving electrons through the external circuit. Various 
efforts have been carried out to optimize the morphology and surface area of TiO2 photoanode as well as 
the cathode, the dye material, and the redox electrolyte.7-11 The photovoltage in a DSSC is the results of 
contribution from the potential drop across the back contact of the nanocrystalline film with the conducting 
glass and the Fermi level shift of the TiO2 nanoparticle.12-14  
1.3. Bio-photoelectrochemical Cells using Protein Complexes 
 As mentioned in section 1.1, to reduce the share of fossil fuels in electricity generation, clean 
energy should be scaled up to the TW level of deployment.15 To reach this goal, different ways and 
strategies of harvesting solar energy should be utilized. Photosynthesis, which is the process used by plants 
and other organisms to capture sunlight and convert it into chemical forms of energy (with the use of CO2 
and water), has been the source of energy on earth since the evolutionary history of life.16 The average rate 
of energy capture via photosynthesis globally is almost 130 TW,17,18 which is higher than the current global 
power consumption. Additionally, through the photosynthetic process almost 110 billion metric tons of 
carbon are converted into biomass annually.19 Photosynthetic plants and bacteria convert solar energy into 
electrochemical energy with high efficiency.20 In photosynthesis, the visible light conversion to utilizable 
chemical energy--i.e. adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
(NADPH)--occurs with an efficiency of 53.2%.21 The photosynthesis process might seem to be simple at 
first look. But if we take a closer look at the process, the route is much more complicated. Photosynthesis 
occurs in two steps: the light-dependent and the light-independent reactions, while the light-dependent 
reactions occur in the thylakoid membrane and the light-independent reactions take place in stroma, the 
fluid-filled area of a chloroplast outside of the thylakoid membranes.22,23 Figure 1.5 shows light-dependent 
reactions of photosynthesis, which happen in the thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts. 
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Figure 1.5 Light-dependent reactions in thylakoid membranes (used with permission23). 
A thylakoid is a membrane-bound section inside chloroplasts and cyanobacteria. In the leaf cells 
of green plants, there are special subunits called chloroplasts. Chloroplasts have high concentration of green 
pigments called chlorophyll. The chlorophyll job is to absorb the photons from sunlight and to transfer them 
to another subunit called reaction center (RC). In the light-dependent reactions, some energy is used to 
convert water, for example to oxygen. Additionally, other compounds such as reduced NADPH and ATP 
are generated. In plants, algae, and cyanobacteria as photoautotrophs organisms, sequence of light-
independent reactions called the Calvin cycle, leads to production of sugar. What happens in the Calvin 
cycle is that the atmospheric CO2 is incorporated into existing organic carbon compounds in the plant, and 
using the ATP and NADPH further carbohydrates such as glucose would form. It is interesting to mention 
that some bacteria such as Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides which is the main subject of current dissertation, 
do not evolve oxygen as they utilize H2S instead of water as electron donors.22  
Mimicking the nature to utilize solar energy can potentially be a cheap and sustainable technology 
which could help speed up the transition from fossil fuels into clean energy. The key advantage of solar 
energy instead of covering vast swathes of desert in solar panels and piping the energy hundreds of miles 
through high-voltage transmission lines, maybe that it can cover houses, buildings, and other urban 
structures, enabling them to generate their own power. Unfortunately, current solar cell technologies are 
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too expensive, especially for homeowners. The other often ignored topic in renewable energy strategies is 
the sustainability of the renewable energy technology itself.  
Interest in the potential application of biological photosystems has been fueled by the discovery of 
the 3-D crystal structures of these membrane protein complexes, and the quantitative understanding of the 
primary ET processes of photosynthesis.24-26 In the succeeding years, among several intriguing applications 
of photosynthetic proteins,27-29 solar energy harvesting has achieved prominence due to an increasing 
demand for the production of clean energy.20,30 The bio-photoelectrochemical cell uses technologies that 
exploit biomimetic means of energy conversion by utilizing plant-derived photosystems.30,31 In a 
photosynthetic organism, the primary energy conversion reactions take place in a RC protein. Different 
types of protein complexes may be employed to fabricate a bio-photoelectrochemical cell, including RCs 
from the Rb. sphaeroides bacterium, plant photosystems, and bacteriorhodopsin proteins.3,32-48 In the rest 
of this chapter, various types of bio-photoelectrochemical cells developed so far have been reviewed.  
1.3.1. Reaction Center and Reaction Center plus Light Harvesting Complexes 
1.3.1.1. The Structure of Photosynthetic Reaction Center Complex in Purple Photosynthetic Bacteria 
In purple photosynthetic bacteria, photochemical energy conversion initiates in a pigment-protein 
complex spanning the cytoplasmic membrane, the RC.49 The RC protein complex in photosynthetic bacteria 
harvests photons and generates spatially separated positive and negative charges. The RC of the bacterium 
Rb. sphaeroides is the simplest and perhaps the most resilient photosynthetic complex, with ~200 times 
longer recombination time of the separated charges compared to that in silicon-based devices.50 Through 
Förster resonance energy transfer, photon energy initially absorbed by antenna complexes, such as the 
bacterial light-harvesting complexes 1 and 2 (LH1 and LH2), is transferred to the RC, where a charge-
separated state is generated with ~100% quantum efficiency.51 The charge separation and stabilization 
occur in a complex of ∼7 nm diameter and lead to the formation of a local electric field of more than 
1.2×106 V cm-1, which corresponds to approximately 10% of the total local electric field around primary 
donor site of the RC.52 The RC of Rb. sphaeroides is a transmembrane complex comprised of three protein 
subunits (called L, M and H) ligate the pigment and other cofactors that make up the RC with a donor (P) 
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and an acceptor (Q) side. The cofactors, which constitute an ET pathway, include a bacteriochlorophyll 
(BChl) dimer (termed as P, the primary donor), two monomer bacteriochlorophylls (BChlA and BChlB), 
two bacteriopheophytins (BPheA and BPheB), two quinones (QA and QB) known as electron acceptors, and 
one non-heme iron are symmetrically arranged in the L and M subunits.53-55 All cofactors are non-covalently 
bound to the polypeptides. Figure 1.6(a) shows a block view of the photosynthetic RC protein complex 
from purple bacteria and the ET pathway through the cofactors. Additionally, Figure 1.6(a) shows a bowl 
(cavity) in the RC, based on the RC‒cytochrome (cyt) c co-complex crystal structure.56 C92, C234, and 
C156 show the approximate location of surface exposed cysteine residues. Cysteine which can be 
abbreviated as Cys or C is an α-amino acid with the chemical formula of HO2CCH(NH2)CH2SH. 
 
Figure 1.6 (a) Representation of the RC, protein subunits and cofactors, and approximate location of 
surface-exposed cysteine groups, of which C156 is the most externally exposed. White arrow shows the 
ET path from P to QB. (b) Charge transfer cycle in the RC (used with permission33). 
The X-ray crystallographic structures of photosynthetic RCs have contributed significantly to the 
understanding of the kinetics of ET, and biological ET processes in general.57-59 The charge separation in 
the RC occurs by generation of an excited state (P*) in a pair of bacteriochlorophylls (BChls), called the 
special pair (P). An electron is then transferred to an accessory BChl (BA), then to a bacteriopheophytin 
(BPhe), and subsequently to a primary (QA) and secondary (QB) quinone in a series of steps (Figure 
1.6(b)).33 In vivo, cyt c acts as a diffusible ET mediator to reach to the P-side of RC and donate an electron 
to P. Therefore, oxidized cyt c is the mediator, carrying the positive charge. After absorption of two photons 
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and receiving two protons, a quinol (QH2) is produced at the QB site. QH2 diffuses out from the protein and 
acts as an electron carrier mediator. The photosynthetic cycle repeats after the QB vacancy is filled with a 
fresh quinone (i.e. Q) (Figure 1.6(b)).     
The distinctive three Qy RC cofactor absorption peaks, i.e., BPhe, monomeric BChl, and the BChl 
“special pair”, are present at 760, 804 and 867 nm, respectively, while the most intense peak is at 804 nm.44 
Figure 1.7 shows the absorption spectrum of purified RC in a phosphate buffer. 
 
Figure 1.7 Absorption spectrum of purified RC in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (used with 
permission44). 
The bacterial photosynthetic RC shows great promise for solar energy harvesting because of nearly 
100% quantum yield of primary charge separation and an efficient stabilization of separated charges. The 
long recombination time and the high quantum efficiency,60 have inspired several research groups to utilize 
RCs in photoelectrochemical cells for harvesting solar energy.3,32-37,43,61,62 In addition, active photosynthetic 
elements can be obtained at a low cost from cultivated algae or agricultural remains, such as leaf stalks.  
The common approach is to make a bio-hybrid device by coating the surface of an electrode with 
a monolayer of photosynthetic RC protein complexes and applying the electrode in an electrochemical cell. 
The coating or immobilization of RC protein complex on the electrode can happen using linkers or directly 
without any linker. In such devices, diffusible mediators are used to transfer light-induced charges from the 
RCs to the electrodes through reversible redox reactions.33 Figure 1.8 shows schematics of a bio-hybrid 
photosynthetic solar cell device. 
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Figure 1.8 Schematics of a bio-hybrid photosynthetic solar cell device. m shows the redox mediator 
system in the electrolyte. 
However, there are some challenges on the road of integrating biomaterials in electronic devices 
including: the adoption and the interface between biomaterials and synthetic materials as well as the 
stability of biomaterials in a device. Because of the aforementioned challenges, majority of studies so far 
have been focused on the structure of devices using photosynthetic proteins. The criteria to evaluate these 
type of devices is mainly based on the ET and external quantum efficiency (EQE). The EQE can be 
measured in a photovoltaic device as the ratio of collected electrons to incident photons. The equation for 
calculation is thus: 
   100  	. .        Eq. 1.1 
where J is the current density in A cm−2, e is the electron charge in C, I is the incident photon power density 
in W cm−2, and ω is the energy per photon in Joules, all at the wavelength λ. The ratio of J/e is equal to 
the number of electrons transferred to the electrode per unit area (the electrode area) per unit time. Similarly, 
the ratio of I/ is equal to the number of incident photons per unit area per unit time (monochromic light). 
Considering that J and I are measured for monochromic lights at different wavelengths, the above equation 
is then the number of collected electrons to the number of incident photons, at the wavelength λ. This will 
only reach 100% when every incident photon is absorbed and every absorbed photon generates an electron 
and every generated electron is collected in the form of current through the circuit.  
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1.3.1.2. Standard Immobilization Strategies 
Typically, bio-photoelectrochemical cells have been fabricated using RCs immobilized from either 
the H-side or the P-side on the surface of one of the cell’s electrode.32,33,44,45,61-65 Figure 1.9 shows the protein 
orientation on a metallic electrode from H-side which is suitable for receiving electrons from the cathode. 
Upon illumination, a photocurrent can be generated by transferring one of the charges from the RC to the 
electrode. The opposite charges are moved to the counter electrode via a redox mediator in the electrolyte.  
One of the early examples of bio-photoelectrochemical cells using photosynthetic RCs goes back 
to 1994 when Katz performed random and oriented immobilization of photosynthetic RCs on carbon 
electrode, using bifunctional reagents.38  
 
Figure 1.9 Schematic of the RC immobilization via lysine residual once bifunctional reagent (1) was used. 
(used with permission38). 
The cysteine residual located at RCs’ accepting sides (H-side) was used to orient RCs on a carbon 
electrode surface activated for thiol binding.38 In his experiments, Katz used two different bifunctional 
reagents for covalent coupling with amino or thiol groups: (1) N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester and (2) 
iodoacetoamidyl. After immobilization of linker (1) or (2) on a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) 
electrode, the RCs were incubated on top.38 A series of systematic experiments were performed and it was 
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shown that using bifunctional reagent 1 leads to random orientation of RCs on the electrode’s surface due 
to many lysine residuals around RC globula.38 Figure 1.9 shows schematic orientation of RCs on the 
HOPG’s surface once reagent (1) was used. 
In the meantime using iodoacetoamidyl (bifunctional reagent (2)) resulted in RCs preferential 
orientation on the surface from H-side via cysteine residuals. Figure 1.10 shows the schematics of such 
structure. 
 
Figure 1.10 Schematic of covalent immobilization of RCs via cysteine residual once bifunctional reagent 
(2) was used. (used with permission38). 
It was reasoned since in the random orientation of the RCs using bifunctional reagent 1, the distance 
between QB in RC (Figure 1.11(a)) and the electrode is not short enough for tunneling to be effective. 
Hence, without any additional exogenous ubiquinone in the electrolyte, the photocurrent under illumination 
was negligible in such a case. Figure 1.11 shows the photocurrent associated with the above described 
structures. 
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Figure 1.11 Changes in the photocurrent induced by switching the illumination of the RC-modified 
electrodes. (↑) on and (↓) off. (a) reagent 1, (b) reagent 1 plus additional exogenous ubiquinone-10 in the 
electrolyte, (c) reagent 1 plus additional exogenous ubiquinone-10 in the electrolyte, (c) reagent 2, and (d) 
reagent 2 plus additional exogenous ubiquinone-10 in the electrolyte. (used with permission38). 
Katz’ early study can be considered as the building block of later in-depth studies on the application 
of photosynthetic RCs in solar energy harvesting. In 2002, Zhao and her coworkers could show a successful 
ordered self-assemble of 24 RC layers using alternate electrostatic adsorption with positively charged poly 
dimethyldiallylammonium chloride (PDDA) and negatively charged protein.66 The assembly of many 
layers of RC was mainly performed to improve the light absorption. Their results (presented in Figure 1.12) 
suggested that there is a good linearity between the number of assembled RCs and the photocurrent results. 
Such a structure with 24 layers of RC could produce ~80 nA cm-2 photocurrent density.66 
 
Figure 1.12 Short-circuit photocurrent for 1 to 24 layers of RC assembled PDDA induced by switching on 
(↑) and off (↓) the illumination. The insert showed the relationship between the photocurrent and the 
number of the adsorption cycles (used with permission66). 
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In 2002, Zhao et al. could show that the RCs orientation can be controlled using other types of self-
assembled linkers such as 2-mercaptoethylamine (MEA) and 4-aminothiophenol (ATP).67 Figure 1.13 
shows schematic diagrams of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of RC-MEA and RC-ATP films. As 
shown, the RCs can be oriented from either the P (primary donor) or the H-side on a Au surface using MEA 
and ATP SAMs, respectively.67 
 
Figure 1.13 The schematic diagrams of self-assembled monolayers for (A) RC-MEA film and (B) RC-
ATP film (used with permission67). 
In 2004 Trammel of Naval Research Laboratory and his coworkers demonstrated successful 
immobilization of photosynthetic RCs on a Au surface with the RC primary donor (P-side) facing towards 
the substrate by using a genetically engineered poly-histidine tag (His7) at the C-terminal end of the M-
subunit and a Ni–nitrillotriacetic acid (NTA) terminated SAM.44 The photoelectrochemical cell was 
fabricated with applying the above explained electrode in an electrolyte with one redox system, ubiquinone-
10 as an electron acceptor, Pt counter electrode, and a reference electrode. The measurements were 
performed in a three electrode setup using an Ag-AgCl reference electrode. Figure 1.14(a) shows the 
orientation of RC on Ni-NTA SAM. Figure 1.14(b) shows the energetics and kinetics of photo-induced 
charge separation in RC. 
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Figure 1.14 (a) The orientation of RC on a Ni–NTA SAM. (b) The energetics and kinetics of photo-
induced charge separation in RC. The photochemical excitation is indicated by a dashed arrow and the ET 
reactions are shown with arrows. The range of open circuit potentials (in the dark) of the working 
electrodes are marked as OC (used with permission44). 
Figure 1.14(b) shows that under illumination, the electron in P is raised to its excited singlet state 
(P*) and an electron is transferred to the primary quinone (QA) in ∼200 ps and forms the charge separated 
state P+QA−. The ET between QA to QB takes about 100 µs.44 As a result QB can act as electron donor and 
the primary donor (P) end of RC can accept electrons from cyt complexes.24,44,68 Under monochromic 
illumination (λ=800 nm) a cathodic photocurrent density of ~30 nA.cm-2 was achieved from the structure 
shown in Figure 1.14(a).  
Although Trammell et al. showed that the coverage of the electrode with the photosynthetic RC 
using NI-NTA SAM was not perfect, the photochemical activity of the assembled RCs through linker 
implied no structural deformation or degradation of protein complexes.44 Not long after, in 2006, the same 
group, oriented RCs from both primary donor and acceptor sides on a carbon electrode using two different 
linkers.65 Their work showed the effect of the protein orientation on ET between photosynthetic RC and 
carbon electrodes.65 Although their study was somehow similar to the early study by Katz in 1994,38 no 
adsorbed quinone was used after treating the electrode’s surface with a linker.38 Additionally this in-depth 
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study could strongly show that the direction of ET changes upon changing the orientation of immobilized 
RC on the surface. Figure 1.15(a) shows different orientation of RCs on a carbon electrode from H-side via 
cysteine residues using 4 Ao thick N-(1-pyrene)iodoacetamide (linker 1) and from P-side via polyhistidine 
tag using 12 Ao Ni-NTA linker. Figure 1.15(b) shows photocurrent vs time for both orientations. 
 
Figure 1.15 (a) A schematic presentation showing two possible ways of RC binding and ET pathways 
between RC and electrode. The structure of the bifunctional linkers used for binding to carbon electrodes 
are labeled 1 and 2. (b) Photoinduced electric current in carbon electrodes having RC bound through the 
cysteine at the top of the H-subunit, and through the polyhistidine at the close proximity of the primary 
donor (P side). (Light on, ↑, off, ↓) (used with permission65). 
The surface coverage estimation results showed that in both configurations, the RC coverage 
approached 75–80% of the ideal theoretical coverage.65 The significance of Trammell’s result is that the 
photocurrent response (Figure 1.16(b)) suggested lower ET rate for the attached proteins from the H-subunit 
side, despite the shorter linker molecule used for the immobilization. The reason was explained by 
estimating the ET distance in those structures. Considering the thickness of the H-subunit (~24 Ao),44 and 
the thickness of the SAM 1 (4 Ao) , there is a 28 Ao distance for ET between RC and carbon electrode, 
while RCs are being oriented from H-side on the surface. In case of RCs orientation from P side there is a 
19 Ao ET distance between RC and the electrode, as  the special pair is buried at a distance of 7 °A from 
the protein surface and the length of linker is about 12 Ao (Figure 1.15 (a)).65 Therefore, the larger distance 
between the ET molecules--i.e. RC--and the electrodes due to the presence of H subunit, caused a slower 
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rate.65 In contrast, higher rate of ET and larger photocurrents can be obtained by orientating RCs from P-
side onto a surface. Comprehending the effect of distance between the RC’s redox active sites and the 
electrodes, Trammell et al. demonstrated in 2007 that the electron tunneling rates between redox centers in 
RC protein complexes and the underlying electrodes depend exponentially on the tunneling distance.63 
Figure 1.16 shows a schematic of photosynthetic RCs immobilized on a Au electrode through linkers with 
different (3, 6, 10, and 15) number of methylene units in the linker’s alkane bridge, in the dark and under 
illumination. 
 
Figure 1.16 Schematic presentation of photoinduced and “dark” ETs in RC-cyt-SAM-Gold electrode 
(used with permission63). 
Trammell et al. measured the photocurrent as a function of the applied potential to the working 
electrode and the number of methylene units in the linker’s alkane bridge for the structures in Figure 1.16. 
Based on Marcus formalism, density of electronic states in the metal, the estimation of midpoint potential 
of the primary donor, and the reorganization energy, the rate constant of electron tunneling between the RC 
and the electrode for various electrode potentials, and the different number of methylene units in the linker, 
it was shown the highest kinetic of charge transfer and largest photocurrent density can be obtained once 
the length of the linker is the shortest (n=3).63 This earlier work demonstrated an 0.8 distance dependence 
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factor of electron tunneling for RC immobilized with alkane bridges per methylene unit.63 This implies the 
significance of the protein proximity to the electrode for an efficient ET between RC and the electrode. The 
maximal tunneling rate constant for ET from the flat Au electrode to RC primary donor was about 104-105 
s-1.63  
Later, Trammell et al. used the same Ni-NTA-terminated type of SAM in their previous work,65 
for immobilizing the proteins through polyHis tag located at the C-terminal end of M-subunit in another 
study.69 This allowed protein orientation with the primary donor (P-side) facing the Au electrode. To 
improve the ET between the RC primary donor and the underlying Au electrode, cyt c was injected into the 
electrolyte. In an earlier work by Lebedev et al.,69 it was demonstrated that the charge transfer at the RC-
electrode interface in the orientation, shown in Figure 1.17, is complicated by a bowl or a cavity on the P-
side that introduces a gap between the electrode and the protein (Figure 1.6(a)). Lebedev et al. revealed a 
higher photocurrent can be achieved if the bowl of at least some of the RCs may be filled by diffusion of 
cyt c into the space between a 7-His-tagged RC and an NTA terminated SAM on a Au electrode.69 Figure 
1.17(a) shows the schematic presentation of RC and cyt c on NTA SAM. 
 
Figure 1.17 (a) Schematic presentation of RC and cyt c on NTA SAM. (b) Steady-state photocurrent at 
RC-NTA-electrode with (---) and without (-) 1 µM cyt c and NTA electrode incubated with cyt c without 
RC (…). The arrows indicate light on (↓) and off (↑) (used with permission69). 
Figure 1.17(b) shows the steady state photocurrent at RC-NTA-electrode with and without cyt c. 
Also a control experiment was performed without any RC and just with cyt c, to prove that the generated 
photocurrent is the result of immobilized RCs on the surface. Lebedev et al. considered three different 
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orientation of RCs on the surface: tilting, lying, and standing (Figure 1.17(a)).69 It was demonstrated that 
in the tilting orientation, the ET between RC and Au is ~2 × 106 higher with cyt c as a conductive wire 
comparing to no wiring mechanism.69 
As it was shown earlier, the electron tunneling rates between redox centers in RCs and the 
underlying electrode depend exponentially on the tunneling distance.69,70 In an attempt to further improve 
the ET between RC’s redox active sites and the electrodes, an earlier study genetically modified the Rb. 
sphaeroides RC with the aim of achieving shortened tunneling distances between the RC’s redox sites and 
the underlying electrodes.71 In Mahmoudzadeh et al.’s study, the mutant RCs were directly attached from 
the P-side to a Au electrode, in which electrons tunneled from the Au to the immobilized proteins.71 
However, the results demonstrated a very low photocurrent density of 5 nA cm−2, mainly due to a low 
success rate in controlling the orientation of the RCs directly in contact with the electrode.71 Figure 1.18(a) 
shows a schematic representation of such a structure with the associate photocurrent graph shown in Figure 
1.18(b).  
 
Figure 1.18 (a) A schematic representation of direct attachment of genetically modified RC from primary 
donor side (P-side) into a Au electrode via a cysteine residue. (b) The photocurrent associated with (a) in 
a three electrode setup using Pt as counter and Ag-AgCl as reference electrode, respectively. (used with 
permission71). 
To further improve the photoelectric conversion efficiency of devices with photosynthetic RC 
complexes, Lebedev et al. proposed encapsulation of RCs inside carbon nanotube (CNT) array electrodes.72 
Their approach was to use genetically modified bacterial RC containing a polyHis tag at close proximity to 
primary donor (P+) with synthesized organic molecular linkers were encapsulated inside carbon nanotubes 
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and bound to the inner tube walls in unidirectional orientation.72 Figure 1.19 shows cross sections 
transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of arrayed CNT membrane without and with RC protein complex. 
 
Figure 1.19 TEM of cross section of blank arrayed CNT-Alumina membrane (A) without and (B) with 
encapsulated RC protein complexes inside. (C) and (D) show enlarged selection from (A) and (B). 
Arrows point at RC-nanogold conjugates. The 5 nm Au nanoparticles were only used for protein 
visualization inside CNT (used with permission72).  
For comparison, Lebedev et al. employed another type of carbon electrode, HOPG, for RC 
immobilization.72 Immobilization was performed using pyrene as linker molecule. Figure 1.20 shows the 
photocurrent results for bare HOPG and CNT as well as HOPG and CNT with immobilized RCs. The 
obtained photocurrent in case of RCs encapsulated in CNT arrays comparing to HOPG was almost 4 time 
higher.72 
The photoelectrochemical measurements were performed in a three electrode setup with reduced 
cyt c and ubiquinone-10 as the redox system. It was supposed that cyt c molecules would find their way 
from the pin holes in the RC layer to the interface between CNT and RC complexes and act as a molecular 
wire, as suggested in their earlier study.69 
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Figure 1.20 Steady-state photocurrent measurement for RC immobilized on CNT and HOPG electrode 
using an Ni-NTA pyrene linker or at bare electrodes. The arrows indicate light on (↑) and off (↓) (used 
with permission72). 
Hence, the tested cell was practically an electrochemical cell with a single diffusible redox mediator in the 
electrolyte.  
Besides the aforementioned techniques, other fabrication methods including electrospray,50 and 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)73 were also employed to make photoactive protein-based electrodes. Recently, 
Mirvakili et al. could successfully deposit photosynthetic RCs from purple bacteria onto a HOPG substrate 
without any linker using the electrospray technique.50 The obtained photocurrent from such structures 
indicated that the RC protein complexes show robustness to high voltages (e.g. 15 kV used in this study 
between the syringe needle and the underlying HOPG substrate).50 Figure 1.21 shows the obtained transient 
photocurrent along with the morphology of the HOPG substrate before and after the RC electrospray 
deposition. 
The comparison between dip coated and electrosprayed HOPG in Figure 1.21(a) demonstrated that 
using the electrospray technique can result in higher yield of deposited RC and better surface coverage. 
This percipience comes from the fact that significantly higher transient (peak) current response was 
observed for the electrosprayed photoactive HOPG comparing to the dip coated one. 
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Figure 1.21 (a) Photo-response of the RC treated electrodes: electrosprayed HOPG (blue solid line) and 
dip-coated HOPG (green dashed-line). Atomic force micrographs: (b) Topography of clean, freshly 
cleaved HOPG and (c) the corresponding topography of electrosprayed HOPG (used with permission50). 
In a three electrode setup using a Pt mesh counter electrode, a reference electrode, and ferrocene 
(Cp2Fe) as the redox mediator, such structure demonstrated a maximum of 0.01% EQE at 804 nm.50 The 
comparison between the morphologies of the HOPG surface before and after electrospray deposition 
confirmed the successful deposition of the complexes on the surface (Figure 1.21(b-c)). 
In a most recent study, it was demonstrated that self-organization of RC protein complexes on a 
Au substrate using LB technology can lead to a densely packed monolayer of the protein with a defined 
orientation.73 It is worth mentioning that the LB deposition technique for protein complexes was earlier 
used in 1992 by Yasuda et al. for Rhodopseudomonas viridis complexes.74 The LB method is widely used 
for the deposition of amphiphilic molecules onto solid substrates.74 The amphiphilic molecules may 
preferentially orient using LB as their hydrophilic side can face the water while their hydrophobic side faces 
air.73 This potentially results in a highly oriented layer of amphiphilic molecules at the air−water interface. 
The produced monolayer can be transferred onto a substrate by vertical dipping the substrate into the 
solution. The reverse dipping would likely reverse the orientation of molecules on the surface.73 As was 
explained in this work RC is a complex with a hydrophobic core and two hydrophilic ends. The hypothesis 
is that the hydrophilic properties of these ends is mostly not the same which eventually helps orientation 
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these complexes from one end onto a surface. It was stated in an earlier study,50 that at neutral pH, the RC 
is a net negative complex with a complicated spatial distribution of charged functional groups while having 
a high concentration of negative charges at the P side.24 Figure 1.22 shows the schematic representation of 
the LB deposition method along with the photocurrent obtained from the samples with layers of the protein 
coated by forward and reverse dipping (LB method); and direct incubation.  
 
Figure 1.22 (a) Schematic representation of the Langmuir−Blodgett deposition method. (b) Photocurrent 
produced from samples made with different methods: forward dipping of LB deposition (blue triangles), 
reverse dipped LB film (red circles), and adsorbed RC-LH1 complexes on gold electrode (green 
triangles). The arrows indicate when the light was switched on (arrow pointing upward) and when the 
light was switched off (arrow pointing downward) (used with permission73).  
The applied potential was −175 mV (vs SCE) in all cases, and the light source was an 880 nm LED 
with 23 mW cm-2 of illumination power. Since RCs  have the tendency to orient the hydrophilic H subunit 
toward the water, LB deposition of such complexes would orient the RC with H-subunit facing the 
electrode.74 It is worth noting that this interpretation of Kamran et al. likely comes from an earlier study in 
1992 which was performed using the LB deposition for another type of protein complex, the RCs of 
Rhodopseudomonas viridis.74 As  explained in the earlier studies, the H-subunit of RC impedes the ET from 
QB to the electrode, due to the 24 Ao ET distance.33 However, in Kamran’s study, quinones and cyt c both 
were used as charge carriers in the buffer solution which implies indirect charge transfer between the protein 
to the electrode as opposed to the direct tunneling approach .73 It should be pointed out that using a two 
redox system in the electrolyte has a natural problem of the recombination of the charges in the electrolyte 
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which results in waste of energy. The results in Figure 1.22(b) shows that LB method is effective for 
achieving  high current densities through deposition of a packed and oriented layer of RCs. Additionally, 
Kamran et al. interpreted that based on the photocurrent results the orientation of complexes on the surface 
is different using forward or reverse LB deposition.73 The authors indicated that in forward dipping the 
RC’s primary donor side (P-side) face the electrode while in the reverse dipping the H-subunit is facing the 
electrode.73 This potentially could explain why higher level of photocurrents were observed in case of 
forward dipping as there would be a shorter distance (about 7 Ao) between RC’s active site and the electrode 
in this orientation (attachment from P-side) comparing to the other case. However, from the results in Figure 
1.22(b), it is not clear to the author of this dissertation why the current direction is similar in both forward 
and reverse LB deposition. Based on these results it seems LB can be applied as a simple technique to 
fabricate densely packed RC-LH1 based photoactive monolayers for potential application in solar energy 
convertors. 
 The review of the previous studies demonstrates how linking mechanism of photosynthetic RC 
protein complexes with various orientations and thickness of the linker would affect the conversion 
efficiency and ET rate. To improve power conversion efficiency of such devices other approaches such as 
enhancement of light absorption was employed, as well. The following section reviews some of these efforts 
to enhance the bio-molecular solar energy conversion. 
1.3.1.3. Using Photosynthetic plus Light Harvesting Complexes for an Improved Light Absorption 
An approach to enhance light absorption in a bio-photovoltaic device is to use a bacterial RC-LH1 
core complex, where the RC is encircled by a light-harvesting (LH) complex. The limited optical absorption 
spectrum and extinction coefficient of the RC complex restricts the photocurrent generated in a cell. 
Therefore, antenna (LH) complexes may be used to increase light capture—for example, the RC-LH1 core-
complex.43,45,64,75-78 
An LH complex is a complex of subunit proteins which is a part of a larger supercomplex of a 
photosystem and is utilized by plants and photosynthetic bacteria to absorb more photons from the incoming 
light than that of RC alone. Through Förster resonance energy transfer, photon energy initially absorbed by 
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antenna complexes, such as the bacterial LH complexes 1 and 2 (LH1, LH2), is transferred to the RC (with 
transfer times of about 10-10 sec from the edge of the unit to the center), where a charge-separated state is 
generated with ~100% quantum efficiency.51 Figure 1.23 shows a cartoon of LH complexes and RC in 
cyanobacteria.23  
 
Figure 1.23 A cartoon which shows energy transfer from antenna chlorophyll molecules to RC in 
cyanobacteria (used with permission23). 
One of the early studies on incorporating RC-LH1 complexes in bio-photoelectrochemical cells to 
utilize solar energy goes back to 2006 when Suemori et al. self-assembled monolayer of LH core complexes 
of photosynthetic bacteria on a semiconductor electrode.79 In that work RC-LH1 complexes were isolated 
from Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rhodopseudomonas palustris and self-assembled onto an indium tin 
oxide (ITO) electrode treated with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS).79 It was shown that such a structure 
orients RC-LH1s preferentially from P-side onto an ITO surface. The schematic and the energy structure 
of the immobilized RC-LH1 on an ITO surface are shown in Figure 1.24. The photocurrent measurements 
were performed in a three electrode setup with APS-ITO electrode incorporating the core complex as a 
working electrode.79 The time dependent photocurrent measurement generated from the structure in Figure 
1.24(a) is shown in Figure 1.25. 
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Figure 1.24 (a) Schematic drawing of LH1-RC core complexes on an APS-ITO electrode which shows 
the electron flow from the complex to MV. (b) Energy diagram for the schematic structure in part (a) 
(used with permission79). 
The illumination of the electrode was performed through pulses with λ = 880 nm. The control 
experiment with only LH1 antenna or the RC core showed negligible photocurrent. Additionally, the 
photocurrent direction implies one way ET from RC-LH1 core complex to the methyl viologen (MV) redox 
system.79  
 
Figure 1.25 Time course of the photocurrent of the LH1-RC core complex, LH1 complex or the RC 
complex of R. rubrum on an APS-ITO electrode when the electrode is illuminated with pulsed light (880 
nm) firing continuously for 30 s. The current polarity was set in a fashion that showed cathodic current as 
negative (used with permission79).   
A year later, Kondo et al., from Nagoya Institute of Technology in Japan self-assembled monolayer 
of RC-LH1 core complexes from photosynthetic bacteria on Au electrodes modified with 3 different 
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linkers: alkanethiols: NH2(CH2)6SH (hereafter 6-AHT); HOOC(CH2)7SH (hereafter 7-CHT); and 
CH3(CH2)7SH (hereafter OCT).64 Their experiments showed that the success rate of core complexes 
immobilization was depended on the terminating group of the alkanethiols with  the following order: amino 
groups (6-AHT) > carboxylic acid groups  (7-CHT) > methyl groups (OCT).64 Figure 1.26 shows a 
schematic representation of RC-LH1 assembly on the Au electrode modified with alkanethiol linkers. 
 
Figure 1.26 Schematic model of assembly of RC-LH1 complex on the electrode modified with 
alkanethiols. The C-terminus of the LH1 complex and the special pair (SP) side of RC is oriented toward 
hydrophilic SAMs on the Au substrate and the H-chain is oriented toward the aqueous phase (used with 
permission64). 
 
Figure 1.27 Photocurrent response of LH1-RC complex assembled on a gold electrode modified with 6-
amino-1-hexanethiol (6-AHT), 7-carboxyl-1-heptanethiol (7-CHT), and 1-octanethiol (OCT) in buffer 
solution when illuminated at 880 nm (used with permission64). 
Figure 1.27 shows that the photocurrent response of RC-LH1 complexes on Au electrodes modified 
with 6-AHT, 7-CHT, and OCT, when these electrodes were illuminated with pulsed light at 880 nm. It was 
demonstrated that the photocurrent response was sensitive to the surface properties of the SAMs on the 
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gold electrode. The photocurrent was the highest and the lowest once the Au surface was modified with 
amino terminated and methyl groups, respectively.64 Additionally, the observed cathodic photocurrent 
implied a unidirectional ET from the Au electrodes into RC-LH1 core complexes and accordingly to MV 
redox system.64 The above mentioned observations provided useful information about the effect of surface 
modification of electrodes on the performance of RC-LH1 complexes as solar energy converters. 
In 2010 Magis et al. studied photostability, photocurrent response, and optical properties of directly 
adsorbed isolated Rb. sphaeroides membranes onto a Au surface.80 The membrane adsorption were carried 
out through incubation of protein complexes directly on a gold electrode.80 Despite the study by 
Mahmoudzadeh et al.,71 which demonstrated a negligible current for directly adsorbed genetically modified 
RCs onto a Au surface (Figure 1.18(b)), Magis et al.’s study showed a steady state photocurrent of ~10 µA 
cm-2 using RC-LH1s.80  
 
Figure 1.28 a) Light-induced current action and solution absorbance spectra from wild type (WT) RC-
LH1 chromatophores. Spectra normalized at 750 nm. (b) Light-induced current action and solution 
absorbance spectra from RC-LH1 mutant membranes. Spectra normalized at 805 nm. Illumination powers 
indicated as percentage of maximum (100%) illumination that was 15 mW cm−2 (used with permission80). 
Although based on the presented results it seems that the membranes remain functional while 
adsorbed onto a gold-electrode, the mechanism of adsorption and the membrane orientation was not clear 
in the Magis’s work. Figure 1.28 shows the wavelength dependent current action spectra of the wild type 
(WT) and mutant RC-LH1. The photocurrent measurements were performed in a three electrode setup like 
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the other earlier works in presence of two redox mediators in the electrolyte (i.e. cyt and Q0). The absorption 
peaks of LH2 complexes were presented at 800 and 850 nm. While the LH1 absorption peak appeared as a 
pronounced shoulder at 870 nm.80  
In a different work, the same group used direct attachment of RC-LH1 onto Au electrode while 
using cyt c as a molecular relay.36 RC-LH1 complexes from Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) acidophila were 
directly attached onto bare Au electrodes by simply depositing solutions of protein complexes onto the 
surface and subsequent rinsing.36 An interesting fact about Rps. Acidophila is that this class of complexes 
are associated with a tetra-heme cyt on the periplasmic side of the membrane.36,81 The attached cyt c can 
act as the reductant for the photo-oxidized primary electron donor.36,81  
 
Figure 1.29 (a) The photocurrents response obtained from attached RC-LH1 complexes onto a bare Au in 
different concentration of Q0 and cyt c. The largest photocurrent was obtained for 1000 μM Q0 and 100 
μM cyt c (circles). (b) Wavelength dependence of RC-LH1 photocurrents (not normalized) at excitation 
powers of 0.5 (green), 3 (red), and 15 mW cm-2 (black). (used with permission36). 
It was reported in their study that the Rps. Acidophila complexes may potentially be attached onto 
the gold surface via the associated cyt c through a surface exposed conserved cysteine near the tip of the 
cyt subunit.82,83 Figure 1.29(a) shows the photocurrent response from the attached Rps. Acidophila 
complexes onto gold for three different concentration of cyt c and quinone (Q0) in the electrolyte. The 
highest photocurrent (Figure 1.29(a), circle) was observed for 1000 μM Q0 and 100 μM cyt c concentrated 
redox solution. Additionally, increasing the concentration of the redox mediator led to lower decay of 
current after cessation of light.36  
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The review of the efforts in the area of RC-LH1 complexes shows that the integration of LH 
antennas for enhancement of photon absorption, can be considered as an effective strategy to increase the 
photocurrent density and EQE in photosynthetic bio-hybrid devices for solar energy harvesting. Almost all 
the aforementioned works were concentrated on fabrication of photosynthetic RC-based bio-
photoelectrochemical cells through applying a working electrode, with directly attached or linker coupled 
RCs, in an electrolyte with a reference and counter electrodes. The three electrode measurements can be 
performed to accurately study the reactions only on the surface of the working electrode (the potential 
changes of the working electrode are measured independent of changes that may occur at the counter 
electrode). Also, in the three probe measurement, the surface area of counter electrode would not be a rate-
limiting factor. In practice, for solar energy harvesting, a two terminal device has to be designed. Two-
probe electrochemical devices using photosynthetic protein complexes and a fabrication approach in which 
RC complexes and the electrolyte can be injected into the space between working and counter electrodes 
are discussed in the next section. 
1.3.1.4. Two Probes Electrochemical Devices Using Photosynthetic Protein Complexes 
In 2012, Tan et al. fabricated RC based bio-photoelectrochemical cells, using a similar approach 
being used for making DSSCs.62 In their approach, a mixture of the RC protein and the redox mediator was 
injected into the cavity formed between working (a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass) and counter (a 
Pt-coated rear electrode) electrodes (Figure 1.30).62 It is worth mentioning that this method of cell 
construction, using protein complexes, was first employed by Ciesielski et al. in 2010 for another type of 
protein complex, Photosystem I1 (PSI).41 Figure 1.30 shows a schematic representation of such structure. 
In the fabricated cells by Tan et al.,62 N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD) was used as the 
single diffusible redox mediator in the electrolyte. 
                                                           
1 PSI is an ∼500 kDa membrane protein complex that perform oxygenic photosynthesis. 
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Figure 1.30 Proposed mechanism of operation in the RC and RC–LH1 cells with TMPD as the single 
redox mediator. Current-supporting RCs (as shown) or RC–LH1 complexes (not shown) are oriented with 
the P-side close to the FTO-glass electrode. Arrows indicate the route of ET through the RC (blue), 
through the TMPD/TMPD+ pool to the Pt electrode (orange) and into the P-side of the RC from the FTO-
glass electrode (green) (used with permission62). 
As shown in Figure 1.30 and suggested by the authors, the injected proteins into the cavity between 
the two electrodes, eventually resulted in attachment of the RC or RC-LH1 complexes with the primary 
donor (P-side) facing the FTO electrode. Hence a direct ET would occur from the FTO underlying electrode 
to the complex while TMPD would act as a reductant of P+.84,85 Accordingly the oxidized mediator--i.e. the 
TMPD+--can act as an oxidant of QB-.84,85 Figure 1.30(a) shows the short circuit current in a cell with RC-
LH1 and TMPD. Figure 1.30(b) shows the action spectrum of external quantum efficiency (EQE) in a 
sample device. 
Figure 1.31(a) shows a 0.15 µA cm-2 current density after ~20 s illumination. To confirm the 
contribution of the protein complexes to the photocurrent generation, control experiments were performed 
on cells containing TMPD, but lacking any protein component (Figure 1.31(a), linear plot). 
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Figure 1.31 (a) JSC output by a cell with RC–LH1 and TMPD (RC–LH1 cell; black) and a control cell 
with only TMPD (blue) under a pulse illumination, indicated by the gray line. (b) Action spectrum of 
EQE (squares/lines) compared to the solution absorbance spectrum of the RC–LH1 complex (line). (used 
with permission62). 
The negligible photocurrent density supports the interpretation that the photo-response in the RC-
LH1-based cells stems from the light harvesting and charge generation in the protein components. Upon 
switching on the light, the current response showed an initial spike. According to Tan et al. the spike could 
be due to a faster rate of P+ reduction relative to QB- oxidation, which resulted in a buildup of negative 
charges within the protein.62 Upon cessation of illumination, transient positive (reverse) currents (not shown 
here) were observed for the RC-LH1 photoactive electrodes. The positive current was attributed to the 
oxidation and reduction reactions at the photoactive working and the counter electrodes, respectively, which 
helped in dissipating the energy difference between the electrode and the electrolyte to regain a state of 
equilibrium in the dark.50,62 Figure 1.31(b) shows a compelling match between the RC-LH1 solution 
absorption spectrum (line) and EQE across this wavelength range (line-squares) which confirms that the 
RC-LH1 complexes were functional and intact. The results also indicate the EQE maximum value of 0.95% 
at ~875 nm.62 
Recently, Tan et al. used various types of counter electrodes including cobalt disilicide (CoSi2), 
titanium nitride (TiN), multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT), and Pt in a two probe protein based solar 
cell.61 The hypothesis was that in a structure such as the one schematically shown in Figure 1.30, some of 
the complexes might eventually detach from the working electrode and be adsorbed on the surface of the 
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counter electrode. This would reduce the overall generated photocurrent as well as EQE in the cell. Using 
a superhydrophobic material such as MWCNT, the adsorption of the protein complexes on the counter 
electrode can be prevented. En route to fabricate such a structure, the authors observed a variety of reversed 
currents in response to discontinuous illumination.61 In particular, the authors report that the use of 
superhydrophobic MWCNT as the counter electrode resulted in a near symmetrical forward and reverse 
current upon light on and light off, respectively.61  
 
Figure 1.32 (a) Schematic showing the vacuum potentials of key components in a RC-LH1 based bio-
photoelectrochemical cells with either TMPD or PMS as the redox electrolyte and different counter 
electrodes. With TMPD or, for CoSi2, PMS as the mediator, a flow of direct current was observed to the 
back electrode. (b) Time dependence of JSC produced by a MWCNT/TMPD cell under continuous 
illumination and (c) exposed to 20 s light-on/light-off cycles (used with permission61). 
Figure 1.32(a) shows a schematic representation of the energy structure and charge transfer cycle 
of a RC-LH1 based bio-photoelectrochemical cell with either TMPD or PMS as redox electrolyte and 
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various counter electrodes. The photocurrent response of such cells under continuous illumination and 
discontinuous illumination (light on-off cycles) is shown in Figures 1.372b-c). This study helps fabricating 
cells capable of different types of direct current (DC) and/or reverse output current using different 
combinations of photoactive proteins, redox mediators, and synthetic materials.61 
1.3.2. Hybrid Structures of Semiconductors and Photosynthetic Reaction Centers for Solar Energy 
Harvesting 
Hybrid structures of proteins with synthetic materials can find numerous applications in artificial 
solar fuel generation, solar energy conversion, and in optoelectronic devices.22 Several types of protein 
hybrid structures can be named including semiconductors-RC proteins and quantum dots (QDs)-RCs. Some 
of the devices explained earlier in this chapter have employed semiconductor materials as the working 
electrodes.61,62 However, the author intention here is to explain, the energy levels and the interface structure 
of such hybrids. Potentially, a semiconducting electrode is more suitable than a metallic one for charge 
transfer to or from proteins, due to the existence of conduction and valence bands.22 Using a metallic 
electrode, a donated electron from an RC can be transferred to the redox electrolyte, before it would be 
collected at the device terminal (Figure 1.33(a)). This charge recombination at the metallic electrode’s 
surface results in a waste of energy. The ideal scenario is once the working electrode can act only as an 
electron acceptor or donor. Due to the energy band structure in semiconductors, they potentially can be 
useful for selective charge transfer in a bio-photoelectrochemical cell using proteins. This approach has 
previously been used in DSSCs. Also some of the earlier studies in this chapter employed a semiconductor 
material for the working electrodes.32,61,62,79 In the following text we review the structure of some devices, 
other than those already reviewed, in a greater detail, providing a full comprehension on the advantages of 
hybrid semiconductor-protein arrangements over metal-protein ones. Figure 1.33 demonstrates the energy 
structure and charge transfer mechanism in a device based on metal-RC electrode vs semiconductor-RC 
electrode.  
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Figure 1.33 Energy level depiction in a device with immobilized RCs at (a) a metallic and (b) a 
semiconducting electrode. The light blue arrows show the ET from the ground state in P to the electrode 
via the excited level and QB. In (a) the metallic electrode can donate electrons to (1) mediators or (2) P+ 
which results in the energy loss (charge recombination). In (b) the electron is transferred from the RC to 
the EC. Since Ev is lower than P+ and cyt c2+/3+ the semiconductor is a poor electron donor. 
Consider a scenario in which RCs are attached to a semiconductor material as shown in Figure 
1.33(b): exposing the hybrid structure to light would induce excitation of the electron at P+ to its singlet 
state (P*) and transferring the electron to QB. This electron can either be injected to the semiconductor 
conduction band  or interact with the redox electrolyte.22 The current direction--i.e. generation of either 
anodic or cathodic current--depends on the energy levels in the semiconductor and the RC; and the redox 
electrolyte midpoint potential. The hybrid protein-semiconductor electrode would act as a photoanode if EC 
(termed as CB in Figure 1.34) stays lower than RC*/RC+ level in the following diagram while the redox 
reduces RC (Figure 1.34(a)). The hybrid electrode would act as a photocathode if the charge transfer path 
is similar to the schematic representation in Figure 1.34(b). 
One of the early studies in this domain goes back to 1980 when RCs of Rhodopseudomonas 
sphaeroides R-26 were attached to an SnO2 electrode.86 The RCs were simply incubated and dried without 
controlling the adsorption orientation.86 Figure 1.35 shows a schematic representation of such structure.87 
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Figure 1.34 Schematic energy diagram in RC/semiconductor electrode. The arrows in the figures 
represent possible flows of electrons. (a) Anodic ET. The dotted arrows represent possible cathodic ET. 
(b) Cathodic ET. The dotted arrow represents possible anodic ET (used with permission22). 
 
Figure 1.35 Energy level of SnO2 electrode and bacterial RC. The hybrid electrode exhibits a cathodic 
photocurrent. (used with permission87). 
The overall schematic representation of energy structure in Figure 1.35 is similar to the one in 
Figure 1.34(b), in terms of energy band structure, showing that the hybrid RC-SnO2 electrode performed as 
a photocathode. The ET path is likely from SnO2 to the RC while the charge transfer through electrolyte 
can happen via redox reaction of hydroquinone.86 The explained structure produced a VOC and ISC of 70 mV 
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and 0.3 μA cm−2, respectively.86 Using a p-type semiconductor, the photovoltage and photocurrent could 
potentially be improved.22  
In 2005, Lu and his coworkers constructed a novel photoactive electrode consisting of the bacterial 
photosynthetic RC trapped (physical adsorption) on a mesoporous WO3–TiO2 film to facilitate bio-
photoelectric conversion by manipulating the excitation relaxation of the proteins.88 The structure of the 
semiconductor electrode was a three-dimensional wormlike mesoporous WO3-TiO2 film with tailored pore 
size of ∼7.1 nm.88 The aforementioned pore size allowed for entrance and entrapment of the bacterial RCs. 
Figure 1.36 shows the schematic representation of experimental setup for preparation of bio-hybrid device 
based on tailored mesoporous WO3-TiO2 films with the entrapped RCs. 
 
Figure 1.36 Experimental setup for preparation of a bio-photoactive electrodes based on the tailored 
mesoporous WO3-TiO2 film and RC (used with permission88). 
To confirm that the RCs were successfully entrapped in the mesoporous electrode, the near infrared 
(NIR)-visible absorption spectrum of the mesoporous electrode entrapped with RCs was compared to that 
of RCs in the electrolyte.  
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Figure 1.37 NIR-visible absorption spectra of (a) RC (2 µM) in pH 8.0 Tris-HCl buffer and (b) the tailor-
made ITO/WO3-TiO2/RC film at 293 K. Absorption of bare ITO/WO3-TiO2 film is subtracted as 
background. Inset reveals the UV-visible NIR absorption spectrum of the tailor-made ITO/WO3-TiO2 
films recorded using blank ITO as background (used with permission88). 
The results in Figure 1.37 shows that there was a good match between these two which confirmed 
the interpretation that such structure can successfully be employed for entrapment of bacterial RC and 
photoactive electrode applications. Both spectra showed three major absorption peaks of RC at 760, ~802, 
and 870 nm, which correspond predominantly to the Qy transition for Bphe, Bchl, and P, respectively.88 
In a comparison to this work, it was shown that a TiO2 structure without WO3 demonstrates several 
times lower ability in the adsorption of RCs mainly due to the lack of an optimized mesoporous structure 
for RC effectual entrapment.88 Additionally WO3-TiO2 structures were synthesized with variable pore size. 
The summarized results in Table 1.1 suggest that the pore structure (2D hexagonal and 3D wormlike) and 
size can significantly affect the amount of adsorbed RCs,88 with 3D mesoporous structures having higher 
potential for the RC entrapment. The size of pores should be large enough for RC entrapment but not 
excessively large so the complexes can leave easily.  
Table 1.1 Comparison of matrix property with quantity of RC adsorbed (used with permission88). 
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a Thickness of WO3-TiO2 and TiO2 films was determined with an average of five measurements. b All data 
for contact angle were measured with an average of four measurements. c Molar amount (M) presented here 
were calculated from the differential absorption spectra of RC solution before and after immobilization 
(molar extinction coefficient of RC at 802 nm is ca. 2.88 × 105 M-1 cm-1) with an average of three 
measurements. 
Figure 1.38 shows the photocurrent measurement results under illumination for a fabricated bio-
hybrid photosynthetic solar cell device with the aforementioned photoactive electrode. Such a structure 
resulted in a 30 µA cm-2 current density which is about five times larger than that of RC-free ITO/WO3-
TiO2 films (∼6.4 µA cm-2) and a maximum incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of 
∼11% (around 800 nm).88 This confirms the contribution of RCs in photoelectric effect of such a device.  
  
Figure 1.38 ISC responses of RC-free ITO/WO3-TiO2 film (a, dot line) and ITO/WO3-TiO2/RC film (b, 
solid line) in pH 8.0 Tris-HCl buffer containing 8 mM sodium dithionite illuminated with a 20 W 
incandescent lamp (5 mW cm-2). The electrode bias is set at the VOC (∼-0.1 V vs SHE) (used with 
permission88). 
In 2011, Takshi et al. used a solution of suspended RCs with mediators in an electrochemical device 
and studied the effect of various metallic and wide bandgap semiconducting materials, including carbon, 
Au, ITO, SnO2, and WO3 as the working electrode, on the photocurrent density.35 It was shown that in 
contrast to the common knowledge that believes RCs should be coupled to an electrode for current 
generation, free floating suspended RCs can generate noticeable photocurrent and photovoltage in lack of 
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any linking mechanism.35 This percipience comes also from an earlier work by the same author,89 which 
later was confirmed by other groups as well.34,36 However, it is worth mentioning that the recombination of 
the mediators in the bulk of electrolyte and\or oxidation and reduction at the surface of electrode leads to a 
waste of energy in systems with two redox mediators.35 The main finding of this study though is not the use 
of solubilized RCs but rather to show how the electrode materials can affect the rates of the reactions in a 
similar cell. It was demonstrated that selection an appropriate material for the electrode, the charge transfer 
between the mediators and the electrode can potentially be rectified to achieve larger photocurrents.35 
Figure 1.39 shows the obtained photocurrents in bio-photovoltaic cells with (a) metallic and (b) 
semiconducting electrodes.  
 
Figure 1.39 Photocurrent in the bio-PV cells with (a) metallic and (b) semiconducting electrodes. The 
inset plot is the transient current with a quick rise and slow decline. Light: ON (↑), OFF (↓).The 
electrolyte was composed of Cp2Fe and MV with RCs. The electrolyte was applied in a three probe setup. 
The electrode surface area was 0.2 cm2. The illumination was performed with a beam of white light with 
an incident intensity of 2.8 mW cm-2. (used with permission35). 
Figure 1.39(a) inset shows two regimes for the transition: (1) a quick rise in the magnitude of the 
current followed by (2) a gradual decline.35 It was suggested that the fast response came likely from the 
reduction of Cp2Fe+ while the graduate decline was due to a slow oxidation of MV+.35 Additionally, Figure 
1.39(a) demonstrates that using a similar material such as carbon with different morphology and surface 
area (c-paper vs HOPG), the current can be different. Using a C-paper as working electrode, the cell 
indicated almost two times current density comparing to that of HOPG.35 Furthermore, the author explains 
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that another potential reason for the difference in the photocurrents might be the difference between the 
energy structures of carbon in HOPG and carbon fibers.35 In case of using Au, higher level of currents were 
obtained which might be a result of complexes adsorption through cysteine residues on the Au’s surface 
which can increase the kinetics of charge transfer.35 The low level of currents in case of using ITO indicates 
similar rates of Cp2Fe+ reduction and MV+ oxidation at the electrode’s surface.35 Among all metallic and 
semiconductor materials in this work, WO3 demonstrated the largest photocurrent density (~5.1 μA cm-2) 
which could be due to position of WO3’s EC which is close to the energy level at QB in the RC. Hence, WO3 
would behave as a poor electron acceptor from MV+ and responds to the reactions more selectively than 
the rest of the materials.35 
The use of semiconductor electrodes in bio-PV  devices for selective charge transfer and larger 
photocurrent was studied in a greater detail by Usgaocar et al.90,91 In their study, Fluorine doped Tin Oxide 
(F:SnO2), Copper(II) Oxide (CuO) and Nickel Oxide (NiO) electrodes were investigated as a mean for 
achieving selective redox reactions.90,91 The reactions of MV, ferricyanide/ferrocyanide and ferric/ferrous 
couples on the three semiconducting electrodes were studied using cyclic voltammetry and sampled current 
voltammetry.90,91 Figure 1.40 shows the semiconductor-electrolyte interface energy alignment. 
 
Figure 1.40 Semiconductor-electrolyte interface energy alignment. Larger conduction band and redox 
potential separation should lead to slower reaction rates (used with permission91). 
It was suggested in this study that semiconductor and redox couple reactions rates are ruled by the 
overlap between energy levels in both systems.90 As shown in Figure 1.40, a redox couple with a large EC 
overlap, should have higher redox reaction rates compared to one that overlaps the semiconductor 
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bandgap.90 It was indicated that the rate of ET between the electrodes and the redox couples depends on the 
difference between the semiconductor majority carrier band edge and the standard redox potential of the 
redox couple. The authors applied cyclic voltammetry (CV) to measure the standard redox potential of the 
mediators. Figure 1.41(a) demonstrates CV curves with F:SnO2 and aqueous MV, Fe(CN)6 and Fe3+/Fe2+ 
solutions. The relative peak magnitudes and separations show a preferential reaction between F:SnO2 and 
MV.90,91 Figure 1.41(b) shows sampled current voltammetry between SnO2 and multiple mediators. 
 
Figure 1.41 (a) CVs of SnO2 in presence of various mediators at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Current axis is 
common and potential axes are as marked. Currents are normalized to the cathodic peak current. (b) 
Sampled current Voltammetry between SnO2 and multiple mediators. Currents are normalized to the 
diffusion current (used with permission91). 
The sampled current voltammetry data in Figure 1.41(b) indicated that MV reaches the mass 
transport limitation at significantly lower overpotential than Fe(CN)6 and Fe3+/Fe2+. Table 1.2 summarizes 
the results of Figure 1.41 which includes the electrochemical midpoint potentials of mediators as well as 
reaction rates which were estimated from the plots. 
Table 1.2 Rates of reaction of mediators with F:SnO2 electrode. ECB is the F:SnO2 CB edge vs the vacuum 
level (used with permission91). 
 
 
The results suggested that the rate constant of MV on F:SnO2 was two orders of magnitude higher 
than that for the ferric/ferrous ion.90,91 Therefore, Usgaocar’s studies reported selectivity using a F:SnO2 
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electrode with MV compared to Ferricyanide/Ferrocyanide (Fe(CN)6) and Ferric/Ferrous (Fe3+/Fe2+) redox 
couples.90 Similar results were obtained using the NiO electrode while the electrochemical instability 
hampered the tests of the CuO electrode.90 Additionally, the rate of reaction varied inversely with the 
difference between F:SnO2 EC and the mediator redox potential.90,91 As Table 1.2 suggests this difference 
can be up to several order of magnitudes. It is reasonable to assume that choosing an appropriate 
semiconductor and a redox couple, higher selectivity towards one redox couple can be achieved.90  
1.3.3. Hybrid Structures of Quantum Dots and Photosynthetic Reaction Centers 
Quantum dots (QDs) are small nanocrystals of semiconductors that show quantum mechanical 
characteristics. Nabiev and his coworkers showed that coupling a CdTe QD to an RC using electrostatic 
assembly, a nearly threefold increase in the rate of generation of excitons in the RC can be achieved.92  
 
Figure 1.42 (a) Organization and functionality of a complex composed of the RC (from Rb. sphaeroides) 
and a QD; the diagram is given to scale. Active (A) and inactive (B) branches in the electron-transfer 
cofactor are shown. The positions of the absorption/photoluminescence maxima for the BChl special pair 
(P870), BChl monomer (B), bacteriopheophytine (H), and quinone (Q) are indicated for the active branch 
(A) only. Photons are absorbed by both the RC and the QD. An exciton from the QD is transferred to the 
RC by FRET. Car=carotenoid. The FRET shows the Forster resonance energy transfer from QD to the 
RC. (b) The energy-level diagram for the states of the reaction center. QD supplies excitation to the RC 
by means of FRET. Excitation quickly relaxes to the P870–Qy level. The continuous blue arrows 
designate the non-radiative energy transfer (FRET) between the levels, while dashed red arrows stand for 
relaxation to the ground state with de-excitation of light quanta (used with permission92). 
The QDs act as artificial antenna that absorb light efficiently in a wide range of energies within the 
solar spectrum and accordingly transfer the harvested energy to optical enhancement of RC.92 Figure 1.42(a) 
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shows a model of the system composed of the Rb. sphaeroides RC assembled with photoluminscent QDs. 
Figure 1.42(b) shows the diagram of energy relaxation inside the RC. The results of this work shows an 
enhancement in the photoluminescence emission of the special pair in the RC (at 910 nm).22 
 
Figure 1.43 Schematic representation of crystalline mesoporous films TiO2 with adsorbed hybrid 
structures QDs + RCs (used with permission93). 
In 2013, complexes of CdSe/ZnS and CdTe QDs with Rb. sphaeroides RCs were developed which 
demonstrated an efficient ET from the electron donor (QD) to the acceptor (RC) both in the solution and in 
the films of crystalline mesoporous TiO2.93 Figure 1.43 shows a schematic representation of crystalline 
mesoporous films of TiO2 with adsorbed hybrid structures QDs + RCs. Such structures have applications 
in solid state photovoltaic cells composed of interacting natural organic and inorganic elements. 
1.3.4. Solid State Solar Cells using Photosynthetic Reaction Center Complexes 
To the best of author’s knowledge the only solid state solar cell device using photosynthetic 
reaction center complexes made so far is the one by Das et al.60 Other efforts on making solid state devices 
using proteins mainly employed other types of complexes. In this work, oriented monolayer of 
photosynthetic complexes were self-assembled on a surface of an electrode, stabilized with surfactant 
peptides, and coated with a protective organic semiconductor.60 Figure 1.44(a) shows the energy structure 
of an RC photovoltaic cell with the photocurrent spectrum of the device shown in Figure 1.44(b). 
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Figure 1.44 (a) Energy level diagram of an RC photovoltaic cell. LUMO energies are estimated from the 
HOMO and the optical energy gap. It is assumed that no charge transfer occurs at the material interfaces. 
(b) Photocurrent spectrum of photovoltaic devices employing bacterial reaction centers. A comparison 
between the photocurrent spectrum of solid-state (■) and wet electrochemical cell devices (□) and the 
solution absorption spectrum of the bacterial reaction centers (O), demonstrates that the observed 
photocurrent originates in the RCs. (Inset) stabilization of RC complexes with A6K/V6D peptides 
improves the internal quantum efficiency of the devices to 12% under short circuit conditions (used with 
permission60). 
This study in 2004 by Das et al. on a sealed solid state device, using RCs stabilized with two 
cationic and anionic peptide surfactants, reports on a short circuit current density of ~0.12 mA cm-2 under 
an excitation intensity of 10 W cm-2 at λ = 808 nm.60 It came to the attention of the author of this dissertation 
that using the EQE equation in the manuscript, the EQE in Das et al.’s work should be calculated 0.00185%. 
Hence, their reported efficiency of 0.9% is a calculation error. 
1.3.5. Other Chlorophyll and Carotenoid Based Proteins for Solar Energy Harvesting 
In addition to RC and RC-LH1 complexes, other chlorophyll-based proteins such as Photosystem 
I (PSI) and PSII have also been explored for solar energy conversion application.40,41,94,95 A recent review 
summarizes some of these efforts in applications of RC, PSI, and PSII in biological-driven solar power 
production.31 Several studies have focused on the assembly of PSI onto various substrates such as P-dope 
silicon and graphene oxide, which resulted in enhanced current densities over 100 μA cm−2.40,94 A most 
recent study successfully incorporated large photosynthetic complex trimers into solid-state plastic solar 
cells that were exclusively prepared by solution processing which resulted in a significant change in the 
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open-circuit voltage.96 Other applications of light harvesting proteins could be in production of solar fuels 
such as H2.97 Beside carotenoid-based photosystems, bacteriorhodopsin as a robust light-driven proton 
pump has found various applications in solar energy conversion,47,48,98 optoelectronics,99 and organic field 
effect transistors.100 A recent study on fabricating a photovoltaic cell using aqueous bacteriorhodopsin 
generated a photoelectric response of ∼33 μA cm−2.46 Overall, the tendency toward biomimetic devices and 
the need for the production of clean energy by mimicking nature brings the light-capturing proteins 
applications in bioelectronic devices to the forefront of cutting-edge research. The fast-paced activities in 
exploring new configurations and attaining higher efficiencies of biological solar energy conversion using 
various photosynthetic proteins,30,101,102 fuel the idea that mimicking nature is a promising approach for 
developing a sustainable energy technology. The overall effort will advance the application of biological 
materials in electronic devices with a far reaching impact in the fields of solar cells, biosensors, and 
bionanotechnology. 
 In conclusion, chapter 1 gave an overview of the various type of strategies to integrate 
photosynthetic protein complexes in electrochemical and electronic devices for applications in solar energy 
harvesting. In summery the presented approached were included: immobilization of proteins of various 
surfaces directly or using linkers, using LH antenna complexes along with RC cores to increase in light 
absorption, and making two probe and hybrid structures. In continuation, chapter 2 will explain the various 
materials and methods used in this work.  
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CHAPTER 2 : MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1. Materials 
In the experiments with isolated wild type RCs, N,N-Dimethyldodecylamine N-oxide solution 
(LDAO), was used as detergent which was purchased from sigma Aldrich. Ubiquinone-10 coenzyme Q2 
(2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-6-geranyl-1,4-benzoquinone, ≥90%), 2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1, 3-
diol (Tris buffer), cytochrome c (cyt c) from equine heart, and 98% ferrocene (Cp2Fe) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich, as well. For preferential immobilization of the RC protein on the HOPG electrode from H-
subunit side (N-(1-pyrene) iodoacetamide) linker molecules were used which was purchased from 
Invitrogen. Cyt c was reduced (cyt c2+) by the addition of excess Na2S2O4 to 72 mg of protein dissolved in 
6 mL of 0.1 M Tris−HCl buffer (pH 8.0).33 To remove the excess Na2S2O4, the protein sample was run 
through a Sephadex G-50 column and an orange/red fraction was collected and analyzed by UV−vis 
spectrophotometry.33 The concentration of the reduced form of the protein was calculated using the 
absorption band at 550 nm (ε = 27.7 mM−1 cm−1).103 
 
Figure 2.1 Absorption spectrum of reduced cyt c at room temperature. The peak intensity is monitored 
spectroscopically and the concentration is determined from Beer’s law (used with permission33). 
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2.2. Protein Purification and Isolation 
The isolation and purification of photosynthetic proteins in this work was performed at Dr. J. 
Thomas Beatty’s Lab in the Department of Microbiology and Immunology at the University of British 
Columbia (UBC). The purified RC/RC-LH1 proteins were shipped from UBC in form of frozen samples in 
special packages containing ice. Upon arrival, the proteins were stored in a -80 ̊C freezer at USF. The 
samples were used for fabricating various devices without any further purification of the proteins. The 
preparation and purification process of the proteins (carried out in Dr. Beatty’s lab) is explained here.  Wild 
type RCs from Rb. sphaeroides were isolated using a modified version of the method of Goldsmith and 
Boxer.33,71,104 Briefly, cells were centrifuged at 9000g and resuspended in 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 150 mM 
NaCl, and 2 mM MgCl2.33 A few crystals of DNase A were added to the suspension, and the cells were 
broken by two passages through a French press.33 Broken cells were centrifuged at 9000g to pellet unbroken 
cells and the supernatant centrifuged overnight at 30000 rpm in a Beckman Coulter Type 70 Ti rotor to 
pellet membranes.33 Membranes were resuspended in 10 mM Tris (pH 8) and 150 mM NaCl and solubilized 
with 1.5% N,N dimethyldodecylamine N-oxide (LDAO).33 Solubilized membranes were ultracentrifuged 
at 541000g, and six His-tagged RCs were purified from the supernatant using affinity chromatography.105 
The concentration of RCs after purification was determined by their absorption at 804 nm, as described by 
Goldsmith and Boxer.104 Figure 2.2 shows the absorption spectrum of RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at room 
temperature. 
 
Figure 2.2 Absorption spectrum of RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at room temperature (used with permission33). 
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The complete view of the RC protein with all five cysteine residues has been shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3 The complete view of the RC protein with all five cysteine residues (used with permission33). 
The solvent accessibility of cysteines in the RC at pH 8 (using PDB 2J8C) can be explained by the 
following values, obtained by using the DSSP algorithm; L92: 6, L108: 0, L247: 4, H156: 3 and H234: 6.33 
The DSSP algorithm is the standard method for assigning secondary structure to the amino acids of a 
protein, given the atomic-resolution coordinates of the protein.106 The DSSP program also defines the 
geometrical features and solvent exposure of proteins, given atomic coordinates in Protein Data Bank 
format. These numbers are in Angstroms (Ao) squared (i.e. area). The numbers are generated by calculating 
the surface area of a particular residue by simulating a water molecule of radius 1.4 Ao rolling around that 
residue.33 So L92 has a cysteine with 6 Ao2 in contact with a water molecule.33 However, these numbers do 
not predict which residues are the main contributors to binding since for instance H234 has twice the area 
has H156 exposed, but considering the crystal structure (PDB 2J8C), H156's side chain points away from 
the protein towards the solvent, unlike H234, which is exposed more to internal space than the exterior 
(Figure 1.20, Chapter 1). 
The production and purification of the RC-LH1 dimer in Rb. sphaeroides were similar to the 
description by Abresch et al.107 All protein solutions utilized a buffer of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, and 25 
mM NaCl. Membranes were solubilized with 0.5 % sodium cholate combined with 4% n-octyl-β-D-
glucopyranoside (BOG), and the six-histidine-tagged proteins bound to a Ni2+/NTA column. The detergent 
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was then changed to a combination of 0.2 % sodium cholate and 0.06% n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside 
(DDM) in all the following steps.  
 
Figure 2.4 The schematic of dimeric RC-LH1-PufX complex used in our work, showing the L, M, H 
subunits, the LH1 shell\cylinder (LH1α and LH1β), the Pufx opening in the shell, and P and Q sides.108 
The LH1 α-chain is shown in teal and the β-chain in light blue. The RC H, L, and M subunits are colored 
orange, pink, and green, respectively. The BChls are in red, BPhes in yellow, the quinones in dark blue. 
The structures are based on the coordinates in the PDB files 4JC9 and 4JCB 
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/results/results.do?qrid=9F17A9BF&tabtoshow=Current) (used with 
permission108). 
The column was washed with 10 column volumes of buffer solution containing 5 mM imidazole, 
and the protein eluted from the column by raising the concentration of imidazole to 150 mM. The column 
eluate was layered onto a sucrose gradient (15% to 35%) and centrifuged in a Beckman SW41 swinging 
bucket rotor at 4° C for 44 h at 30000 rpm. The bottom (dimer) of two bands was collected, and the sucrose 
removed by dialysis. Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of dimeric RC-LH1-PufX complex used in our work. 
The presence of antenna (light-harvesting) complexes increases the limited optical absorption 
spectrum of the RC.45,75,76,78,109 Similarly to the RC, under illumination and through Förster resonance 
energy transfer, photon energy initially absorbed by antenna complexes, such as the bacterial light-
harvesting complexes 1 and 2 (LH1, LH2), is transferred to the RC, where a charge-separated state is 
generated with ~100%  quantum efficiency.51 Figure 2.5 shows the proposed structural models of the RC-
LH dimer and RC studied in our work. 
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Figure 2.5 Proposed structural models of the RC-LH dimer and RC studied in our work. (a) Dimeric RC-
LH1-PufX complex (view from the periplasmic side of the membrane) of Rb. sphaeroides. Direct 
excitation with light or indirect excitation by resonance energy transfer from the LH1 initiates electron 
flow in the RC and between the QB and the Cp2Fe electron acceptor. The LH1 α-chain is shown in teal 
and the β-chain in light blue. (b): Structure and mechanism of the Rb. sphaeroides RC, showing the light-
induced ET pathway (white arrow). L, M and H refer to the three proteins of the RC. In both panels the 
RC H, L, and M subunits are colored orange, pink, and green, respectively. The BChls are in red, BPhes 
in yellow, the quinones in dark blue, and the cofactors are superimposed on top of the protein surface. 
The structures are based on the coordinates in the PDB files 4JC9 and 4JCB 
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/results/results.do?qrid=9F17A9BF&tabtoshow=Current) (used with 
permission108).  
2.3. Preparation of Working Electrodes 
In experiments which planar Au was used as working electrode, the electrode was fabricated by 
evaporating an adhesion layer of 20 nm of Cr (at a deposition rate of 2 A°/s) followed by 400 to 500 nm 
gold (at a deposition rate of ∼1-2 A°/s) onto glass substrates using Varian e-beam evaporator which resulted 
in electrodes with RMS roughness < 2 nm.33 The Au electrodes were cleaned by rinsing sequentially with 
acetone, methanol, isopropanol, deionized water, and dried completely under a N2 stream prior to 
performing experiments.3 In the experiments that highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was used as 
the working electrode, the electrode was prepared by gluing a gold coated substrate to the back of a fresh- 
cleaved HOPG piece (from SPI).34 Different methods of making photoactive electrodes have been used in 
this dissertation which will be explained in detail in the following chapters.  
2.4. Electrochemical Setup 
The Au and HOPG working electrodes (either photoactive one treated with protein or the non-
treated ones) were used in an electrochemical cell. A 13 cm length of Pt wire of 0.25 mm diameter was 
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shaped to a coil and used as the counter electrode. In some experiments a solution of coenzyme Q2 was 
used as the electrolyte.3 In some experiments, a Cp2Fe redox solution was prepared by dissolving Cp2Fe in 
0.1 M Tris buffer and ultra-sonication for 48 hrs and used as the redox electrolyte. In some other 
experiments two mediators were used such as Q2 and cyt c.33,34 For the three probe experiments in which a 
reference electrode was needed, a Ag/AgCl electrode was used. All the experiments were carried out at 
room temperature using 0.1 M Tris−HCl at pH 8 as the background electrolyte. The current polarity 
convention in all experiments was set in a fashion that defined cathodic current as negative. Each cell was 
kept in the dark until the open-circuit potential (OCP) stabilized. For the photocurrent measurements, the 
same potential was applied to the cell by the potentiostat such that the current in the dark was zero.3,33,41 All 
fabricated cells were illuminated with a commercial solar simulator (RST300S (AM 1.0), Radiant Source 
Technology) at an incident light intensity of 80 mW cm−2 at the electrode’s surface.3,33 The solar light source 
uses a XL3000 PerkinElmer Fiber Optic Illumination (FOI) system that employs a 300 W Cermax Xenon 
light. Photocurrents and photovoltages were recorded using a VersaSTAT 4 (Princeton Applied Research) 
potentiostat in either three or two electrode setups. The three electrode measurements were performed to 
accurately study the reactions only on the surface of the working electrode (the potential changes of the 
working electrode are measured independent of changes that may occur at the counter electrode).3 Hence, 
the surface area of Pt counter electrode would not be a rate-limiting factor. 
2.5. External Quantum Efficiency 
For EQE measurements two different light sources were used. I some experiments Light from a 
Xenon arc lamp (Newport 300-Watt) was dispersed by a monochromator (Cornerstone 260 ¼M) and 
focused on the sample using a lens. I some experiments, light from a Tungsten Halogen lamp (Oriel 6334NS 
24 V250W) was focused onto the entrance slit of a monochromator (Cornerstone 260 1/4M) using a pair of 
parabolic mirrors. The dispersed light passing through the exit slit (slit width: 5 nm) was subsequently 
focused onto the device using a convex lens. The photocurrent was measured in the three-electrode cell. At 
each wavelength step, the photocurrent was monitored for two complete cycles consisting of illumination 
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followed by the dark, where the light was blocked by a computer controlled shutter at the exit slit of the 
monochromator. The incident power was measured by a thermopile detector (Oriel 71945) connected to a 
multimeter (Keithley2000).  
2.6. Characterization 
2.6.1. Photochronoamperometry 
Photochronoamperometry is an electrochemical technique in which an electrochemical cell is 
biased at a certain potential and the current is measured over time in periods of darkness and illumination. 
The photochronoamperometry tests can be performed in a three electrode system or a two electrode setup 
(without any reference electrode), using a potentiostat along with a light source such as a solar simulator. 
Figure 2.6 shows the setup used in this work for performing photochronoamperometry tests.  
 
Figure 2.6 The setup for performing electrochemical tests.110 The sample can be placed inside the dark 
box and the illumination can be controlled by turning on and off the shutter switch on the simulator. The 
output light from the simulator is conducted to the box through the fiber optic cable and is pointed at the 
sample inside the box. The potentiostat cable is also connected to the sample through a socket at the back 
of the dark box (used with permission110). 
2.6.2. Cyclic Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement in which the potential 
of a working electrode is ramped linearly as a function of time. The main difference between linear sweep 
voltammetry and CV is that, in CV after reaching the set potential, the electrode's potential is ramped around 
Port for nitrogen 
insertion  
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to return to the initial value. It is possible to perform this test for one cycle or more. All CV tests in the 
current dissertation, were performed in a three electrode setup. In such a system, the potential is applied 
between the working and the reference electrodes while the current is measured between the working and 
the counter electrodes. The CV results will demonstrate the current at the working electrode vs the applied 
voltage and it can potentially be used for estimating the electrochemical midpoint potentials of a redox 
electrolyte, capacitance of a surface, and surface coverage of an electrode with an entity. Additionally, CV 
can provide information about electrochemical reaction rates. The capacitive current or the background 
ground in cyclic voltammetry is produced by the double layer charges on the surface of the electrode (Figure 
2.7). In a CV test as an increasingly reducing potential is applied over the initial forward scan, the cathodic 
current will increase and reach its apex at Epc (Figure 2.7).  
 
Figure 2.7 CVs of 40 µM Q2 in solution measured with a bare gold electrode (blue trace) or gold 
electrode covered with RC protein (red trace). CVs of gold electrode covered with RC protein but without 
Q2 (black trace). The protein was attached to the electrode through linker 1. Experiments were performed 
in 100 mM Tris buffer at pH 8 in the dark. Scan rate = 20 mV s-1 (used with permission81). 
Reaching the reduction potential of the redox electrolyte, the cathodic current decreases since the 
concentration of reducible analyte is depleted. In a reversible reaction, over the reverse scan the reduced 
analyte will be re-oxidized, giving rise to a current with opposite direction (anodic current) which will reach 
to its apex at Epa. Figure 2.7 shows an example of CVs for Q2 redox electrolyte at a bare Au surface as well 
as at a treated Au surface with a monolayer of RCs. 
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In a quasi-reversible reaction, as the potential scan rate increases, the separation of the peak 
potentials becomes larger and the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for both cathodic and anodic peaks 
becomes broader.111,112 In comparison, in a completely reversible system, there is a linear relationship 
between the peak current and the scan rate, and ΔEp = Epa – Epc is 0 at low scan rates.113 For a redox couple 
that is immobilized on the electrode surface, the peak current is given by:112,114 
    
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Eq. 2.1 
 
where n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the Faraday constant (∼96485 C mole-1), ν is the scan 
rate, A is the electrode active area, and  is the electroactive surface density of the redox material 
immobilized in the surface. Additionally, the electrochemical midpoint potential of a redox species can be 
determined as the average of cathodic and anodic electrochemical potentials.3,33  
2.6.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is an electrochemical experimental technique 
which can be applied to separate and quantify sources of polarization, and is typically measured by applying 
an AC potential to an electrochemical cell while monitoring the current through the cell. Since the 
measurements are performed at various AC frequencies, the name impedance spectroscopy was chosen. 
EIS can also be applied to characterize processes and complex interfaces. EIS data are often represented in 
form of Nyquist and Bode plots as shown in Figure 2.8 as an example. Bode plots refer to demonstration 
of the impedance magnitude (or the real or imaginary components of the impedance) and phase angle as a 
function of frequency and show the frequency-dependence of the impedance of the cell under test. A 
complex plane or Nyquist plot depicts the imaginary impedance, which is indicative of the capacitive and 
inductive character of the cell, vs the real impedance of the cell. Because both data formats have their 
advantages, it is usually best to present both Bode and Nyquist plots. Additionally, the electrode reaction 
mechanisms of the electroactive species at the surface of an electrode can be determined using EIS.  
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Figure 2.8 EIS results of bare Au, Au|SAM, and Au|SAM|cyt c structures. (a) Nyquist plots for Au, 
Au|SAM, and Au|SAM|cyt c structures. (b) Bode plots in the range of 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz for Au, 
Au|SAM, and Au|SAM|cyt c structures. Electrode area = 1.0 cm2. 
The analysis of EIS data for SAMs of various materials on an electrode’s surface, can also provide 
comparative results by developing the appropriate equivalent circuits as well as estimating the double layer 
capacitance (Cdl) and polarization resistance (Rp) of each layer. EIS experiments can be quite useful as they 
allow several different parameters to be measured in one experiment. However, problems may arise due to 
the non-ideal behavior of the system under study. Non-ideal behavior can dramatically alter the values 
obtained from analysis based on the simple models such as a Randles circuit model (the basic equivalent 
Randles model consists of three components; the electrolyte resistance (Rs), charge-transfer resistance or 
polarization resistance (Rp), and double-layer capacitance (Cdl). The non-idealities can be addressed through 
the incorporation a constant phase element (CPE) into the circuit in place of one or more of the elements in 
the Randles circuit, as has been described elsewhere.113 The CPE is commonly used for modeling 
frequency-dependent resistive or capacitive behavior. 
2.6.4. Ellipsometry 
The ellipsometry technique is an optical technique used for analysis and metrology to measure 
accurately and with high reproducibility the thickness and complex dielectric function of a given material. 
We applied spectroscopic ellipsometry to measure the thickness of the various layers of SAM, cyt c, and 
RC in the current study. The thickness measurements were performed using a Rudolf Research Type 
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ellipsometer AutoEL (wavelength of 6328 Å (He−Ne laser)) at an incident angle of 70° for carboxylic acid-
terminated SAMs; a Sopra spectroscopic ellipsometer ES 4G (multilayer optical spectrometric scanner) at 
an incident angle of 70.1° was used for cyt c and RC layers. The refractive index and the coefficient of 
absorption values for the Au substrates were measured to be 0.1508 and 3.3280, respectively. The 
ellipsometric data were analyzed assuming an index of refraction of 1.4846 for the SAM monolayer, as 
suggested by the supplier (Sigma-Aldrich).3 
2.6.5. Photoemission Spectroscopy 
In the current study X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and low intensity XPS (LIXPS) were 
applied to provide further evidence for the successful attachment of the desired molecules and estimation 
the electrode’s work function (WF), respectively. 
2.6.5.1. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
Different types of photoemission spectroscopy (PES) technics can be categorized based on the type 
of particles that hit the samples and those coming out. If the hitting particle is a photon and the particles 
coming out from the sample is an electron, the technic would be called XPS which can provide useful 
information about the filled core states. The core electrons are local close to the nucleus and have binding 
energies characteristic of their particular element. XPS is usually being used for elemental and chemical 
state quantification. XPS is a very surface sensitive technic which gives information about the depth of 10 
nm of a sample’s surface, which is about 30 atomic layers. XPS technique is based on Einstein’s idea about 
the photoelectric effect, developed around 1905 that describes the ejection of electrons from a surface when 
photons were impinged upon it. During the mid-1960’s Dr. Siegbahn and his research group developed the 
XPS technique. In 1981, Dr. Siegbahn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for the development of the 
XPS technic. Figure 2.9 shows the working principles of XPS. 
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Figure 2.9 The working principles of XPS. 
In an XPS test, the excitation of electrons happens with medium energy X-rays (Al or Mg-Kα), or 
He-UV-radiation. The analysis of only elastically scattered electrons would be performed using a 
hemispherical energy analyzer. The analysis takes place at ultra-high vacuum (UHV)-conditions with a 
base typically pressure of ~10-10 mbar. As Figure 2.9 demonstrates, the binding energy of a core electron 
(Eb) can be calculated using the energy of the X-ray source (hν), the ejected photoelectron energy (Ekin), 
and the WF of the material. The WF is the energy difference between the Fermi and the vacuum levels. 
Fermi level is the highest energy level occupied by an electron in a neutral solid at absolute 0 temperature. 
In the current work, for photoemission spectroscopy analyses, all samples were prepared in a 
glovebox which was outfitted to the fast load lock of a multi-functional characterization system.115 This 
commercial multi-chamber system (SPECS, Berlin, Germany) consists of two preparation chambers and 
one analysis chamber outfitted for XPS. The base vacuum level of this system was 2 × 10-10 mbar. An Mg 
Kα X-ray emission source with incident energy of 1253.6 eV and 20 mA emission current was used.   
2.6.5.2. Low Intensity XPS (LIXPS) 
The WF of a material can be measured both using PES and Kelvin probe (KP). While PES allows 
the measurement of the absolute WF, KP only gives the contact potential difference (CPD) between the 
actual probe and the sample surface. Figure 2.10 shows a typical UPS spectrum of a Au sample.  
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Figure 2.10 UP-spectrum of Au surface. 
The spectrum consists of three features of interest: The spectrum is calibrated in a way that the 
Fermi level is located at 0 eV binding energy. The Fermi level (or “edge”) manifests itself as a step, since 
it separates occupied and empty states (PES works only with occupied states, since there need to be 
electrons that can be photoemitted, i.e. states above the Fermi level do not emit electrons). Further to the 
left at low binding energies (0-10 eV) the valence bands structures of Au are visible. The strong peaks 
correspond to the d-bands of Au, which have a high density of states and are fairly narrow. Then there is 
the high binding energy cutoff (or “secondary edge”), where the spectrum ends. Electrons close to the edge 
are the slowest electrons of the spectrum (right at the edge they have a kinetic energy of zero after leaving 
the sample surface, i.e. they had barely enough energy to overcome the work function of the material). The 
electrons responsible for the secondary edge and the sloping up tail before the edge are inelastically 
scattered electrons, which were initially emitted from the valence bands states, but lost energy through 
scattering processes on their way to the sample surface. Since we know the binding energy of the electrons 
right at the secondary edge, we can determine the work function, which is just the difference between the 
energy of the UV photons (21.21 eV for He I radiation) and the binding energy of the secondary edge (15.9 
eV in the case of Au). From Figure 2.10 it follows that the investigated Au surface has a WF of ΦAu = 21.21 
eV – 15.9 eV=5.3 eV. In the current study, LIXPS measurements were performed prior to the XPS in a 
standby mode with 0.1 mA emission current. The corresponding significantly low amount of photon flux 
was generated and used to measure the sample work function (WF) free of charging artifacts.116 
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2.6.5.3. Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy  
The ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) measurement gives useful information about the 
band structure and work function of a material. The main difference between UPS and XPS is that, UPS 
provides information about the filled valance states while XPS generate information on filled core states. 
Additionally, UPS uses UV He lamp. The UPS experiments in the current study were carried out with a 
SPECS UVS10/35 UV source by discharging highly pure helium gas (99.99%). The He I line was generated 
by controlling the discharging voltage in a range of 600 V to 750 V.  
In the following chapters, various methods of fabricating an original bio-photoelectrochemical cell 
have been explained aiming at presenting methods and strategies to maximize the external quantum 
efficiency of such devices. 
2.6.6. Atomic Force Microscopy 
In some experiments, the morphology of the electrodes before and after exposure to RC solution 
and subsequent rinsing was studied with tapping mode AFM (Digital Instruments) in air. The Au electrode 
samples for the AFM experiments were prepared using e-beam evaporated gold on Si wafers. The substrates 
were exposed to the diluted RC solution (~0.03 µM) at 4 °C for 1 h, rinsed with buffer and DI water, and 
then dried under N2 gas flow. NanoSensors SuperSharpSilicon™ probes with a typical tip radius of 2 nm, 
a spring force constant of 1.3 N/m, and resonant frequency of ~61 kHz were employed in the measurements. 
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CHAPTER 3 : THE APPLICATIONS OF DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY ATTACHED 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC COMPLEXES IN SOLAR ENERGY HARVESTING 
3.1. The Role of Gold-Adsorbed Photosynthetic Reaction Centers and Redox Mediators in the Charge 
Transfer and Photocurrent Generation in a Bio-Photoelectrochemical Cell2,3 
3.1.1. Abstract 
Bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) are promising materials for solar energy harvesting, 
due to their high quantum efficiency. A simple approach for making a photovoltaic device is to apply 
solubilized RCs and charge carrier mediators to the electrolyte of an electrochemical cell. However, the 
adsorption of analytes on the electrodes can affect the charge transfer from RCs to the electrodes. In this 
work, photovoltaic devices were fabricated incorporating RCs from purple bacteria, ubiquinone-10 (Q2) 
and cytochrome c (cyt c) (the latter two species acting as redox mediators). The adsorption of each of these 
three species on the gold working electrode was investigated, and the roles of adsorbed species in the 
photocurrent generation and the cycle of charge transfer were studied by a series of 
photochronoamperometric, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), 
and cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests. It was shown that both redox mediators were required for photocurrent 
generation; hence, the RC itself is likely unable to inject electrons into the gold electrode directly. The 
reverse redox reactions of mediators at the electrodes generates electrical current. Cyclic voltammograms 
for the RC-exposed gold electrode revealed a redox couple due to the adsorbed RC at ~+0.5 V (vs NHE), 
which confirmed that the RC was still redox active, upon adsorption to the gold. Photochronoamperometric 
                                                           
2 Chapter 3, section 3.1 was published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C (Yaghoubi, H.; Li, Z.; Jun, D.; 
Saer, R.; Slota, J. E.; Beerbom, M.; Schlaf, R.; Madden, J. D.; Beatty, J. T.; Takshi, A. The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 2012, 116, 24868). Permission is included in Appendix A. 
3
 Chapter 3, section 3.2 was published in MRS Proceedings (Yaghoubi, H., Takshi, A., Jun, D., Saer, R., 
Madden, J. D., Beatty, J. T. In the 2011 Materials Research Society (MRS) Fall Meeting Boston, MA, 
2011; Vol. 1414, p mrsf11). Permission is included in Appendix A. 
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studies also indicated that RCs absorb, and are strongly bound to the surface of the gold, retaining 
functionality and contributing significantly to the process of photocurrent generation. Similar experiments 
showed the adsorption of Q2 and cyt c on unmodified gold surfaces. It was indicated by the 
photochronoamperometric tests that the photocurrent derives from Q2-mediated charge transfer between 
the RCs and the gold electrode, while solubilized cyt c mediates charge transfer between the P-side of 
adsorbed RC and the Pt counter electrode. Also, the stability of the adsorbed RCs and mediators was 
evaluated by measuring the photocurrent response over a period of one week. It is found that ~46% of the 
adsorbed RCs remain active after a week in aerobic conditions. Significantly extended lifetime is expected 
by removing oxygen from the electrolyte and sealing the device. 
3.1.2. Introduction 
The reaction center (RC) protein complex in photosynthetic bacteria harvests photons and generates 
spatially separated positive and negative charges with a quantum yield of nearly 100%.60,117 This property 
of RCs can be exploited to fabricate bio-photoelectrochemical solar cells.57,60,117,118 One approach is to 
immobilize RCs on an electrode using linker molecules.38 Trammell et al. have developed methods for 
attaching RCs to a conductive electrode with diverse orientations by using appropriate linker 
molecules.44,63,65 The electrochemical properties of protein complexes attached to modified electrodes have 
also been extensively reported.119-126 We have previously demonstrated a diffusion model to explain charge 
transport between attached RCs and a modified carbon electrode.127 In another approach, the proteins are 
directly coupled to the electrode (without any linker) to improve the charge transfer by reducing the distance 
to the electrode. Interesting electronic properties can arise from a direct coupling between proteins and 
metal surfaces; several studies have investigated charge transfer in RCs directly coupled to a gold 
surface.36,53,80 Our team has demonstrated the attachment of a mutant RC, with a single surface-accessible 
cysteine group, to a gold electrode, in which electrons can tunnel from the gold surface to the immobilized 
proteins.71 Hollander et al. adhered Rhodobacter Sphaeroides RCs by incubating them onto a bare gold 
surface, which resulted in stable structure, showing that the gold surface functionalization is not required 
for the stable binding and the protein functionality.36 The direct adsorption of protein has been shown 
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elsewhere to be only partially reversible because many protein segments may be simultaneously adsorbed 
onto a solid surface and the protein may undergo structural changes due to the adsorption.128,129 On the other 
hand, there may be also electrostatic repulsion forces between the proteins and the solid surface, which 
oppose the adsorption process.130 However, protein conformational changes, which can occur during the 
adsorption process, greatly contribute to the driving force for the adsorption.131,132 Changes in conformation 
may occur immediately during adsorption or slowly over time after the protein has attached to the surface. 
Recently Frolov et al. reported the fabrication of a photoelectronic device by direct chemical binding of the 
photosystem I (PS I) RCs to a gold surface through surface exposed cysteines.133  
Ciesielski et al. have found that a simple bio-photoelectrochemical solar cell may be constructed 
by a single-step injection of an electrolyte containing protein complexes (from photosystem I, (PS I)) and 
charge transfer mediators between a gold cathode and an ITO anode.41 The results of chronoamperometric 
study indicated a multilayer assembly of PS I complexes on gold over several days.41 The kinetics of the 
photocurrent production by an electrode modified with a PS I monolayer in the presence of electrochemical 
mediators is also reported in another work.134  
Here, inspired by Ciesielski et al.’s work,41 a bio-photoelectrochemical cell was made by injecting 
wild type RCs from Rhodobacter Sphaeroides and charge carrier mediators (Q2 and cyt c) into a cell with 
gold and Pt electrodes. This was intended as a simple method to build a bio-photoelectrochemical cell 
without the need for any extensive protein incubation. However, the RCs would likely attach to the gold 
surface due to the cysteine tags on the protein. This would form an RC layer which could be permeable to 
the mediators. Hence, the formation of an adsorbed layer consisting of RCs and both mediators on the gold 
surface is expected in such systems. The focus of the present study is to discern the role of adsorbed entities 
in the charge transfer and photocurrent generation processes. A series of photochronoamperometric, XPS 
analysis, cyclic voltammetry, and AFM tests were performed for this study.  
3.1.3. Background 
In purple photosynthetic bacteria, photochemical energy conversion initiates in a pigment-protein 
complex spanning the cytoplasmic membrane: the RC.49 The RC of Rhodobacter sphaeroides is comprised 
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of three proteins called L, M and H. The L and M subunits ligate the pigment and other cofactors that make 
up the RC. The cofactors, which constitute an ET pathway, include a bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) dimer 
(termed as P, the primary donor), two monomer bacteriochlorophylls (BChlA and BChlB), two 
bacteriopheophytins (BPheA and BPheB), two quinones (QA and QB) known as electron acceptors, and one 
non-heme iron are symmetrically arranged in the L and M subunits.53-55 All cofactors are non-covalently 
bound to the polypeptides. Figure 3.1(a) shows a RC schematic with the protein subunits and cofactors, and 
the approximate location of surface-exposed cysteine residues. The C156, on the H-subunit, is the most 
surface-exposed cysteine, and therefore holds the greatest potential for bonding to gold surfaces (see Figure 
2.3 for a complete view of RC complex and all five cysteine residues).38,65,135  
The x-ray crystallographic structures of photosynthetic RCs have contributed significantly to the 
understanding of the kinetics of ET, and biological ET processes in general.57-59 Upon absorption of a 
photon, P is raised to an excited singlet state (P*) followed by ET from the primary donor to the primary 
quinone (QA) along the L branch, forming the charge separated state P+QA- (Figure 3.1(b)). Afterwards, the 
electron is transferred from QA to QB.  
 
Figure 3.1 (a) Representation of the RC, protein subunits and cofactors, and approximate location of 
solvent-exposed cysteine groups, of which C156 is the most externally exposed. White arrow shows the 
ET path from P to QB. (b) Charge transfer cycle in the RC. 
In vivo, cyt c acts as a diffusible ET mediator to reach to the P-side of RC and donate an electron 
to P. Therefore, oxidized cyt c is the mediator, carrying the positive charge. After absorption of two photons 
and receiving two protons, a quinol (QH2) is produced at the QB site. QH2 diffuses out from the protein and 
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acts as an electron carrier mediator. The photosynthetic cycle repeats after the QB vacancy is filled with a 
fresh quinone (i.e. Q2) (Figure 3.1(b)). 
3.1.4. Results 
3.1.4.1. Photochronoamperometric Study  
Three bio-photoelectrochemical cells were fabricated with electrolytes containing; (i) RC, cyt c2+, 
and Q2; (ii) RC and Q2; (iii) RC and cyt c2+. The concentration of Q2, cyt c2+, and RC was 60, 80, and 0.03 
µM, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the photocurrent densities for these cells measured in a three-probe 
configuration. The photocurrent density was negligible for electrolytes containing RCs and only one 
mediator (Figure 3.2(ii) & (iii)). After adding the second mediator (Q2 or cyt c2+), the photocurrent 
significantly increased, suggesting that both the photogenerated charges are transferred from RCs to the 
electrodes via the mediators (indirect charge transfer). The photocurrent is anodic, meaning that electrons 
are predominantly transferred from the RC into the gold electrode via mediator interactions. 
 
Figure 3.2 Photochronoamperometric measurements (3-probe configuration) of the bio-
photoelectrochemical cells containing RC and either cyt c, Q2 or both mediators. The potential was set to 
the value of the open circuit potential in dark. In this case, the open circuit potential was ~0.195 V vs 
NHE in presence of both mediators in the system. The arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓).  
A systematic series of experiments was conducted to elucidate whether each analyte (i.e.: RC, Q2, 
and cyt c) adsorbed on the working electrode, as well as the role of these adsorbed species in the process of 
photocurrent generation and charge transfer.  
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Figure 3.3 Photochronoamperometric measurements to identify the contribution of adsorbed: (a) RCs, (b) 
Q2, and (c) cyt c onto the gold electrode surface in the produced photocurrent. The insets in each figure 
describe the electrolyte at each step. The testing potential was the open circuit potential in dark. The 
arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). 
The gold electrode was exposed to all three analytes in turn. After measuring the photocurrent, the 
electrodes were washed thoroughly several times with the buffer, then transferred to a cell containing fresh 
electrolyte lacking the analyte of interest. If an analyte is significantly adsorbed, the photocurrent likely 
would be preserved in an electrolyte that lacks the analyte in question. To test the attachment of RCs to the 
gold electrode, the photocurrent was first measured in a cell containing both Q2 and cyt c2+ redox mediators 
but no RCs. As expected, no photocurrent was observed (Figure 3.2(a), step I). In step II, the photocurrent 
was measured ~1 hour after RC was added to the electrolyte. By adding RC (step II), a photocurrent was 
produced, which increased sharply and dropped gradually to ~375 nA cm-2. After step II, the electrode was 
removed from the cell and rinsed thoroughly several times with the buffer in a way that presumably left 
only the strongly bound RC attached to the gold surface.  
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The RCs’ attachment to the gold electrode was tested by measuring their ability to generate a 
photocurrent. In step III, the electrode was applied in a new cell with a clean counter electrode and a fresh 
electrolyte lacking RC and containing both mediators. Similar photocurrents to the one in step II were 
obtained, indicating that a reasonably stable adsorption of RCs to the gold surface had occurred. RC protein 
complex is thought to adsorb via the C156, near the cytoplasmic surface on the H-subunit, which resulted 
in the stable binding between RC and the gold surface.   
Furthermore, it is indicated that RCs bound to the gold surface were functionally active and 
significantly contributed to the photocurrent generation. Magis et al. have previously shown that adsorbed 
photosynthetic membranes onto a gold surface maintain their energy and electron transferring 
functionality.80 Our results also have shown no indication of RC denaturation due to the adsorption, as in 
other reports demonstrating that redox proteins, deposited directly on a gold electrode, can retain full 
functionality.36,133 
To test the adsorption of Q2 on the gold electrode surface and its contribution to the produced 
photocurrent, photochronoamperometric measurements were first carried out in a cell containing RCs and 
cyt c2+ (Figure 3.3(b), step I). Subsequently, in step II, Q2 was added to the electrolyte; after which, the 
electrode was rinsed and placed in a new cuvette with an electrolyte lacking Q2 (step III). Washing out 
unbounded Q2s and changing the electrolyte did not reduce the photocurrent, indicating that Q2 was 
strongly adsorbed at the electrode surface (Figure 3.3(b) steps II and III). It has also been reported that 
quinol (QH2) may possibly be adsorbed on a gold surface causing a reversible electrochemical oxidation 
which results in the quinone.136 
The adsorption of cyt c on the gold surface and its role in the production of photocurrent was 
investigated using the same approach as for RCs and Q2. The photocurrent was first measured in a cell 
having only Q2 (60 µM) and RC (0.03 µM). As expected, the photocurrent was negligible (Figure 3.3(c), 
step I). In step II, cyt c2+ was added to the electrolyte in a concentration of 80 µM, which resulted in an 
increased photocurrent (Figure 3.3(c), step II). The electrode was then removed from the cell and rinsed 
with the buffer before transferring to a new cuvette with fresh electrolyte lacking cyt c2+. An almost zero 
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photocurrent in the cell lacking cyt c (step III) indicates cyt c redox mediators is needed in the bulk of an 
electrolyte to carry charges to the counter electrode. 
For stability study, the photocurrent amplitude was measured over a period of seven days and the 
results are reported in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4 Photocurrent plots for the cell stability study: the photocurrent amplitude was measured over a 
period of seven days; the arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). 
3.1.4.2. Photocurrent Spectrum of the RC Protein Complex on the Gold Electrode 
To determine whether the origin of the photocurrent was indeed the RC absorption and charge 
carrier generation, a photocurrent spectrum was obtained across the range of wavelengths where a 
distinctive triplet of RC cofactor absorptions are known to occur (bacteriopheophytin at 760 nm, monomeric 
bacteriochlorophyl at 802 nm and the Bacteriochlorophyl “special pair” at 870 nm).51 The 3-electrode cell, 
including RC and both mediators, was illuminated with monochromatic light between 650 nm and 950 nm 
in 6 nm steps, and the resulting photocurrents are presented in terms of incident photon to generated electron 
quantum efficiency. Figure 3.5 shows the complete trace for the monitored cell current continuously (5 
points per second) over alternating periods of darkness (60 seconds) and illumination (60 seconds), while 
the wavelength was increased incrementally (6 nm steps) between illumination periods. The photocurrent 
at each wavelength was estimated as the average of the last ten current readings before the cessation of 
illumination. Quantum efficiencies were calculated from these photocurrents, taking into account the 
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efficiency of the monochromator (and resulting inconsistency of illumination intensities) at each 
wavelength. 
 
Figure 3.5 Photocurrent action spectrum obtained for the cell containing RC, cyt c and Q2 in the 
electrolyte. The continuous raw data is shown in blue, with estimated photocurrents at the end of 
illumination in red. An example of an individual “on/off” trace is shown in the inset, with the start and 
cessation of illumination indicated with arrows. The arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). 
 
Figure 3.6 Electron per photon efficiency spectrum for the 3-electrode cell containing RC and both 
mediators (black symbols), compared with the absorbance spectrum of RC in 0.1 M tris buffer (red line). 
A convincing match between the RC absorption spectrum and the efficiency of photocurrent 
generation across this wavelength range strongly supports the conclusion that the photocurrent stems from 
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the light harvesting and charge generation of the RCs (Figure 3.6). The photocurrent was only generated 
when the monochromator illumination was focused directly onto the gold electrode, and not just into the 
surrounding electrolyte. This suggests that the Au-bound RCs constitute the active material. 
3.1.4.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
Valuable reports have indicated the usefulness of XPS in providing some robust qualitative 
estimation of the presence and electronic properties of biological materials on different surfaces.115,121 Also, 
efforts including presenting XPS analysis have been performed by Bourg et al. to provide a detailed insight 
into the actual nature of Au-S bonding by comparison of the high resolution XPS spectra of 2D and 3D 
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and reference Au (I) complexes,137 which can be used for explaining 
the bond between protein complexes and a gold surface.  
 
Figure 3.7 N1s (a), C1s (b), and O1s (c) core level XP spectra measured on e-beam evaporated gold 
before and after exposing to either RC, pure buffer, Q2 or cyt c, and subsequent rinsing. 
Here, XPS was used to monitor the adsorption of all analytes i.e. RC complex protein, Q2, and cyt 
c. To further validate the strong adsorption of RCs to the gold surface, an XPS measurement of samples 
was performed after they were exposed to a solution of buffer and 0.03 µM RC. Figure 3.7(a-c) shows N1s, 
C1s, and O1s core spectra for the bare gold, electrodes exposed to only buffer, and electrodes exposed to 
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the RC and mediators dissolved in the buffer. The RC adsorption to the gold electrode after buffer rinsing 
is illustrated by Figure 3.7(a).  
The N1s core level emissions from bare gold surface and buffer treated surface are similar. 
However, strong N1s emission peaks appear after treatment with a solution containing RC protein complex 
and buffer. The advent of these peaks confirms the adsorption of RC on the gold surface. The RC is a 
complex of several proteins and therefore contains N as a part of the polypeptide backbone and in some 
amino acid side chains, which is evident from the appearance of the N1s emission peak consisting of two 
components representing different bonding types.  
The adsorption of Q2 on the gold electrode was further validated by a XPS test in which rinsed 
bare gold surface was exposed to a 60 µM solution of Q2. Since Q2 lacks N, the C1s and O1s core level 
emissions needed to be studied to verify Q2 adsorption. Figure 3.7(b) indicates that a small C1s emission 
peak from surface contamination can be seen on the gold substrate (one observes that by exposing gold to 
the environment, there will always be C and O emissions). After gold surface treatment in a buffer 
containing Q2, a strong C1s emission peak was observed, which can be assigned to the adsorption of Q2. 
The O1s peak from the Q2 treated sample consists of two components.  
To validate if cyt c binds to gold surface, XPS analysis was carried out for a fresh gold electrode 
surface, which was exposed to a buffer solution containing cyt c2+ (80 µM). XPS has been shown to be a 
useful instrument for detection of a small heme protein (e.g. cyt c) due to the sensitivity of the spectroscopy 
method to N and C atoms.121,138 XPS results on cyt c exposed electrodes are shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 
3.7(b) shows 285.4 eV peak which likely arises primarily from aliphatic R groups of the polypeptide chain 
backbone of cyt c, while carbons bound to oxygen and nitrogen are responsible for the asymmetry observed 
on higher binding energy side.121 It is not unexpected that proteins may adsorb on the conductive electrode 
surface.122 The XPS data confirmed cyt c adsorption on the electrode surface (Figure 3.7(a)). As shown in 
Figure 3.7(a), adventitious nitrogen is notably absent from bare gold and buffer rinsed gold surface. After 
treating gold surface with solution containing cyt c, a N1s peak (~400.8 eV) is obtained from gold surface. 
Cyt c protein is rich in lysine amino acid residues,139 therefore N1s signal can be assigned to the nitrogen-
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containing side chains of cyt c such as lysine and histidine.121 Earlier results by photochronoamperometric 
tests showed the adsorbed cyt c does not contribute to the cycle of charge transfer. 
3.1.4.4. UV-Vis Spectrophotometry 
To estimate the amount of RC adsorbed on the gold electrode, the absorption spectrum of the 
electrolyte containing RC before and after insertion of gold electrode was obtained by a UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer. The results are shown in Figure 3.8.  
 
Figure 3.8 Absorption spectra of the electrolyte containing RC (a) before and (b) after insertion and 
removal of a gold electrode. The original concentration of RC before exposing to the gold electrode 
(curve a) was ~0.03 µM.  The concentration dropped to ~0.0066 µM in (b).  
The gold electrode was taken out from the electrochemical cell in less than 30 minutes. The 
concentration of RCs in the bulk of electrolyte before and after insertion and removal of the gold electrode 
was estimated by their absorption peak at 804 nm. Figure 3.8 clearly demonstrates that a significant amount 
of solubilized RC in the electrolyte were attached to the gold electrode during the aforementioned period, 
which resulted in a major decrease in the concentration of RCs in the bulk of electrolyte. The concentration 
dropped from ~0.03 µM to ~0.0066 after exposing the electrolyte to the gold surface. Hence, almost 78% 
of the solubilized RCs in the bulk of electrolyte were directly adhered to the gold electrode’s surface. 
3.1.4.5. Atomic Force Microscopy  
In order to characterize the adsorbed RC, the morphology of the gold electrode surface was studied 
using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) before and after exposure to 0.03 µM RC solution. The bare gold 
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shows a smooth microstructure with (RMS) roughness of ~2.0 nm and no visible features, while after 
exposure to the RCs and subsequent rinsing an increased roughness of ~3.4 nm is exhibited (Figure 3.9(a)). 
This more distinctive surface texture most likely corresponds to the adsorbed protein on the surface of the 
gold. The topographic image of the surface (Figure 3.9(b)) suggests areas of RCs aggregation as well as 
particles with height of ~6-7 nm (red markers), which could relate to individual RC protein complexes. As 
suggested by Trammell et al., the broadening of single proteins in the AFM image may be caused by the 
finite size of the apex of the cantilever.63 In general, the apparent lateral dimensions of all AFM-imaged 
proteins are overestimated when the geometry of the probe tip is comparable to the size of a protein 
molecule.140  
 
Figure 3.9 (a) An AFM topographic image of directly adsorbed RCs on a gold surface and (b) a section 
analysis along the black solid line in (a) showing the heights of the protein particles. The images were 
obtained in air using noncontact tapping mode. 
The topographic image of a surface formed with 0.03 µM diluted RC after an hour demonstrates 
particles with lower height (~4.7 nm), which is lower than one might expect for a RC protein complex 
(Figure 3.10). This might be due to protein flattening (denaturing due to the absence of water) on the 
electrode as it already was suggested by Trammell et al. as one of the possible reasons for observing proteins 
with lower thicknesses on a gold surface.63 
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Figure 3.10 (a) An AFM topographic image of directly adsorbed RCs on a gold surface (after rinsing and 
drying under N2 stream) and a RC protein particle after one hour exposure to aerobic conditions and (b) a 
section analysis along the black solid line in (a) showing the heights (~4.7 nm) of the flattened/denatured 
protein particles. The images were obtained in air using noncontact tapping mode. 
Similar studies were recently performed by Mukherjee et al. on the morphology of PS I from 
aqueous buffer suspensions onto alkanethiolate SAM/Au substrates, which showed the formation of 
complex columnar structures rather than a uniform monolayer formation due to solution phase protein 
aggregations.126,141 In our studies, additional AFM tests were also performed with higher concentration of 
RC (~0.8 µM and ~14.5 µM) to show the effect of RC concentration on surface morphology and roughness. 
The results are shown in supplementary Figure 3.11.  
 
Figure 3.11 Changes in RMS roughness of the adsorbed RC film on the gold as a result of increasing the 
concentration of RC solution, a) 0.03 µM RC stock, b) 0.8 µM RC stock, and c) 14.5 µM RC stock. RCs 
were incubated on a cleaned gold surface at 4 oC for 1 hour and subsequently rinsed with DI water and 
dried under N2 stream. The images were obtained in air using noncontact tapping mode. 
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As Figure 3.11 demonstrates by increasing the concentration of RC solution from 0.03 µM to 0.8 
µM and finally to 14.5 µM the RMS roughness of the adsorbed RC film would be decreased from 3.4 nm 
to ~2.6 nm and ~1.7 nm, respectively. This can be explained with respect to the 3D images shown in Figure 
3.12. As it can be seen, at lower concentrations there are noticeable gaps between the adsorbed proteins 
aggregates on the surface; however, one notes that by increasing the RC concentration these gaps can be 
filled with extra RC particles, which results in development of a smoother adsorbed layer.    
 
Figure 3.12 3D AFM topographic images of the adsorbed RC film on a gold surface from: (a) 0.03 µM 
RC stock, (b) 0.8 µM RC stock, and (c) 14.5 µM RC stock. RCs were incubated on a cleaned gold surface 
at 4 oC for 1 hour and subsequently rinsed with DI water and dried under N2 stream. The images were 
obtained in air using noncontact tapping mode. 
3.1.4.6. Stability 
The arrival of the RC protein complex at the gold electrode surface could be driven by diffusion,142 
and the adsorption likely occurs through a cysteine residue on the protein. For device applications, the 
stability of the adsorbed RCs is crucial. Naturally, RCs may desorb or denaturize with time. Baszkin and 
Norde have suggested different techniques to study protein adsorption/desorption phenomena as well as 
structural changes.143 In our work, photocurrent amplitude and UV-Vis spectroscopy of the electrolyte were 
applied for studying the bound protein stability. The stability of the fabricated bio-photoelectrochemical 
cells can be evaluated by measuring the photocurrent in the cells over a period of time. Ciesielski et al. 
employed a similar method to study the stability of bio-photoelectrochemical cells.41  
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Figure 3.13 Bio-photoelectrochemical cell stability. a) Photocurrent density response over a period of 
seven days. Peak photocurrent production occurred on the fabrication day, after which it decreased, due to 
the adsorbed RCs denaturation as well as redox mediators’ degradation/adsorption. In this particular study 
the cell was refilled with a new electrolyte after seven days. b) Absorption spectra of the electrolyte over 
a period of seven days; the inset shows cyt c degradation/adsorption during this time. The black arrow in 
the inset shows the decreasing trend of a cyt c absorption peak (550 nm) from a maximum (0 day) to 
minimum (after 6 days). 
In our work the photocurrent response was monitored for one week, during which time the cell was 
stored at 4-6 oC in aerobic conditions. The possibility of release of RCs from the gold electrode’s surface 
was investigated by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy of the electrolyte, as was the denaturation/adsorption 
of redox mediators.  
For the stability study, a bio-photoelectrochemical cell was fabricated with an electrolyte 
containing RC, cyt c2+, and Q2 with the aforementioned concentrations. The gold electrode was kept in the 
fabricated cell at room temperature for almost an hour. During this period, RC protein complexes assembled 
at the gold surface. The electrode then was removed from the cell, rinsed several times with the buffer, and 
finally was applied in a new cell with a clean reference and counter electrode, a fresh electrolyte lacking 
RC, and containing both mediators. A photocurrent density of ~398 nA cm-2 was measured. The electrode 
was removed and the absorption spectrum of the electrolyte was measured to monitor the potential amount 
of RCs released from the gold electrode’s surface. The measurements were repeated over a period of seven 
days and the results are reported in Figure 3.13.  
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As shown in Figure 3.13(a), the photocurrent density decreased from ~398 nAcm-2 to ~139 nA cm-
2 over the period of a week. In our system three different reasons might be considered for the reduction in 
photocurrent response over time: 1) release of RCs from the gold electrode’s surface; 2) 
structural/conformational changes of the adsorbed RC protein complex on the gold surface; 3) 
denaturation/adsorption of the redox mediators. The absorption spectra of the electrolyte imply the 
existence of a strong bond between the adsorbed RCs and the gold’s surface because the major absorption 
peak of native RCs (804 nm) was not observed (Figure 3.13(b)).  
 
Figure 3.14 Absorption spectra of the electrolyte for the detail around 804 nm to demonstrate that no 
absorption peak of the native RCs (804 nm) in the electrolyte was observed. This implies the existence of 
a strong bond between the adsorbed RCs and the gold’s surface. 
Figure 3.14 shows the detail of the plots around 804 nm. The bond strength between adsorbed RCs 
and the surface of the gold was tested by monitoring the absorption peak of native RCs (804 nm) in the 
electrolyte. The absorption spectra of the electrolyte imply the existence of a strong bond between the 
adsorbed RCs and the gold’s surface since no absorption peak of native RCs (804 nm) in the electrolyte 
was observed. The detail of the plots around 804 nm is presented below. 
Therefore, the decrease in photocurrent over time may be attributed to the denaturation of some of 
the RCs and/or degradation/adsorption of the redox mediators, particularly cyt c. Since cyt c is required in 
the bulk of electrolyte, either adsorption or degradation of cyt c also would affect the photocurrent. To 
evaluate the effect of mediators’ degradation/adsorption, the cell was refilled with a fresh electrolyte 
containing only cyt c and Q2 on the 7th day after the fabrication. The photocurrent density response 
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increased to ~184 nA (~46% of the initial value), which indicated that the decrease in photocurrent over 
time was partially due to redox mediators’ (cyt c) denaturation and/or adsorption. Also, the change in the 
peak at 550 nm in the absorption spectrum (Figure 3.13(b)), which corresponds to the concentration of cyt 
c, is consistent with the degradation or adsorption of the mediator. However, the photocurrent production 
did not return to its initial value after refilling the cell with the fresh electrolyte containing only redox 
mediators, which shows that the denaturation of a number of RCs adsorbed on the gold’s surface is likely 
due to conformational/structural changes. Comparison of the photocurrents suggested that ~46% of the 
RCs remained active after a week in aerobic conditions. As shown by Ciesielski et al., the device lifetime 
should be extended significantly by removing oxygen from the cell (anaerobic condition) and sealing.41   
3.1.4.7. Estimation of the Midpoint Potential of ET Cofactors at the RC-Gold Electrode in the Dark 
Due to the direct interaction of the mediators with the gold electrode, the midpoint potential values 
of redox mediators (Q2 and cyt c) and redox active parts of the RC protein complexes were assessed by 
CV. CV data were recorded for various combinations of cofactors with and without adsorbed RC in dark 
conditions. Similar CV tests were performed under illumination to show the effect of light on the 
electrochemical potential values. Figure 3.15 depicts voltammograms for 60 µM Q2 in the electrolyte at a 
freshly cleaned bare gold electrode and at a gold electrode with directly adsorbed RC. The CV for the RC-
adsorbed electrode without Q2 in solution is also shown for comparison.63 The CV data for Q2 in Figure 
3.15 indicates that the midpoint potential of Q2 at pH 8 is ~0.042 V vs NHE at the bare gold. The results 
are consistent with values reported by other groups.65,136,144 As shown previously, cyclic voltammograms 
for Q2 at the RC-adsorbed gold electrode illustrate anodic and cathodic currents. Also, the adsorbed RCs 
considerably block the background current between Q2 and electrode, which suggest the RCs have adsorbed 
to the gold electrode.63 
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Figure 3.15 CVs of (a) 60 µM Q2 in solution measure with a clean bare gold electrode (blue trace) or gold 
electrode with adsorbed RC (red trace). CVs of gold electrode with adsorbed RC protein complex but 
without Q2 (black trace). (b) CV of a RC-modified electrode, and (c) CV of the RC-modified electrode 
(after addition of 80 µM cyt c to the electrolyte) with different scan rates; 0.1 V s-1 (bold black line) and 
0.5 V s-1 (narrow red line). 
As we show in Figure 3.15(a), the adsorbed RC is electroinactive in this range. Cyclic 
voltammograms over a more oxidizing voltage region for the RC-exposed gold electrode revealed a redox 
couple due to the adsorbed RC. Figure 3.15(b) demonstrates a redox couple at ~+0.5 V (vs NHE), which 
is similar to that reported by Trammell et al.63 This confirms that the RC is still redox active, upon directly 
coupling to the gold. We note that the CV tests were performed after RC incubation and keeping the 
electrochemical cell in dark for half an hour. Figure 3.1(c) depicts voltammograms for a RC-adsorbed gold 
electrode after addition of 80 µM cyt c to the electrolyte, with 0.1 V s-1 and 0.5 V s-1 scan rates. As shown 
in Figure 3.15(c), upon cyt c addition to the electrolyte, a new peak was introduced, which we assign to cyt 
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c (Figure 3.16 CVs of RC-adsorbed electrode without and with cyt c in solution side by side). The results 
are consistent with previous reports by Trammell et al.63 The voltammogram indicates that cyt c is 
electroactive at the RC-modified electrode. The CV of cyt c at bare gold surface indicates midpoint potential 
of ~+0.2 V (data not shown).63 Millo et al. reported 0.244 V midpoint potential for cyt c immobilized on 
smooth gold surfaces chemically modified with 11-mercaptounodecanoic acid.145 Arrows in Figure 3.15(c) 
show the redox couple of the primary donor and cyt c. The slight shift in the RC primary donor peak position 
after cyt c addition is attributed to the formation of the super-molecular complex between RC and cyt c.63 
The peak cathodic current of RC primary donor in Figure 3.15(c) was decreased significantly after keeping 
the cell in dark for 9 hours (following text).   
Figure 3.16 shows the recorded CV data for various combinations of Q2 with and without adsorbed 
RC in light and dark conditions. CV measurements in light were performed to show the effect of cell 
illumination on the electrochemical potential values. Figure 3.16(a-c) depicts voltammograms for 60 µM 
Q2 in the electrolyte at a freshly cleaned bare gold electrode and at gold electrode with directly adsorbed 
RC in the dark and in light. As it is indicated Q2 is electroavtive with midpoint potential of 0.042 V vs NHE 
in the dark and RC is electroinactive without Q2. Hence, as it is indicated below, illumination of the cell 
influences the reduction and oxidation potential values of Q2 at bare gold and Q2 at RC-adsorbed gold. 
However, there is no noticeable difference between the RC’s voltammograms in dark and light as it was 
shown to be electroinactive without Q2. Upon addition of cyt c to the cell including only RC and the gold 
electrode, new peak will be introduced, which can be assigned to cyt c. Figure 3.17(a) shows a clear 
difference between CVs of RC-adsorbed electrode without and with cyt c in solution. The results are 
consistent with previous reports by Trammell et al.63 As shown below, the peak cathodic current of RCs’ 
primary donor was decreased after keeping the cell in dark for 9 hours in aerobic conditions. 
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Figure 3.16 The influence of cell illumination on successive cyclic voltammograms at 10 mV s-1 for: (a) 
Q2 at bare gold, (b) adsorbed Rb. sphaeroides RC pH 8 buffer, and (c) Q2 at adsorbed-RC gold electrode. 
 
Figure 3.17 CVs of RC-adsorbed electrode (A) without cyt c and (B) with cyt c in solution (scan rate: 0.1 
V s-1) and (b) decrease in the peak cathodic current of RCs’ primary donor after keeping the cell in dark 
for 9 hours. 
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3.1.5. Discussion 
The UV-Vis spectrophotometry study (Figure 3.8) showed that about 78% of the RCs in the 
electrolyte adsorb on the gold surface. Also, the results from both XPS (Figure 3.7) and AFM (Figure 3.9) 
studies indicate that the adsorbed RC layer is fairly stable with a strong adhesion to the gold. Due to the 
presence of the cysteine C156 on the surface of the H-subunit, it is likely that RCs would be attached to the 
gold electrode from the H-subunit side (see Figure 3.18) with a preferential orientation.38,135 The rest of the 
RCs (~22%) would be adsorbed at the counter electrode (Pt) and be free floated in the electrolyte. However, 
the small differences between the amount of photocurrents in steps II and III of Figure 3.3(a) indicates that 
the contribution of the RCs in the electrolyte and adsorbed on the counter electrode in generating 
photocurrent at the gold electrode (working electrode) is negligible. 
Despite the adsorption of RCs on the gold electrode, the measurements in Figure 3.2 suggest that 
the photogenerated charges in the RCs are not able to transfer to the electrode directly. Hence, both types 
of mediators are required for the photocurrent generation. As explained, cyt c3+ and QH2 act as the positive 
and negative charge transfer mediators, respectively (see Figure 3.1(b)). In an electrochemical cell 
containing two mediators in the electrolyte, the photocurrent would be the superposition of anodic 
(QH2Q+2e-+2H+) and cathodic (cyt c3++e-cyt c2+) reactions at the electrode surfaces.127,146 Since in this 
work the current polarity convention was set in a fashion that defined anodic current as positive; the 
observed anodic currents imply domination of ET from the RCs to the gold electrode via QH2/Q reaction. 
The shape of the photocurrent with a rapid increase and gradual drop suggests concurrency of both anodic 
and cathodic reactions again with domination of anodic reaction from the conversion of QH2 to Q. Similar 
shapes of the photocurrent also were observed in another work when using two electrochemical mediators.89 
The kinetics of the reactions in a different bio-photoelectrochemical cell with one mobile mediator has been 
studied by Ciesielski et al.41,134 However, studying the kinetics in a system with more than one redox 
reaction is complicated and may require additional experiments to measure the reaction rates separately. 
Furthermore, previous studies indicated that the anodic current in the cell may be limited by the diffusion 
of QH2 but not the kinetics of the redox reaction.127 Therefore, before analyzing the thermodynamics of the 
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system, an appropriate model for the reactions in the device must be developed, which is not in the scope 
of this work. Nevertheless, the net anodic current in all the photochronoamperometric measurements 
indicates the domination of QH2/Q reaction at the gold electrode. 
The XPS results indicate the capability of gold to adsorb Q2. Also, the results in Figure 3.3(b) 
suggest that the charge transfer is mediated mainly by the quinone adjacent to the electrode, while the 
contribution of dissolved Q2 in the ET between the attached RCs and gold is negligible. This implies that 
Q2s shuttle back and forth between the RCs and the electrode (Figure 3.18).36,127  
Although XPS results show that cyt c can be adsorbed on gold, the photocurrent measurements in 
Figure 3.3(c) indicate that only dissolved cyt c contributes to the photocurrent cycling toward counter 
electrode. A solubilized redox mediator (i.e. cyt c) is required in the electrolyte to complete the charge 
transfer pathway. As long as there is ample cyt c in the solution, current cycling is enabled via cyt c in the 
bulk of electrolyte toward the Pt counter electrode. In this system, solubilized cyt c interacts with the P-side 
of the RC protein complex, taking the positive charges and diffusing toward the Pt electrode surface to be 
reduced again. Therefore, the adsorbed cyt c on the gold electrode surface does not contribute to the current 
cycling. However, adsorbed cyt c can significantly contribute to the photocurrent cycling when modified 
RCs are attached to the gold surface from the P-side as it was shown by Lebedev et al.69 In that case, the 
use of chemical coupling agents may possibly allow for a covalent attachment of metalloproteins to 
electrode surfaces, which can be of prime importance in the construction of biosensors,147 optoelectronic 
devices,148 and other applications.27,149,150 Figure 3.18 shows a summary of the discussion in the form of a 
cartoon of ET events between RCs, electrochemical mediators, and the electrodes surface. It should be 
stated that since both mediators are required to sustain the photocurrent, the electrode can interact with both 
mediators to donate and accept electrons, which is inefficient for photocurrent generation. However, we 
expect significant improvements will be made by employing semiconducting electrode materials with 
suitable energy levels for selective charge transfer.35 
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Figure 3.18 The ET events between RCs, electrochemical mediators, and the gold electrode. RCs are most 
likely attached to the gold surface through C156 cysteine. The path of ET inside RCs is shown by with 
arrows. The observed anodic photocurrent is generated by dominated electron carrier mediators (QH2/Q) 
which shuttle back and forth between the RCs and the gold electrode. The positive charge at the P-site is 
transferred to the counter electrode by cyt c in the bulk of the electrolyte. Interaction of cyt c with the 
gold electrode limits the photocurrent. 
A detailed study of the structure and electrochemical properties of such protein based photovoltaic 
devices when using wide band gap semiconductors to increase the photocurrent is underway in our group 
and will be reported in forthcoming papers.   
3.1.6. Conclusion 
A bio-photoelectrochemical cell has been constructed by injection of RCs suspension, Q2, and cyt 
c between gold and Pt electrodes. Here, we described formation of an adsorbed layer containing RCs and 
both mediators on the surface of the gold electrode. Cysteine C156 on the surface of H-subunit facilitated 
the expected preferential orientation of RCs on the gold surface. Photochronoamperometric results 
suggested Q2-mediated charge transfer on gold electrodes from RCs toward gold, while current cycling is 
enabled via solubilized cyt c in the bulk of the electrolyte toward the Pt counter electrode. In the absence 
of either one of the mediators (Q2 or cyt c2+), the photocurrent was almost zero. Hence, it appears that 
indirect charge transfer dominates in these experimental bio-photoelectrochemical cells. The attachment of 
RCs and mediators to the gold surface was strong enough and was further approved by XPS, AFM, and 
stability analysis. The stability of the adsorbed RCs and mediators was evaluated by measuring the 
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photocurrent response produced by the same cell over a period of time. Monitoring the stability of the 
photocurrent showed that ~46% of the adsorbed RCs remained active after a week in aerobic conditions. 
Further stability may be achieved by applying anaerobic conditions and sealing the device. The RC-
adsorbed gold electrode revealed a redox couple due to adsorbed RC at ~+0.5 V (vs NHE), which confirms 
that the RC does not change its redox properties upon directly coupling to the gold. The voltammogram 
indicated that both Q2 and cyt c were electroactive at the RC-modified electrode. AFM micrographs of the 
adsorbed RC film, formed from a 0.03 µM RC solution, reveals the presence of large particles, which 
resulted from RCs aggregation on the gold surface as well as RC particles with height of ~6-7 nm, which 
is the known dimension of a Rb. sphaeroides protein.  
3.2. Free-floating Reaction Centers (RCs) vs Attached Monolayer of RCs in Bio-photoelectrochemical 
Cells 
3.2.1. Abstract 
The high quantum efficiency (~100%) in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (RC) has 
inspired research on the application of RCs to build protein based solar cells. Conventionally, applying RCs 
as the photosensitive layer on the surface of a carbon electrode has shown poor photocurrents in the cells. 
The low photocurrent is partly due to the weak absorption of light in the monolayer of RCs. Also, an Atomic 
Force Microscopy image of the electrode shows lots of defects on the immobilized RCs at the electrode 
surface. In this work, we have built a bio-photoelectrochemical cell in which the RCs are floating in the 
electrolyte instead of being attached to the surface of an electrode. Despite the simple structure of the cell, 
the photocurrent is significantly higher in the new cell compared to when RCs are attached to an electrode. 
The amplitude of current reached to ~40 nA for free floating RCs, about five times larger than that in the 
cell with attached RCs. The aging effect was studied in both cells in a course of a week. The lifetime of 
attached RCs on electrode surface was slightly better than solubilized RCs in the electrolyte. Also, it is 
found that the mechanism which governs the charge transfer from RCs to the electrodes is the same in both 
bio-photoelectrochemical cells.  
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3.2.2. Introduction  
Photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) are capable of producing separated positive and negative 
charges by absorbing photons.60 This property of RCs can be exploited to fabricate solar cells.44,63,65,69,72 
Employing RCs in a bio-photoelectrochemical cell to harvest solar energy, the charges must be transferred 
to the electrodes either directly or through charge carrier mediators.127 Two approaches dominate the 
techniques to fabricate cells; (I) using an electrode with immobilized RCs by linker molecules,44,63,65,71 and 
(II) using solubilized RCs in the electrolyte with mediators.89 In the first approach, RCs are immobilized 
on the electrode surface with a specific orientation to have a short distance between negative (or positive) 
charge in the RC and the electrode for direct charge transfer. The opposite charge in the RC is transferred 
to the counter electrode through a mediator, as shown in Figure 3.19(a). In the second approach, RCs are 
directly deployed in the electrolyte and both negative and positive charges are carried through the 
mediators. Figure 3.19(b) shows quinone (Q) as a diffusible mediator which takes the negative charge from 
a RC protein and diffuses to both working and counter electrode surfaces, while the positive charge is 
transferred via cytochrome c (cyt c). The schematics of both structures and charge transfer mechanism are 
shown in Figure 3.19. In this work, we have compared the structure and photocurrent of a bio-
photoelectrochemical cell with immobilized RCs with those in a cell with solubilized RCs.  
 
Figure 3.19 Schematics of a bio-photoelectrochemical cell based on (a) immobilized RCs on a surface of 
a conductive electrode and (b) solubilized RCs in an electrolyte. 
The photosynthetic RC is a protein complex which converts the energy of absorbed photons to 
electrochemical energy. The main components of the RC protein are L, M and H subunits. Cofactors are 
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the parts of RC protein where the energy conversion takes place and include a closely interacting dimer P 
(P/P*) of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) molecules, two BChl monomers (BA, BB), two bacteriopheophytins 
(HA, HB) and two quinones (QA and QB). Between the Qs, there is an iron atom which stabilizes the complex. 
All these elements are bound together by transmembrane helices that introduce some asymmetry into the 
structure (see Figure 3.20(a)).  
 
Figure 3.20 (a) Schematic of a photosynthetic RC protein, which indicated M, L, H subunits, and 
cofactors. Arrows inside the RC protein show the ET path from dimer P to QA and to QB (the size of RC 
proteins was estimated by crystallographic analysis elsewhere170) and (b) schematic of an immobilized 
RC from H-subunit on HOPG surface by pyrene linker molecules (used with permissions from Ref. 90). 
ET within RC starts from the special-pair (dimer P), which acts as the primary electron donor. ET 
proceeds via BA to HA, subsequently to the primary quinone (QA), and finally to the secondary quinone (QB) 
(Figure 3.20(a)). Hence, the RC molecule act as a dipole structure with the negative charge (e-) at QB and 
positive charge at P. Charge transfer mediators can take the positive and negative charges and diffuse to the 
electrodes surface. This ET is in the base of the photosynthetic processes in the bacteria.  
Valuable efforts have been performed so far to enhance the device photocurrent by RCs 
immobilization on different electrodes’ surface with specific orientation. Correspondingly construction of 
oriented and aligned monolayers of RCs protein on gold electrodes was tried by forming self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) of linkers on the electrode surface.44,63,65 An appropriately functionalized SAM of 
linker molecules can serve to orient the RC at the electrode surface to achieve high photocurrents.44 Binding 
RCs from the primary donor (P) or the opposite site side (H-subunit), to the carbon electrodes was tried by 
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using bi-functional linkers and genetically engineered proteins.65,71 Figure 3.20(b) shows schematics of an 
immobilized RC protein from H-subunit on the surface of a HOPG electrode, by using pyrene linker.  
Lebedev et al. has also found that the efficiency of the bio-photoelectrochemical devices can be 
improved by encapsulating RC proteins inside Carbon nanotube arrayed electrodes.72 It also has been shown 
that using cyt c as a conductive wiring between immobilized RC protein and an electrode surface, ET is 
significantly improved.69 Yet the overall photocurrent in a bio-photoelectrochemical cell is low, when a 
monolayer of RCs is immobilized from H-subunit on the surface of a carbon electrode, which is partly due 
to the weak absorption of light in the monolayer of RCs and poor quality of the RC layer. In addition linkers 
are insulating materials between RCs and the electrode, which affect the rate of the charge transfer to the 
electrode.36 Unlike conventional immobilization of proteins on the electrode surface, direct RCs utilization 
in the electrolyte of the bio-photoelectrochemical cell offers a substantial simplification in fabrication.41 
Also, the choice of the electrode would not be limited to the availability of a linker in a 
photoelectrochemical cell with solubilized RCs.  
In contrast to numerous efforts on protein immobilization, there are only a few reports on direct 
application of proteins in the electrolyte of a cell.36,41,89 The reason might be due to concern about proteins 
denaturation by direct contact with a surface of an unmodified electrode.117,151 However, the recent results 
indicate good stability of the RCs in the absence of the insulating layer on the electrodes.36,89 In this work, 
the photocurrent response and the lifetime of a bio-photoelectrochemical cell with immobilized RCs from 
H-subunit on a carbon electrode has been compared with another cell with solubilized RCs in the 
electrolyte. The scope of this work is limited to RCs immobilized from the H-subunit side (Figure 3.20(b)) 
and comparing the photocurrents. 
3.2.3. Discussion 
Two different bio-photoelectrochemical cells were fabricated; in one cell the proteins were 
immobilized on the HOPG surface from H-subunit (Figure 3.20(b)) by employing SAM of N-(1-pyrene) as 
linkers on the surface, while in the other one RC proteins were dissolved in the electrolyte (0.03 µM). The 
electrodes surface area (16.3 mm2), the counter electrode, and the concentration of analytes were similar in 
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both cells. In both approaches initially the same amount of RCs was used. For the cell with solubilized RCs, 
the concentration of floating RCs in the electrolyte after adding the buffer was reduced to ~0.03 µM. In 
both cases, the photocurrent experiments first were performed in an electrolyte containing 0.1 M Tris buffer 
(HCl, pH 8.0) and RCs while, mediators were added subsequently one by one. The final concentration of 
mediators was similar in both cells; 60 μM and 80 μM for Q and cyt c2+, respectively. We studied the 
differences in photocurrent and aging between the two described cells. Figure 3.21 shows the photocurrent 
vs time for both cells in periods of 200 s in the dark and in the light. In presence of RCs, the photocurrents 
in both cells were negligible for electrolytes without any mediator. By adding only one mediator the current 
slightly increased. However, significant improvement in the photocurrent was only observed when both 
mediators (cyt c and Q) were present, suggesting indirect charge transfer between RCs and electrodes via 
mediators.89,127 In principle if tunneling was effective, only one mediator (cyt c) would be enough for the 
cell with immobilized RCs. The results suggest that despite immobilized RCs in one of the cells the 
mechanism of charge transfer in both cells is dominated by indirect charge transfer via mediators. 
Therefore, there is no advantage for immobilized RCs from H-subunit over free-floated RCs in terms of 
charge transfer mechanism. 
Interestingly, the cell containing dissolved proteins in the electrolyte (Figure 3.21(b)) showed 
almost five times higher photocurrent than the cell with immobilized RCs (Figure 3.21(a)). Considering the 
same mechanism of charge transfer in both cells, the photocurrent difference is likely due to the amounts 
of RCs in each cell. Although the initial amounts of RCs were the same, a part of the applied RCs was 
washed away during preparation of the electrode for the immobilized approach. Although the intention of 
immobilizing RCs was to enhance direct charge transfer, further study showed a poor quality of multilayer 
proteins on the HOPG. 
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Figure 3.21 The measured photocurrents for: (a) proteins immobilized on the HOPG surface and (b) 
solubilized proteins. The electrolyte in each step had:  (I) no mediator, (II) only cyt c, and (III) both cyt c 
and Q. The arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to study the surface image of the immobilized RCs on 
the HOPG surface. The key element for successfully mapping out the surface topography of a protein layer 
is the tip which touches the sample surface. The force constant of the employed AFM probe spans the gap 
between contact and non-contact mode and is tailored for the force modulation mode. AFM micrographs 
for the bare HOPG electrode and immobilized RCs on the HOPG electrode (3 µm × 3 µm), obtained in 
tapping mode. The HOPG electrode exhibited a smooth surface, while the immobilized RCs on the HOPG 
showed a granular morphology. As Figure 3.22(a) demonstrates, immobilizing RCs on the electrode surface 
increased the roughness of the surface. The root mean square (rms) roughness for immobilized RCs on the 
surface was about 120-140 nm, which was extremely higher than ~1 nm obtained for the HOPG. 
Apparently, the RCs on the electrode were formed a multilayer structure. Further surface study by two-
dimensional section analysis (Figure 3.22(b)) showed protein-protein association which formed protein 
(RCs) clusters.118 The vertical distance between the lowest point and highest point of the image, estimated 
by section analysis (Figure 3.22(b)), was ~498 nm. Additionally, AFM image of the electrode showed lots 
of defects on the RC layer at the surface of the electrode. 
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Figure 3.22 (a) Surface morphology of immobilized RCs on the HOPG surface and (b) section analysis 
showing the vertical distance between the lowest point and highest point of the image. 
The photoelectrochemical results indicated that the charge transfer mechanism in immobilized 
approach was through the mediators similar to the cell with solubilized RCs. Furthermore, AFM 
morphology of the immobilized RCs from H-subunit on the HOPG electrode, showed a poor quality of a 
multilayer structure. Considering the efforts required for protein immobilization, it seems that deploying 
RCs directly in the electrolyte would be a more practical approach. However, a concern about the cell with 
solubilized RCs is the aging effect. Previous results show that proteins denature more quickly when they 
are adsorbed to unmodified HOPG electrodes.117 We have studied the aging effect in both cells in a course 
of a week. The results in Figure 3.23 shows 50% of the reduction in the photocurrent in the cell with 
immobilized RCs whereas; the photocurrent reduction was about 61% in the other cell. Although the 
reduction in the photocurrent was larger for the cell with solubilized RC, the amount of the photocurrent 
after a week was still larger than the one in the cell with immobilized RC.  
 
Figure 3.23 The study of aging effect for the bio-photoelectrochemical cells with: (a) immobilized 
proteins and (b) solubilized RCs. The results from (I) fresh cells and (II) one week after fabrication are 
demonstrated.  The arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). 
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3.2.4. Conclusions  
We studied the 3-probe photocurrent behavior in two bio-photoelectrochemical cells; in one of 
them, the proteins were immobilized on the surface of a HOPG electrode from H-subunit side by using 
linker molecules, while in the other, RC proteins were dissolved in the electrolyte. The concentration of 
mediators and the surface area of electrodes were similar. Obtained results showed solubilized RCs can 
generate significantly higher photocurrents up to five times larger. AFM study of the surface indicated that 
a multilayer structure of RCs with poor quality was formed when the proteins were immobilized. Lots of 
defects were observed in the AFM image of immobilized RCs on the surface which could be one of the 
potential drawbacks of the immobilization approach along with tedious procedure of RCs incubation on the 
surface. Additionally, employing linker molecules to immobilize proteins on the surface did not provide 
any advantages in terms of direct charge transfer from immobilized RCs from H-subunit to the electrode.  
However, the lifetime of RCs was slightly better in the immobilized approach.  
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CHAPTER 4 : HYBRID WIRING OF THE RHODOBACTER SPHAEROIDES REACTION 
CENTER FOR APPLICATIONS IN BIO-PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL CELL4 
4.1. Abstract 
The growing demand for non-fossil fuel-based energy production has drawn attention to the 
utilization of natural proteins such as photosynthetic reaction center (RC) protein complexes to harvest 
solar energy. The current study reports on an immobilization method to bind the wild type Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides RC from the primary donor side onto a Au electrode using an immobilized cytochrome c (cyt 
c) protein via a docking mechanism. The new structure has been assembled on a Au electrode by layer-by-
layer deposition of a carboxylic acid-terminated alkanethiol (HOOC (CH2)5S) self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM), and layers of cyt c and RC. The Au|SAM|cyt c|RC working electrode was applied in a three probe 
electrochemical cell where a peak cathodic photocurrent density of 0.5 µA cm-2 was achieved. Further 
electrochemical study of the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure demonstrated ~70% RC surface coverage. To 
understand the limitations in the ET through the linker structure, a detailed energy study of the SAM and 
cyt c was performed using photochronoamperometry, ellipsometry, photoemission spectroscopy, and cyclic 
voltammetry (CV). Using a simple rectangle energy barrier model, it was found that the electrode work 
function and the large barrier of the SAM are accountable for the low conductance in the devised linker 
structure. 
4.2. Introduction 
The increasing demand for the production of energy without a direct link to combustion of a fossil 
fuel and the accompanying production of CO2 has brought attention to the deployment of biomolecules for 
fabrication of bio-photoelectrochemical cells. The bio-photoelectrochemical cell uses technologies that 
                                                           
4 Chapter 4 was published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C (Yaghoubi, H.; Li, Z.; Jun, D.; Lafalce, E.; 
Jiang, X.; Schlaf, R.; Beatty, J. T.; Takshi, A. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2014, 118, 23509.). 
Permission is included in Appendix A. 
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exploit biomimetic means of energy conversion by utilizing plant-derived photosystems.30,31 Different types 
of protein complexes may be employed to fabricate a bio-photoelectrochemical cell, including reaction 
centers (RCs) from the Rhodobacter sphaeroides bacterium, plant photosystems, and bacteriorhodopsin 
proteins.32-34,36-48 Several studies of the R. sphaeroides RC have shown promise for the utilization of this 
RC in bio-photoelectrochemical cells.32,33,43-45,60,61,63,64 The RC is a transmembrane protein which has nearly 
100% quantum yield of primary charge separation--i.e., the formation of charged primary donor (P+) and 
final acceptor (QB-)--and an efficient stabilization of separated charges.24,152,153 Most RC-integrated 
photoelectrochemical cells fabricated to date have been comprised of a cell with isolated RCs or RCs 
surrounded with a light harvesting (LH) pigment-protein antenna attached to a working electrode, immersed 
in an electrolyte with one or more redox mediators.32,33,35,43,45,61-64 The use of RC-LH pigment-protein by 
several groups has shown improved photocurrent densities over those obtained with the RC alone.36,62,80 
Although the RC’s internal quantum efficiency is very high and the use of LH ring around the RC was 
shown to enhance the photon absorption,32,36 the charge transfer between RCs and electrodes is another 
feature that influences biomolecule-based solar energy conversion.  
The RC of Rhodobacter Sphaeroides is comprised of three protein subunits called L, M, and H 
(Figure 4.1(c)). Typically, bio-photoelectrochemical cells have been fabricated using RCs immobilized 
from either the H-side or the P-side on the surface of one of the cell’s electrode.32,33,44,45,61-65 Upon 
illumination, a photocurrent can be generated by transferring one of the charges (positive or negative) from 
the RC to the electrode. The opposite charges are moved to the counter electrode via a redox mediator in 
the electrolyte. The ET rate between the RC and the electrode is higher when RCs are oriented on the 
electrode’s surface from the P-side due to a shorter distance between the RC P+ site and the electrode.65 
However, the charge transfer at the RC-electrode interface in this orientation is complicated by a bowl on 
the P-side that introduces a gap between the electrode and the protein (Figure 4.1(c)). A previous work 
showed a higher photocurrent can be achieved if the bowl of at least some of the RCs may be filled by 
diffusion of cytochrome c (cyt c) into the space between a 7-His-tagged (at the C terminus of the RC M 
protein) RC and a nitrillotriacetic acid (NTA) terminated self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on a Au 
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electrode.69 While the work of Lebedev et al. pointed to the importance of the bowl problem, the approach 
relies on the random diffusion of cyt c proteins rather than constructing the structure.69  
The current study is focused on employing a hybrid oligomer-protein linker for immobilizing the 
wild type RC from the P-side onto an Au electrode and at the same time filling the bowl which resulted in 
higher peak photocurrent density compared to that in the previous work.69 This structure was assembled 
through a layer-by-layer deposition of a SAM with carboxylic acid terminal groups,111 cyt c, and RC 
proteins. Because the feasibility of immobilizing cyt c onto a Au electrode using 6-mercaptohexanoic acid 
had been demonstrated before,111,121 we utilized the same molecule to construct the hybrid SAM|cyt c linker 
for RCs (Figure 4.1(a)). The goal was to obtain RC immobilization which occurs via the docking interaction 
between RC and cyt c. It was assumed that this mechanism could bring the cyt c heme and the RC P cofactor 
into proximity for an efficient ET. The results presented in this work show that the new structure binds the 
RC without any need for protein mutation. Additionally, the observed photocurrent density evidenced 
successful docking between cyt c and RC. Furthermore, the energy structure of the hybrid linker was studied 
in detail and a quantum model was proposed to estimate the electrical conductance along the linker. A 
schematic of the new structure and the ET events between the RC, cyt c, and the SAM-modified Au 
electrode are illustrated in Figure 4.1(a), with a representation of RC‒cyt c interaction given in Figure 
4.1(b). Additionally, Figure 4.1(c) shows a schematic of the RC protein subunits and the ET pathway 
through the cofactors. A bowl in the RC is indicated, based on the RC‒cyt c co-complex crystal structure.56 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) ET pathway between the 6-mercaptohexanoic acid-modified Au electrode, cyt c, and the 
RC in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure. The photon-generated electrons acquired at QB are transferred to 
the counter electrode via diffusion of QH2 (mediator). (b) The RC‒cyt c co-complex. The RC subunits are 
represented as ribbons and colored light blue (L), dark blue (M), and brown (H). Green ribbons show cyt 
c. (c) RC subunit proteins and cofactors. The dashed arrow shows the ET path from P to QB.  
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4.3. Electrode Preparation 
The Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode was fabricated by treating a cleaned Au electrode in a 10 mM 6-
mercaptohexanoic acid over five days at room temperature, rinsing the electrode in 0.1 M Tris‒HCl (pH 8) 
buffer, followed by immersing in a 0.8 mM cyt c solution for a day at 4 oC, rinsing with buffer, and 
immersing in a 1.0 µM solution of RCs at 4 oC for a day. Weakly-bound RCs were removed from the 
electrode by rinsing the electrode with buffer. The alkanethiol self-assembly was performed as suggested 
by Love et al.154 
4.4. Results 
4.4.1. Photochronoamperometry Analysis 
The photocurrent density of the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure was measured in both three and two 
electrode setups with only one diffusible redox mediator (Q) in the electrolyte. As shown in Figure 4.2(a), 
in a three electrode experiment a cathodic photocurrent was achieved upon illumination. Immobilizing RCs 
using hybrid SAM|cyt c linker, resulted in peak current density of up to 0.5 µA cm−2, which is at least three 
times of that using random diffusion of cyt c proteins in a previous work.69 The photocurrent density 
stabilized at -185 nA cm-2 after 400 s while the working electrode was held at the dark open circuit potential 
(OCP) of +0.05 V vs Normal Hydrogen Electrode (NHE). There was an initial spike of photocurrent at the 
onset of illumination similar to what has been observed in a recent work.62 It was reasoned that this initial 
spike was originated from a kinetic limitation at the RC’s primary acceptor side (QB) due to the different 
rates of P+ reduction and QB- oxidation which results in buildup of negative charges within the protein.62 
Accordingly, the over-oxidation of the redox mediator equilibrates the charge accumulation inside RC.62 
To confirm the contribution of the protein complexes to the photocurrent generation, control 
experiments were performed on a cell containing a Au|SAM|cyt c working electrode and Q as the charge 
carrier, but without any RC protein component. The negligible photocurrent density in the Au|SAM|cyt c 
structure (black line in Figure 4.2(a)) demonstrates that the photocurrent stems from the charge generation 
in the RC. The cathodic photocurrent in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure implies ET from the Au electrode 
to the RC, which likely suggests the protein orientation with the primary donor (P-side) facing the electrode. 
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Hence, the majority of cyt c molecules likely bound to the P-side of the RC protein complex. Adding more 
cyt c to the electrolyte did not enhance the photocurrent, which supports the interpretation that the majority 
of the RCs were docked onto SAM-bound cyt c proteins.  
   
Figure 4.2 (a) Time dependence photo-response of a fabricated bio-photoelectrochemical cell under 80 
mW cm−2 illumination with coenzyme Q as the single diffusible redox mediator. In the graph the arrows 
indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓), with the current obtained from the configurations shown as nA cm-2 
according to the key. (b) External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the photocurrent, per incident photon, 
generated on the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode (red dots), compared to the absorption spectrum of the RC 
(bold black line). 
 
Figure 4.3 (a) Two-electrode photocurrent measurements of the fabricated bio-photoelectrochemical cell. 
In the graph the arrows indicate light ON (↑) and OFF (↓). (b) Two-electrode OCP measurements of the 
fabricated bio- photoelectrochemical cell. 
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   The photochronoamperometry study of the two electrode setup resulted in a short circuit steady-
state photocurrent density (JSC) of -156 nA cm-2 and a steady-state open circuit voltage (VOC) of ∼90 mV 
under continuous illumination (Figure 4.3). As shown in the following text, the energy barrier at the SAM 
is one of the limiting factors for an efficient charge transfer and energy conversion. However, the very low 
photocurrent (15 nA cm-2) from an electrode without any SAM (Au|cyt c|RC in Figure 4.2(a)) shows the 
importance of the linker molecule in a successful use of the incubated cyt c for the RC immobilization. The 
low photocurrent may be due to variable orientation of cyt c upon adsorption on Au and/or cyt c 
conformational changes, protein unfolding, and even denaturation on this bare metal electrode as it has been 
shown in several studies.155-157 
To further verify that the observed photocurrent in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC cell stems from the photon 
absorption and charge generation by RCs, a photocurrent action spectrum was obtained across 590 nm to 
950 nm and the EQE was estimated, as well. Figure 4.2(b) shows a substantial match between the RC 
absorption spectrum and the eﬃciency of photocurrent generation across this wavelength range. The 
distinctive triplets of RC cofactor absorptions are clearly present in the EQE spectrum.  
The stability of the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure was studied further by measuring the photocurrent 
density of a single cell over a course of five days. As shown in Figure 4.4, the magnitude of the photocurrent 
density dropped from 185 nA cm-2 for a fresh electrode to 102 nA cm-2 after four days of storage in aerobic 
condition. The result suggests that the rate of reduction in the photocurrent density is faster in the first 
couple of days. This could be due to the degradation of fraction RC complexes, as was shown in an earlier 
study by Ciesielski et al. for PSI-based photoelectrochemical cells.41 Extended device lifetime by 
appropriate sealing and oxygen removal can be achieved as it has been shown earlier.41 Additionally, these 
results show that despite the lack of a covalent bond between RC and cyt c, the protein-protein interaction 
is strong enough to hold more than half of the RCs after four days, in aerobic conditions, while the protein 
complexes kept their integrity and functionality.  
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Figure 4.4 The change in the steady-state photocurrent density of a cell, measured over a course of five 
days (one test each day). 
Since the thickness and the energy levels of the SAM and the cyt c layer affect the ET rate through 
the hybrid linker, further studies were carried out to characterize each layer. The thickness of the layers was 
measured using the ellipsometry technique. The energy levels of the SAM were studied using the 
photoemission spectroscopy and the UV-Vis absorption methods. Additionally, cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
was used to investigate the energy level of cyt c as well as to estimate the success rate of the cyt c and the 
RC immobilization. The results from these measurements were used to confirm the successful construction 
of the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure using the layer-by-layer assembly.  
4.4.2. Ellipsometry Analysis 
The Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure was further studied by measuring the thickness of the SAM, 
SAM|cyt c, and SAM|cyt c|RC layers using ellipsometry. This was performed to confirm that the thickness 
of each layer is in agreement with the size of employed molecules. As shown in Figure 4.5, the SAM 
prepared from an ethanolic solution of 10 mM 6-mercaptohexanoic acid showed a ∼14 Å thick layer. 
Assuming a 30o tilt for the alkanethiol chain,121 the measured thickness is slightly larger than the theoretical 
thickness expected for a close-packed monolayer oriented to the surface. This has been explained by 
coverage of a high free energy surface (i.e., Au) with reversibly physisorbed layers of water, hydrocarbons, 
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and other organic compounds under laboratory ambient conditions.158 As shown in Figure 4.5, the thickness 
of the SAM increased by ∼33 Å after cyt c immobilization on top, which is in a good agreement with the 
size of cyt c reported by other groups.159-161 Upon deposition of the RCs the thickness increased from ∼47 
Å to ~120 Å, indicating that a monolayer of RCs (thickness ∼70 Å) had attached on top of the Au|SAM|cyt 
c. 
 
Figure 4.5 Ellipsometric estimation of the thickness of: sample 1 (SAM of 6-mercaptohexanoic acid); 
sample 2 (SAM|cyt c); sample 3 (SAM|cyt c|RC). 
4.4.3. Photoemission Spectroscopy Analysis 
In order to evaluate how the energy levels of the SAM affect the ET between the Au electrode and 
the RC, the highest-occupied-molecular-orbital (HOMO) and the lowest-unoccupied-molecular-orbital 
(LUMO) of the SAM were measured using low intensity XPS (LIXPS), ultraviolet photoemission 
spectroscopy (UPS), and UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy methods. Additionally, XPS data provided 
further evidence for the successful attachment of the desired molecules (Figures 4.8). Figure 4.6 shows the 
UP spectra measured before and after deposition of the SAM during this experiment. The center panel 
(Figure 4.6(b)) shows the complete spectra, and the side panels show the secondary edge normalized (Figure 
4.6(a)) as well as the valence bands region after background subtraction (Figure 4.6(c)).  
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Figure 4.6 LIXPS and UP spectra before (red) and after (black) the deposition of SAM on a clean Au 
substrate. (a) The normalized secondary edges measured with LIXPS before UPS. (b) The complete 
normalized UP spectra. (c) The evolution of the VB emission features through the deposition process 
(black, SAM; red, Au). 
The secondary edge spectral cutoﬀs acquired via LIXPS (Figure 4.6(a)) allowed for the 
determination of the WF of the Au and the Au|SAM substrates. The WF was calculated by subtracting the 
cutoff binding energy value from the excitation energy (21.2182 eV) and taking the analyzer broadening of 
0.1 eV into account. Figure 4.6(b) shows the complete set of normalized UPS. The main emission features 
include the Fermi level, the valence bands/HOMO (VB/HOMO) density of states, and the secondary edge. 
The magnified VB/HOMO spectra with background removed are shown in Figure 4.6(c). Before deposition 
of a SAM, the valence bands and the Fermi level of the Au substrate can be clearly observed. After the 
deposition of a SAM, these features are suppressed and replaced by features corresponding to the emissions 
from the SAM. The valence bands maximum (VBM) of the Au electrode coated with a SAM relative to Au 
alone are shown in the magnified VB/HOMO spectra.  
In order to estimate the optical band/HOMO-LUMO gap in the linker molecule, the absorption 
spectrum of the linker solution (10 mM in ethanol) was measured. As shown in Figure 4.7, the absorption 
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threshold starts around 300 nm which corresponds to an energy gap of 4.13 eV. From the LIXPS and UPS 
results the HOMO level is measured to be 7.2 eV below the vacuum level. Hence, the absorption results 
indicate a LUMO of 3.07 eV below the vacuum level. As explained in the Discussion section, the energy 
levels in the SAM can be used to draw an energy diagram across the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC to assess the 
limitations in the ET. 
 
Figure 4.7 The UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the linker solution (10 mM 6-mercaptohexanoic acid). 
To analyze the elemental composition on the electrode’s surface, we applied X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) as a surface-sensitive quantitative spectroscopic technique.162-164 Also, XPS data 
provided further evidence for the successful attachment of the desired molecules. Figure 4.8 shows XPS 
spectra of the O1s, N1s, C1s, and S2p core level lines acquired after each deposition step. The bottom 
spectra in red were obtained from the bare Au electrode which was free of nitrogen and sulfur, indicated by 
the absence of a peak in the N1s and S2p lines. Small peaks of O1s and C1s were observed, which we 
attribute to residual contamination on the Au surface remaining after the chemical cleaning process 
performed prior to the self-assembly of the alkanethiol layer. The successful self-assembly of alkanethiol 
molecules on the surface of Au electrodes was confirmed by the emergence of a weak peak in the S2p line, 
as well as the evolution of well-defined peaks in the O1s and C1s lines. The O1s line in black around 532.3 
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eV is attributed to C‒OH and C=O species in the carboxyl group. The C1s spectrum exhibits a peak around 
285.0 eV which arises from the emissions of carbon species in the alkane group. The thiol group as the 
attachment anchor presents an S2p doublet line around 162.0 eV. Following the deposition of cyt c on top 
of the SAM, the O1s and C1s lines evolved accordingly. The O1s peak in blue has a similar shape and 
binding energy as from the SAM but of greater amplitude. The O1s line is likely attributed to oxygen atoms 
in the backbone and side chains of cyt c. The C1s emission from cyt c shows a different shape and binding 
energy than that of the SAM alone. The peak around 285.4 eV is thought to arise from the aliphatic side 
chains of cyt c, whereas the weaker peak around 289.0 eV is attributed to the carbon atoms in the protein 
backbone. The emerging N1s peak in blue (cyt c) likely resulted from the N atoms of the peptide bond and 
N-containing side chains, and validates the adsorption of cyt c on the linker layer (which caused the 
attenuation of S2p photoelectrons from the SAM as shown by the loss of the peak in the S2p line in blue). 
 
Figure 4.8 XPS spectra of O1s, N1s, C1s and S2p core level emissions for Au, Au|SAM, Au|SAM|cyt c, 
and Au|SAM|cyt c|RC samples. The spectra were obtained from: the cleaned Au electrode prior to 
exposure to the carboxyl-terminated alkanethiol linker (Au, red); after deposition of the carboxyl-
terminated alkanethiol linker (SAM, black); after incubation of the SAM-coated electrode with a solution 
of cyt c (blue); after incubation of the cyt c-bound, SAM-coated electrode with a solution of the RC 
(green). 
The corresponding core level lines obtained after addition of the RC layer on top of the cyt c film 
are shown in green in Figure 4.8. The photoemission photons from cyt c were attenuated by the RC layer 
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as indicated by the decreased intensity of the O1s peak and the loss of the minor peak in the C1s spectrum 
around 289.0 eV.  
 
Figure 4.9 Gaussian‒Lorenzian fit (blue, attributed to cyt c; and green, attributed to the RC) to the RC 
N1s emission line measured (black) on the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode. 
The nitrogen species in the RC differ from those in the cyt c (Figure 4.9). These spectral changes 
confirm the attachment of the RC to the Au|SAM|cyt c, as opposed to binding of the RC non-specifically, 
in which case the cyt c signal would not be expected to be attenuated.  
4.4.4. Electrochemistry Analysis 
To estimate the electrochemical midpoint potentials (i.e. energy levels) and the surface coverage 
of the proteins, electrochemical CV was performed for each layer. Figure 4.10(a) shows the CVs of Au, 
Au|SAM, Au|SAM|cyt c, and Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrodes at a scan rate of 0.05 V.s-1 at room temperature. 
As curve ii shows, the Au electrode primed with a layer of 6-mercaptohexanoic acid SAM exhibited no 
electroactivity in the potential range from 0.1 V to 0.6 V in the 0.1 M Tris‒HCl (pH 8.0) background 
electrolyte. Previous studies have mainly reported the CVs of carboxylic acid-terminated SAM electrodes 
for positive voltages.121 When the scan range was extended below 0.0 V vs NHE (i.e., the case here) the CV 
of the SAM showed a pair of peaks corresponding to protonation and de-protonation of the surface COOH 
groups.165  
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Figure 4.10 (a) CVs of: a Au electrode (i, black trace); Au|SAM electrode (ii, red trace); Au|SAM|cyt c 
(iii, blue trace); Au|SAM|cyt c|RC (iv, orange trace). The scan rate was 0.05 V.s-1 and the background 
electrolyte was 0.1 M Tris buffer. (b) Close-up view of the green rectangle in part (a) which shows a pair 
of quasi-reversible redox peaks attributed to the heme Fe III/Fe II couple in cyt c, at ∼0.23 V vs NHE (blue 
trace), wherein the comparative CV for iv is shown in orange. (c) CV of the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode 
(scan rate of 0.05 V.s-1) in the presence of Q, which shows oxidation-reduction peaks of the RC primary 
donor (P). The inset shows the anodic peak scaled and colored to emphasize the area of interest. The 
surface under the peak (purple) was used to estimate the density of immobilized RCs.  
After immobilization of cyt c, direct electrochemistry of surface-bound cyt c was achieved (Figure 
4.10, curve iii), and a pair of quasi-reversible redox peaks due to the one-electron oxidation and reduction 
of a heme Fe III/Fe II couple was apparent at ∼0.23 V vs NHE (Figure 4.10(b)). The surface formal potential 
of cyt c is nearly identical to the values previously reported for cyt c bound to physiological membranes.145 
From the average of the reduction and oxidation peak potentials, the redox potential of cyt c was measured 
to be ~0.23 V vs NHE (4.73 eV below vacuum level).   
The CV result from RCs in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure in the presence of quinone (Q) in the 
electrolyte is presented in Figure 4.10(c). Because the immobilized proteins are present as a monolayer, the 
concentration of RC is very low and the redox peaks in the CV graph are relatively small. Nevertheless the 
RC P peaks at ∼0.4 V and 0.6 V vs NHE were observed, which confirms the successful RC immobilization. 
The midpoint potential of RC was estimated to be ∼+0.45 (vs NHE), which is similar to that reported in 
previous works.32,33,63 This confirms that in this structure the RCs are still redox-active, upon docking to cyt 
c. As explained in the Discussion section, the area under the anodic peak (Figure 4.10(c), inset) has been 
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used to estimate the total amount of exchanged charges in the redox reaction of RCs, from which the RC 
density and surface coverage were estimated. 
4.5. Discussion 
The cathodic photocurrent in Figure 4.2 indicates direction of ET from the Au electrode to the RC 
protein via the SAM|cyt c structure, and accordingly confirms the anticipated protein orientation with the 
P-side facing the electrode. Although the photocurrent result shows the feasibility of immobilizing RCs 
through cyt c proteins, the overall photocurrent depends on the number of the immobilized RCs and the ET 
rate through the SAM|cyt c linker. Assuming a high degree of surface coverage by the SAM,111 the density 
of immobilized RCs is limited by the frequency of binding to cyt c. Using the results from the 
electrochemical experiments, we describe in the following text an estimation of the surface coverage of the 
cyt c and the RC layers. Also, the ET rate is estimated from the transient photocurrent response. 
For surface coverage estimation of active cyt c heme proteins, the total charge was calculated using 
the CV peak integration (Figure 4.10(b)) after background subtraction.121 For the Au|SAM|cyt c structures, 
the electroactive surface density of cyt c was determined by automatic CV peak integration, using 
VersaSTAT 4 software. Integrating the area under the peak of photocurrent density vs potential gives the 
charge density (Qtotal). Using Faraday's Law, the electroactive surface concentration of cyt c can be then 
estimated using Eq. (4.1):63,121 
 Γ   !"  Eq. 4.1 
where Γ is the electroactive surface density of cyt c, n is the number of unit charges in the redox reaction 
of the protein (n = 1 in this case), and F is the faradaic constant (96485 C mole-1). Considering the surface 
area of the electrode, the surface density of ∼14×10-12 mole cm-2 was estimated for immobilized cyt c, which 
is consistent with a previous report.121 Bearing in mind the approximate diameter of a cyt c molecule, 3.3 
nm,159 the calculated value of the cyt c surface concentration corresponds to a ∼70% surface coverage of 
the electrode. 
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The CV peak integration technique was also applied to estimate the surface coverage of RC using 
the CV plot in Figure 4.10(c). The measured charge density of ~581 nC (Figure 4.10(c), inset) corresponds 
to a surface density of RC of 6.02×10-12 mol.cm-2. Considering the estimated density of cyt c on the surface 
(14×10-12 mol.cm-2) the number of attached RCs is almost half of the cyt c proteins on the electrode. Despite 
the lower number of RCs, based on the protein diameter (~5 nm) the RC surface coverage is estimated to 
be ~70%, which is in the same range as cyt c. Previous research has shown electrostatic interactions 
between acidic amino acids on the RC periplasmic surface (P-side) and the basic amino acid residues, 
primarily lysines, surrounding the cyt c heme contribute to inter-protein docking and stability of the RC‒
cyt c co-complex.56,166 Our unpublished results shows that R. sphaeroides cyt c2 and horse heart cyt c are 
~30% structurally similar. Additionally, cyt c was found to bind to the proximal position faster, as well as 
with a higher affinity of the oxidized form to the RC.167 In the current study, the photocurrent density of the 
Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure confirms the binding of cyt c and RC complexes. Additionally, the photocurrent 
direction proves that cyt c binds to the P-side of the RC protein complex. This binding configuration here 
can be compared to the mechanism known for the in vivo RC and cyt c proteins bond, as proposed by 
others.168-170 
The ET rate between RC and the Au electrode in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure was estimated 
through the photocurrent transition at the onset of illumination as suggested by Trammell et al.65 Figure 
4.11 shows the photocurrent transition (1.4 s) for the RC-modified Au electrode with RC proteins sitting 
on cyt c-terminated SAMs. Assuming the transient photocurrent follows an exponential profile, the current 
density, J, was fitted to 	  	#!$%1 − '$ (, where Jpeak = -450 nA cm-2 is the peak current density, k is 
the ET rate, and t is time (t=0 is the onset of the illumination). Based on the fitting curve in Figure 4.11, the 
ET rate between the RC and the Au electrode was estimated to be k = 7.1 s-1.  
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Figure 4.11 Photocurrent transition (inset, close-up view of the dashed rectangle) at the onset of 
illumination for Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode (onset of illumination at 0.0 s, and cessation of illumination 
as indicated by the upward and downward pointing arrows). 
 
Figure 4.12 The energy diagram of the bio-electrochemical cell with the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure and 
the proposed mechanism for operation of the cells with Q as the single diffusible redox mediator. RC 
complexes are modeled as oriented with the P-side toward the Au electrode. Arrows indicate the route of 
ET from the Au to cyt c, into the P-side of the RC, and through Q to the Pt electrode. The energy level at 
each layer is relative to the vacuum level. The corresponding electrochemical potentials can be found 
from the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) axis at the right. 
The relatively low ET rate in the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure can be explained by an energy diagram 
of the different layers, shown in Figure 4.12. The electrochemical midpoint potentials of the cyt c heme and 
P+ in RC were measured at 0.23 V and 0.45 V vs NHE, respectively (Figure 4.10). The energy levels inside 
the RC have been studied in detail by others and explained by Blankenship.51 The midpoint potential of Q 
at pH 8 was measured in our earlier work as ∼0.042 V vs NHE.33 The vacuum potential of Pt and the 
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electrochemical potential of the QB site within the RC were also presented in a previous report.32 The 
HOMO and LUMO levels for the SAM were obtained from UPS, LIXPS, and UV-Vis absorption results 
(Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
The observed cathodic photocurrent implies ET from the Au to P+ in the RC while the energy 
diagram in Figure 4.12 shows that the ET is hindered by the energy barrier of the SAM and the unfavorable 
energy difference between Au and cyt c. Although the Au Fermi level is below the cyt c energy level, the 
density of electrons above the Fermi level is not zero at room temperature. Additionally, WF measurement 
of the sputtered Au was performed in vacuum. The WF of a surface can be strongly affected by the condition 
of the surface. In the event of surface reactions (such as oxidation or reduction), the WF can change 
considerably. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that there are electrons with enough energy to tunnel through 
the SAM to the cyt c.  
Considering the energy barrier (∆E1) of 1.93 eV (the difference between EF (Au) and ELUMO (SAM)) 
and the tunneling length (a) of 3.0 nm (Figure 4.5 sample 2 - the distance from the electrode to the middle 
of cyt c where heme is located), the wave function for an electron tunneling through the SAM experiences 
attenuation. Using a simple square barrier model for the SAM, the one dimensional conductance, G, through 
the barrier can be found from Eq. (4.2):171 
 )  2ℎ (Δ) 
Eq. 4.2 
 
where e = 1.6×10-19 C is the charge of one electron, h = 6.626×10-34 J.s is Planck’s constant, and T(∆E2) is 
the tunneling transmission coefficient between two energy states across the barrier with an energy 
difference of ∆E2 . For a large barrier the transmission coefficient is estimated by Eq. (4.3):171 
 (Δ) ≈ 16∆∆2 34 5−
46728#∆2ℎ 9: 
Eq. 4.3 
 
where me = 9.11×10-31 kg is the electron mass. From Eq. (4.2) and (4.23), the one-dimensional conductance 
of the barrier is estimated to be G = 4.65×10-23 Ω-1 which is very low. It should be noted that G is not the 
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conductance of the SAM, but is the conductance along a single linker molecule (in one dimension). As 
shown in Figure 4.2, the SAM has a crucial role in the protein immobilization since without the linker no 
photocurrent was observed (mainly due to the cyt c adsorption orientation). In order to eliminate the charge 
transfer barrier, a conjugated linker molecule with a HOMO level slightly higher than the energy level in 
cyt c could be used. In this case, the ET would occur by the charge hopping through the hybrid conjugated 
molecule-cyt c linker, instead of tunneling. Additionally, a low WF material for the working electrode 
would greatly increase the ET rate. A detailed study of such approaches is underway in our laboratory and 
the results will be reported in forthcoming papers. The proposed docking mechanism, described above, may 
be also exploited for other types of carotenoid-based proteins such as RC-light harvesting (LH) complexes 
and possibly PSI for intriguing applications in photovoltaic, photonic and optoelectronic devices, and bio-
sensors.27,39,62,114,172,173           
Additionally, we examined the effect of cycling the applied potential on the generated 
photocurrents to better understand the ET mechanism (Figure 4.13). Figure 4.13 demonstrates that at 
applied potentials of -0.558 V to 0.050 V (vs. NHE), significant cathodic (negative) photocurrent densities 
were measured whereas at the applied potentials of 0.142 V to 0.542 V (vs. NHE), anodic (positive) 
photocurrent were recorded. The maximum photocurrent density of -2.872 µA cm-2 was measured at the 
applied potential of -0.558 V vs. NHE. The change in the photocurrent direction occurred around the applied 
potential of 0.142 V vs. NHE. These observations well correlate with the proposed energy diagram and the 
operation mechanism for such cells.  
Carotenoid-based proteins have shown promise for photovoltaic applications. Several studies have 
focused on the assembly of PSI onto various substrates such as P-dope silicon and graphene oxide which 
resulted in enhanced current densities over 100 µA cm-2. Other studies on integration of oriented RC-LH1 
complexes, mostly on transparent conductive oxide electrodes, showed several µA current densities,61,62 
with an exception of a recent work on a densely packed monolayer of RC-LH1 complexes on a Au electrode 
using Langmuir–Blodgett technology which resulted in a 45 μA cm2 current density.73 
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Figure 4.13 Effects of cycling the applied potential on the mean steady state current densities, obtained 
from the Au|SAM|cyt c|RC electrode. The shape of the photocurrent at several applied potential is shown 
as insets (amplitude is ignored). 
Beside carotenoid-based photosystems, bacteriorhodopsin as a robust light-driven proton pump, 
has found various applications in solar energy conversion,47,48,98 optoelectronics,99 and organic field effect 
transistors.100 A recent study on fabricating a photovoltaic cell using aqueous bacteriorhodopsin generated 
a photo-electric response of ~33 μA cm2. Overall, the tendency towards biomimetic devices and the need 
for the production of clean energy by mimicking nature brings the light-capturing proteins applications in 
bio-electronic devices to the forefront of cutting-edge research. The overall effort will advance the 
application of biological materials in electronic devices with a far reaching impact in the fields of solar 
cells, bio-sensors, and bio-nanotechnology. 
4.6. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing a protein-protein interaction to immobilize the R. 
sphaeroides wild type RC protein from the P-side through a hybrid carboxylic acid-terminated alkanethiol 
SAM|cyt c linker. The new linker structure has demonstrated the ability to control the orientation of the RC 
with reasonable stability in bonding to the RC protein complex. A simple layer-by-layer 
deposition/incubation method was applied to build a Au|SAM|cyt c|RC structure which resulted in 70% of 
the surface coverage by RC proteins. The ET rate between the Au electrode and RCs was found to be k ≈ 
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7.1 s-1. Our detailed energy study of the layers showed a large energy barrier at the SAM which limits the 
ET rate. These results provide key information about how specific surface modification of an electrode may 
control the performance of RC complexes in systems suitable for the development of solar energy 
converters, and other types of photon energy-harvesting biomaterials. This work provides an experimental 
and theoretical baseline for future work. 
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CHAPTER 5 : LARGE PHOTOCURRENT RESPONSE AND EXTERNAL QUANTUM 
EFFICIENCY IN BIO-PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS INCORPORATING REACTION 
CENTER PLUS LIGHT HARVESTING COMPLEXES5 
5.1. Abstract 
Bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) are promising materials for solar energy harvesting, 
due to their high ratio of photogenerated electrons to absorbed photons and long recombination time of 
generated charges. In this work, photoactive electrodes were prepared from a bacterial RC-light-harvesting 
1 (LH1) core complex, where the RC is encircled by the LH1 antenna, to increase light capture. A simple 
immobilization method was used to prepare RC-LH1 photoactive layer. Herein, we demonstrate that the 
combination of pretreatment of the RC-LH1 protein complexes with quinone and the immobilization 
method results in bio-photoelectrochemical cells with a large peak transient photocurrent density and 
photocurrent response of 7.1 and 3.5 µA cm-2, respectively. The current study with monochromatic 
excitation showed maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) and photocurrent density of 0.21% and 2 
µA cm-2, respectively, with illumination power of ~6 mW cm-2 at ~875 nm, under ambient conditions. This 
work provides new directions to higher performance bio-photoelectrochemical cells as well as possibly 
other applications of this broadly functional photoactive material. 
5.2. Introduction 
Photosynthesis has been the primary source of energy on earth over the evolutionary history of 
life.16 Photosynthetic plants and bacteria convert solar energy into electrochemical energy with high 
efficiency.51 Interest in the potential application of biological photosystems has been fueled by the 
                                                           
5 Chapter 5 was published in Biomacromolecules (Yaghoubi, H.* et al. (2015) Large Steady-State 
Photocurrent and External Quantum Efficiency of Bio-Photoelectrochemical Cells Incorporating Reaction 
Center Light Harvesting Complexes. Biomacromolecules. 16(4), 1112–1118). Permission is included in 
Appendix A. 
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discovery of the 3-D crystal structures of these membrane protein complexes, and the quantitative 
understanding of the primary ET processes of photosynthesis.24-26 In the succeeding years, among several 
intriguing applications of photosynthetic proteins,27-29 solar energy harvesting has achieved prominence due 
to an increasing demand for the production of clean energy.20,30 The reaction center (RC) of the bacterium 
Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides is the simplest and perhaps the most resilient photosynthetic complex, with 
~200 times longer recombination time of the separated charges compared to that in silicon-based devices.50 
Through Förster resonance energy transfer, photon energy initially absorbed by antenna complexes, such 
as the bacterial light-harvesting complexes 1 and 2 (LH1 and LH2), is transferred to the RC, where a charge-
separated state is generated with ~100% quantum efficiency.51 The RC of R. sphaeroides is a 
transmembrane complex comprised of three protein subunits called L, M and H, with a donor (P) and a 
acceptor (Q) side. The charge separation in the RC occurs by generation of an excited state in a pair of 
bacteriochlorophylls (BChls), called the special pair (P). An electron is then transferred to an accessory 
BChl (BA), then to a bacteriopheophytin (BPhe), and subsequently to a primary (QA) and secondary (QB) 
quinone.33 The long recombination time and the expected greater than 20% power conversion efficiency of 
potential devices based on the Rb. sphaeroides RC,60 have inspired several research groups to utilize RCs 
in photoelectrochemical cells for harvesting solar energy.3,32-37,43,61,62 In such devices, diffusible mediators 
were used to transfer light-induced charges from the RCs to the electrodes through reversible redox 
reactions.33 However, the limited optical absorption spectrum and extinction coefficient of the RC complex 
is a concern for achieving high photocurrent in a cell. To enhance the optical absorption, a combination of 
RC and antenna complexes can be used (the RC-LH1 core complex).45,75-78 Despite the addition of LH1 and 
corresponding increase in the absorption spectrum and peak amplitudes, photocurrents in electrochemical 
cells using an RC-LH1 complex from Rb. sphaeroides were lower than expected.43,45,64,79 Developing a new 
energy conversion technology that is also sustainable has been an ongoing challenge. En route, to achieve 
the potential of using Rb. sphaeroides RC protein complexes in solar energy conversion, several groups 
proposed different fabrication methods and structures.32,50,61,62 In the current study we investigated the effect 
of quinone deficiency on the photocurrent response and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of bio-
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photoelectrochemical cells incorporating RC-LH1 complexes. Hence, we designed the experiments to be 
carried out in a single diffusible mediator system. The presented results in the current study are among the 
most promising reported so far, using a single diffusible redox mediator in the electrolyte.32,50,61,62 However, 
a recent study shows that using two redox mediators in the electrolyte can further improve the 
photocurrent.73 Studies of how RC protein complexes interface with electrodes have focused mainly on the 
resulting transient peak photocurrent density, with very little attention paid to the associated overall 
photocurrent response. As the functionality of any solar cell is strongly dependent on its robustness under 
long illumination, an enhancement in the photocurrent response is also of great importance. In this work, 
we constructed bio-photoelectrochemical cells using a quinone-treated RC-LH1 dimer (hereafter referred 
to as Q-treated RC-LH1) as the photovoltaic component, which is comprised of two RC-LH1 cores 
organized as an S-shape of LH1 complexes.78 We report on the mean photocurrent density of 3.25 µA cm-
2. The fabricated cells showed highly reproducible cycles of charge generation under long times of 
illumination, which implies a robust functionality of the RCs in this configuration. 
5.3. Experimental Section 
5.3.1. Preparation of Working Electrodes 
Two different batches of RC and RC-LH1 protein complexes were prepared at a final concentration 
of 15 µM. The RC photoactive electrodes were prepared by drop-casting of 15 µl of a 15 µM RC solution 
over the surface of the Au electrode. For preparation of the Q-treated RC or RC-LH1s photoactive 
electrodes, initially 3 µl of a 28.2 mM ethanolic solution of Q was mixed with 15 µl of 15 µM RC or RC-
LH1 solutions, and kept at 4 oC for 20 minutes. The prepared mixed solutions were then drop-casted over 
the Au electrodes. In all cases, the immobilization was performed at 4 oC in aerobic conditions for 15 hours 
after which the electrode was washed thoroughly three times in de-ionized water and dried in air. Therefore, 
the proteins were bound to the Au electrode. 
5.3.2. Electrochemical Measurements 
The photochronoamperometric, CV, and EIS tests were performed in custom built three-electrode 
setups with the fabricated photoactive Au as the working electrode (area of 0.5 cm2), Pt counter electrode, 
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and Ag/AgCl reference electrodes. 0.75 mM Cp2Fe redox solution was prepared by dissolving Cp2Fe in 0.1 
M Tris buffer and ultra-sonication for 48 hrs and used in all the experiments in which one mediator was 
added. Because the feasibility of using ferrocene in similar electrochemical cells had been demonstrated in 
previous work,50,89 we utilized the same redox mediator. For the experiment with two mediators, the 
concentrations of Cp2Fe and Q were 0.75 mM and 0.056 mM, respectively. The current polarity convention 
was set in a fashion that defined cathodic current as negative. The photochronoamperometric tests were 
performed at the open circuit potential of system, which was determined for each sample. Illumination was 
provided using a commercial solar simulator (RST300S (AM 1.0), Radiant Source Technology) at an 
incident light intensity of 80 mW cm-2 at the electrode’s surface. Photocurrents and photovoltages were 
recorded using a VersaSTAT 4 (Princeton Applied Research) potentiostat. 
5.4. Results and Discussion 
Figure 5.1 shows the superimposed absorption spectra of the Rb. sphaeroides RC and the RC-LH1 
complex. The distinctive three Qy RC cofactor peaks, i.e., BPhe, monomeric BChl, and the BChl “special 
pair”, are clear at 760, 804 and 867 nm, respectively (black trace). The RC-LH1, which is comprised of two 
RC cores encircled with an S-shape of LH1 complexes (Chapter 2), shows the highest light harvesting 
capacity around 872 nm, arising from the LH1 antenna (Figure 5.1, red trace).78 The lower-amplitude bands 
centered around 804 and 760 nm are due to the RC accessory BChl and BPhe cofactors, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.1 The absorption spectra of RC (solid black line) and RC-LH1 dimer (solid red line) complexes. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the photostability of the RC and the RC-LH1 complexes under 1 hr of continuous 
illumination using a solar simulator at an incident intensity of 80 mW cm-2. 
 
Figure 5.2 The absorption spectra of purified RC (solid black line) and RC-LH1 dimer (solid red line) 
complexes before 1 hr of illumination. The absorption spectra of the RC and the RC-LH1 complexes after 
1 hr of continuous illumination are shown by the dashed lines. The rectangle of green dotted lines around 
865 nm signifies the changes in the RC P cofactor absorption after illumination for one hr. 
The time-dependent electrical photo-responses of the RC and the RC-LH1 photoactive electrodes 
were measured in standard three-electrode electrochemical cells with ferrocene (Cp2Fe) in the electrolyte 
as the added redox mediator (Figure 5.3(a)). To confirm the contribution of the protein complexes to the 
photocurrent generation, control experiments were performed on cells containing Cp2Fe, but lacking any 
protein component (Figure 5.3(b)). The negligible 7 nA cm-2 anodic (positive) photocurrent density 
supports the interpretation that the photo-response in the RC- and the RC-LH1-based cells stems from the 
light harvesting and charge generation in the protein components. In all the other cases with either RC or 
RC-LH1 photoactive layers, the photo-responses showed cathodic (negative) currents which imply ET from 
the Au electrode to the P side of the protein.62,69 The details of the binding and orientation the protein 
complexes on the Au electrode need an in-depth investigation. However, as in previous work,50,61,62,64 we 
define the orientation based on the photocurrent direction, which in our case is from Au to the RC.32,50,61,73 
Therefore, the data indicate that the RC was bound to the electrode with P located within electron tunneling 
distance from the Au surface. Hypothetically, several mechanisms could control the adsorption orientation, 
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including heterogeneous hydrophilic characteristics of the complex’s surface, which induce adsorption 
orientation from the P side,73 and electrostatic interaction between the electrode and the complex.24 
 
Figure 5.3 (a) Time dependence photo-response of the RC and the RC-LH1 treated electrodes under 80 
mW cm−2 illumination exposed to light-on/light-off cycles. (↑) and (↓) indicate the onsets of illumination 
and dark for the first cycle. Measurements with one mediator added were made with and without an RC 
or RC-LH1 film in a 0.75 mM ferrocene mediator solution with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a 
platinum counter electrode. Measurement with two mediators (light green curve) was made in a 0.75 mM 
ferrocene and 0.056 mM Q electrolyte solution with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a platinum 
counter electrode. (b) Close-up view of the dashed rectangle in part (a), showing that photocurrent density 
is negligible in the absence of any protein component. (c) VOC of the Q-treated RC and Q-treated RC-LH1 
cells in part (a) in response to cycles of illumination and dark. (d) Action spectrum of the photocurrent 
amplitude, generated on the Q-treated RC-LH1 treated electrode (with the maximum amplitude of the 
photocurrent density at each light-on event shown as a green dot), compared to the solution absorption 
spectrum of the RC-LH1 (bold black line). 
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When an electrode with a layer of the RC bound was tested it showed a peak transient current 
density of ~7.1 µA cm-2 (Figure 5.3(a), blue trace). The photo-response stabilized at ~0.4 µA cm-2. It is 
worth mentioning that the photo-response was observed in the absence of any linker, with no protein 
engineering, instead using an immobilization method of protein drop-casting and subsequent washing of 
the primed electrode. Further improvement in the photocurrent was achieved by devising a new method. In 
this approach, photoactive RC layers were prepared from protein complexes to which quinone (Q) was 
added prior to deposition, which led to ~6 times higher photocurrent (Figure 5.3(a); red dashed line, 
compare with blue trace). Treating the pigment protein complexes with excess Q appears to reconstitute the 
protein’s final electron acceptor (QB). Because RC treatment with Q induces a slower decrease of 
photocurrent, in an effort to increase the photocurrent density to a higher value, RC-LH1 complexes were 
treated with Q prior to preparation of the photoactive layer. Interestingly, the Q-treated RC-LH1 photo-
active electrode yielded ~9 and ~1.5 times higher photocurrent densities compared to that of RC alone and 
Q-treated RC, respectively. The relatively high value of the photocurrent at the end of the illumination 
cycles is promising for practical use of the proteins in real applications.  
Figure 5.3(a) shows an initial spike of photocurrent at the onset of illumination (t = ~20 s) for the 
RC, the Q-treated RC, and the Q-treated RC-LH1 photoactive electrodes similar to what was recently 
reported.50,62 According to Tan et al. this initial spike may be due to a faster rate of P+ reduction relative to 
QB- oxidation, which results in a buildup of negative charges within the protein.62 Upon cessation of 
illumination, transient positive (reverse) currents (Figure 5.3(a)) were observed both for the Q-treated RC 
and RC-LH1 photoactive electrodes. The positive current is attributed to oxidation and reduction reactions 
at the photoactive working and the counter electrodes, respectively, which help in dissipating the energy 
difference between the electrode and the electrolyte to regain a state of equilibrium in the dark.50,62    
A concern about the Q-treatment method was the possibility of Q acting as a second mediator in 
the cell, as in previous work that described an increase in the photocurrent when two mediators were used 
in a device with immobilized proteins.62 In order to clarify the role of Q, a cell was fabricated with RC-LH1 
proteins (no Q-treatment) and Q was added to the electrolyte (Figure 5.3(a), light green curve). The amount 
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of added Q was the same as in the Q-treated RC-LH1 (see Experimental Section). The RC-LH1 (Cp2Fe+Q) 
curve in Figure 5.3(a) shows the current value was less than 38% of the current in the device with Q-treated 
RC-LH1 and a single added mediator. A possible explanation is that the purified RCs were partially or 
completely lacking the QB quinone, and treating the proteins with Q reconstitutes the QB quinone which 
enhances the ET from the proteins to the mediator (Cp2Fe).   
The photovoltaic effect was further studied by measuring the open circuit potential (VOC) in the 
cells with the electrolyte containing Cp2Fe as the only added mediator. Figure 5.3(c) demonstrates the VOC 
of the Q-treated RC and RC-LH1 cells in response to cycles of illumination and dark. The mediator added 
in both cases is 0.75 mM Cp2Fe. However, it appears that the VOC amplitude--i.e., the difference between 
the photo-response under illumination and in the dark--is more stable for the RC-LH1 complexes (ΔV 
dropped from 90 mV to 60), than for the RC (ΔV changed from 110 mV to 60 mV) over the course of 
experiment. Although the control photochronoamperometric experiment in Figure 5.3(b) indicated that the 
observed photo-responses stem from photon absorption and charge generation in the RC and the RC-LH1 
complexes, we verified this by obtaining the photocurrent action spectrum of the Q-treated RC-LH1 
photoactive electrode using a monochromator to obtain dispersed light across the 400 nm to 950 nm 
wavelength range. Figure 5.3(d) shows a compelling match between the Q-treated RC-LH1 solution 
absorption spectrum and the photocurrent density across this wavelength range. This match between the 
absorption spectrum and the photocurrent confirms that the RC-LH1 complexes were functional and intact. 
The results indicate the EQE maximum value of 0.21% with illumination power of ~6 mW cm-2 at ~875 
nm.  
Figures 5.4(a-b) show the average of the photocurrent density response and the transient peak 
photocurrent densities for the Q-treated RC-LH1 photoactive electrode in Cp2Fe solution (one mediator 
added) by varying the applied potential to higher and lower figures than the dark VOC (positive and negative 
voltages).  
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Figure 5.4 Effects of cycling the applied potential on: (a) the mean photocurrent densities (n = 10) and (b) 
the mean transient current densities (n = 10), obtained from the Q-treated RC-LH1 electrode. The stability 
of the photo-response is illustrated by the size of the error bars. Error bars represent the standard deviation 
between samples (n = 10). The photocurrent densities were determined by taking the difference between 
the current density in the dark and the current density after 20 s of illumination. The OCP value in dark is 
very close to zero. Hence, positive voltages represents positive bias/positive over potential and negative 
voltages represents negative bias/negative over potential.  
It is clear that at applied potentials of -0.202 V to +0.248 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), cathodic photocurrent 
densities were measured whereas at the applied potentials higher than +0.248 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), anodic 
photocurrents were recorded. The maximum mean photocurrent density and mean peak transient 
photocurrent density of -3.2 and -4.6 µA cm-2 were measured at the dark OCP. The change in the 
photocurrent direction occurred around the applied potential of 0.248 V vs. Ag/AgCl. As discussed in the 
following text, these observations correlate well with the proposed energy diagram for these cells. 
The mechanism for the operation of Q-treated RC-LH1 photoactive cells can be explained by an 
energy diagram, shown in Figure 5.5(a). The electrochemical midpoint potential of the redox electrolyte--
i.e., containing 0.75 mM Cp2Fe--was measured at ~0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl (~-4.81 V vs. vacuum), as shown 
in Figure 5.5(b). The energy levels inside the RC have been studied in detail by others and are summarized 
by Blankenship.51 The vacuum potential of Pt and the electrochemical potential of the QB site within the 
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RC were given by Tan et al.32 The Fermi level (EF) of the gold was measured as ~0.697 V vs. Ag/AgCl (~-
5.0 V vs. Vacuum). 
 
Figure 5.5 (a) The energy diagram of the fabricated bio-electrochemical cell with the Q-treated RC-LH1 
photoactive electrode (at no bias) and the proposed mechanism for operation of this cell with Cp2Fe, as 
the added diffusible redox mediator to the electrolyte. RC-LH1 complexes are modelled as obtaining 
electrons from the Au electrode. The energy level at each layer is given on the left side of the vertical 
scale as relative to the vacuum level. The corresponding electrochemical potentials can be found from the 
Ag/AgCl axis on the right side of the vertical scale. (b) CV of Q-treated RC-LH1 photoactive electrode in 
0.75 mM Cp2Fe solution, showing the electrochemical midpoint potential attributed to Cp2Fe centred on 
0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
The energy diagram in Figure 5.5(a) is consistent with our interpretation that the electrons at the 
QB side of RC-LH1 are transferred to the Pt counter electrode mainly via Cp2Fe-mediated redox reactions 
in the electrolyte, while the photo-oxidized primary donor (P+) is reduced by electrons coming from the Au 
working electrode.  
In order to determine the effect of illumination on the impedance of the RC-LH1 photoactive layer, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was applied in the presence of Cp2Fe as a mediator in the 
dark and under illumination (Figure 5.6).   
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Figure 5.6 (a) Bode and (b) Nyquist plots of samples under dark and light conditions. Inset in part (b) 
shows the close-up view of the dashed rectangle. EIS was performed using a 10 mV AC voltage over a 
frequency range of 10-2 to 105 Hz. 
Figure 5.6(a) shows an impedance with an inverted zero around 1 Hz for the RC-LH1/Au electrode 
in the dark and under illumination which implies the entire composite behaves as a single interface where 
electrons can be exchanged with the mediator at both the electrode’s surface and the active sites (QB and 
P+) of the RC-LH1 film. Recently, Leblanc et al. observed a similar phenomenon for photoelectrochemical 
solar cells based on PSI photoactive layers.94 Additionally, we observed a significant decrease in impedance 
at low frequencies as a result of illumination (Figure 5.6(a)). As was shown by LeBlanc et al.,94 this 
impedance element reflects the actual electron exchange with the redox mediator, showing that illumination 
enhances the ET. Also, in the Figure 5.6(b) inset, the changes in the slope of the Nyquist plot for the 
electrode under illumination suggests that the electrode polarization is due to a combination of diffusion 
and other processes, while the curve for the electrode in the dark behaves like a simple electrochemical 
reaction limited by diffusion.174 
The large photocurrent response and the facile fabrication method using protein drop-casting in this 
work for making photoactive electrodes from the RC-LH1 complexes are encouraging for developing solar 
cell technology toward more bio-based devices. In the meantime, these data could be of importance for 
applications in molecular photonic devices. Besides metal/RC photoactive layers, semiconductor/RC 
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hybrids and oligomer-protein/RC hybrids have shown promise in solar energy conversion.3,22,35 In addition 
to RC and RC-LH1 complexes, other chlorophyll-based proteins such as Photosystem I (PSI) and PSII have 
also been explored for solar energy conversion application.40,41,94,95 A recent review summarizes some of 
these efforts in applications of RC, PSI, and PSII in biological-driven solar power production.31 A most 
recent study successfully incorporated large photosynthetic complex trimers into solid-state plastic solar 
cells that were exclusively prepared by solution processing which resulted in a significant change in the 
open-circuit voltage.96 Other applications of light harvesting proteins could be in production of solar fuels 
such as H2.97 The fast-paced activities in exploring new configurations and attaining higher efficiencies of 
biological solar energy conversion using various photosynthetic proteins,30,101,102 fuel the idea that 
mimicking nature is a promising approach for developing a sustainable energy technology.    
5.5. Conclusion 
We showed that a relatively large photocurrent and external quantum efficiency can be achieved 
using Q-treated RC-LH1 complexes to fabricate photoactive electrodes. The electrode preparation is based 
on a simple solution-phase drop casting technique. Using this method, maximum EQE and mean 
photocurrent density of 0.21% and 2 µA cm-2, respectively, were achieved with an illumination power of 
~6 mW cm-2 at ~875 nm, which is comparable to the highest reported values in the field.     
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CHAPTER 6  : CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In the US, the share of solar energy between various types if sources such as natural gas, coal, and 
wind has increased significantly in the recent years. This trend is promising for the use of solar energy in 
electricity generation in much larger scale in near future. However, one of the ignored topics in renewable 
energy strategies is the sustainability of the renewable energy technology itself. Additionally, various types 
of technologies for harvesting solar energy should come together to be able to increase the share of 
renewables in energy production.  
Photosynthesis is a natural and sustainable process for solar energy conversion. In photosynthesis 
the primary energy conversion reactions take place in a RC with nearly 100% quantum yield of primary 
charge separation and an efficient stabilization of separated charges which implies a great potential in 
incorporating the RC proteins in a photovoltaic device for solar energy harvesting. Although only a few 
groups working worldwide on the applications of RCs in bio-inspired systems for efficient light harvesting, 
the growth in the improvement of efficiency has been remarkable, to date. From the early devices, 
constructed by Trammell et al. in 2004, with photocurrent densities of several nA cm-2,44 the field has been 
developed notably such that recent efforts demonstrate several µA cm-2 photocurrent densities in less than 
several years.61,73 The fast-moving activities in fabricating devices with higher efficiencies for biological 
solar energy conversion using various photosynthetic proteins, fuels the idea that mimicking nature is a 
promising approach for developing a sustainable energy technology.  
This work contributed to the better understanding of bio-hybrid solar cells using photosynthetic 
reaction centers and photosynthetic reaction centers plus light harvesting complexes and have identified the 
existed bottlenecks. My specific contributions to the field of bio-photovoltaic technology were: 1- devising 
the structure of a bio-photovoltaic solar cell by perceiving the key mechanism of charge transfer with a 
better ET characteristic, the result of which has been filed as a US patent and published as a technical paper 
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in a high profile journal, as well. 2- Developing a simple structure (Chapter 5, under review work) with 
relatively large external quantum efficiency that can be eventually scaled up for off-grid applications. 3- 
Pushing the external quantum efficiency of bio-hybrid devices to 0.21% which is comparable to highest 
reported figures in the field.61,73 
6.1. Future Work 
As future work in this area to develop a more efficient bio-hybrid device using photosynthetic 
proteins, one can pursue several areas:  
a- Maximizing the conversion efficiency of bio-hybrid devices with improving the ET between the 
protein complexes and the metal electrodes using conjugated structures. In order to achieve a high ET rate 
between the biomolecule component (RC) and the electrode, the energy levels at the linker layer (between 
RC and the electrode shown in the Figure 6.1) must energetically line up with the adjacent layers to avoid 
charge blockage. In this regard, it is suggested to use organic conductive and/or semiconductive linkers 
with conjugated structure instead of the insulating linker molecule. The candidate materials can be 
oligomers of thiophene and ethylenedioxythiophene.  
 
Figure 6.1 A schematic representation of the proposed structure, using a conjugated linker with 
appropriate HOMO level for an efficient electron transfer to the linker protein and photosynthetic protein.  
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The HOMO level in regioregular poly (3-hexylthiophene) (rr-P3HT) is close to the energy level at 
the primary electron donor side of the photosynthetic protein. The use of organic semiconductors as the 
linker for protein immobilization requires a full study of the interface and a proper alignment of the energy 
levels along the whole linker structure.  
b- One of the possible strategies to increase the EQE in bio-hybrid solar cells is to use porous 
transparent semiconducting materials as the working electrode instead of metals. Semiconductors with 
matching energy levels with the proteins can enhance the charge transfer between immobilized proteins 
and the electrode. A candidate material is ZnO nanowires. Considering the background of the group in 
growing ZnO nanowires,175 this approach can expand the synergy between the researchers working in the 
Bio-Organic Electronics lab.  
The biomimetic solar conversion is considered as an ongoing research domain. Scientists have tried 
various hypotheses to fabricate cheaper and more efficient devices for harvesting the sun’s energy. The 
result, has been mainly shifting from expensive solid devices toward cheaper flexible structures. The recent 
advanced in replicating what nature has been done for billions of years, has created a relatively new research 
stream that shows a great potential for revolutionizing the way we harvest solar energy. This trend towards 
biomimetic devices can be considered a theme that will endure to shape the fabrication of solar cells for the 
future. 
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